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Abstract

We design algorithms for markets consisting of multiple items, and agents with bud-

get constraints on the maximum amount of money they can afford to spend. This

problem can be considered under two broad frameworks. (a) From the standpoint of

Auction Theory, the agents’ valuation functions over the items are private knowledge.

Here, a “truthful auction” computes the subset of items received by every agent and

her payment, and ensures that no agent can manipulate the scheme to her advantage

by misreporting her valuation function. The question is to design a truthful auction

whose outcome can be computed in polynomial time. (b) A different, but equally

important, question is to investigate if and when the market is in “equilibrium”,

meaning that every item is assigned a price, every agent gets her utility-maximizing

subset of items under the current prices, and every unallocated item is priced at zero.

First, we consider the setting of multiple heterogeneous items and present ap-

proximation algorithms for revenue optimal truthful auctions. When the items are

homogeneous, we give an efficient algorithm whose outcome defines a truthful and

Pareto-optimal auction. Finally, we focus on the notion of “competitive equilibrium”,

which is a well known solution concept for market clearing. We present efficient algo-

rithms for finding competitive equilibria in markets with budget constrained agents,

and show that these equilibria outcomes have strong revenue guarantees.
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Introduction

Suppose that a seller has multiple items, and she wants to decide how to allocate

these items among multiple “agents” (customers who are interested in buying the

items). There are two natural ways to formulate this problem, as described below.

The first approach is to consider an “auction” setting. Here, the agents are usually

termed as “bidders” and the seller is termed as “auctioneer”. The bidders report their

valuations for the items to the auctioneer, and based on these reported valuations,

the auctioneer decides on the allocation of the items and the payments to be made

by each bidder. The critical aspect is that a bidder’s valuations for the items are

“private knowledge”. Thus, the bidder is willing to manipulate the auction scheme

by misreporting her valuations if that results in an outcome that is more favorable

to her. A good auction should be robust to such undesirable manipulations.

The second approach is to consider the “market” defined by the set of items and

the set of agents. Here, in contrast to an auction, the agents’ valuations for the

items are publicly known. The problem is that the valuations of two different agents

might require both of them to demand the same item. As a result, the item is over-

demanded, and allocating it to any one agent will make the other agent unhappy.
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The goal is to set up prices for the items in such a way that reconciles these conflicting

interests of various agents and ensures that the market is in “equilibrium”, meaning

that the demand equals supply for every item.

There exists a rich literature on these topics [Krishna (2002)]. However, several

recent developments such as internet advertising (where the search engines gener-

ate a huge amount of revenue by auctioning online ad-slots) have motivated the

researchers in Theoretical Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence to revisit the

fundamental concepts in auction theory and market equilibrium from an algorith-

mic perspective [Nisan et al. (2007)]. Here, the problem of designing an auction

(or finding a market equilibrium) is “computational”, and the goal is find auction

schemes and algorithms for market equilibrium that run in polynomial time. This

dissertation presents some results that fall under the purview of this general research

agenda.

To be more specific, we investigate the auction (resp. market equilibrium) settings

where every bidder (resp. agent) has a “budget constraint”, which specifies the

maximum amount of money she can afford to spend. This constraint seems fairly

natural for markets that arise in e-commerce applications: Large scale advertising

exchanges, keyword search auctions [Dütting et al. (2011); Feldman et al. (2008);

Goel et al. (2012)], and Google auctions for TV ads [Nisan (2009)]. The key difficulty

with budgets is that the utility of a bidder is equal to her valuation minus price if

and only if the price is below the budget constraint, and the utility is �8 whenever

the price exceeds her budget. As a consequence, well-known results such as the

VCG auction [Clarke (1971); Groves (1973a); Vickrey (1961)] are no longer directly

applicable.

Roadmap for the rest of this chapter. In Section 1.1, we describe the microeconomic

concepts that will be used in this thesis. In Section 1.2, we state our results: (1)
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Approximately revenue maximizing auctions for heterogeneous items and budget

constrained bidders, (2) Pareto-optimal auctions for homogeneous items and budget

constrained bidders, and (3) Algorithms for Competitive Equilibria in the presence

of budget constrained agents.

1.1 Preliminaries

We review some basic concepts in auction theory and market equilibrium.

1.1.1 Background: Auction Theory

Suppose that multiple bidders are interested in buying a set of items. Each bidder

i has a type ti P Ti. A bidder’s type uniquely determines her valuation function,

which specifies her valuation for every subset of items. In an auction, the bidders

report their types to the seller. These reported types are called bids. The input bids

determine the outcome of the auction, which specifies the subset of items allocated

to each bidder, and her payment.

The utility of a bidder is a function of her type and the outcome of the auction.

In most settings, the utility functions are considered to be quasilinear, meaning that

a bidder’s utility is simply equal to the valuation she receives from the subset of

items allocated to her, minus her payment. We make the following assumptions.

1. The type ti of every bidder i is private knowledge, implying that no one else

apart from the bidder knows her type. However, the set of all her possible

types (given by Ti) is publicly known.

2. The utility functions are public knowledge, that is, everyone knows the utility

function of a bidder.

3. The bidders are rational agents, in the sense that each bidder behaves in a way

that maximizes her own utility.
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4. There are no externalities, meaning that a bidder in only interested in her own

allocation and payment, and her utility does not depend on the allocations and

payments of the other bidders.

Since a bidder is rational and her type is private knowledge, she is likely to lie to the

seller if that results in an increased utility. In other words, her reported bid might

not coincide with her private type. To rule out such undesirable behaviors, the seller

wants an auction which prevents the bidders from misreporting. The fact that the

utility functions are public knowledge makes it possible to design such an auction.

Definition 1. (Incentive Compatibility) Each bidder’s utility is maximized (at a

non-negative value) when she reports her true type.

Throughout the rest of this dissertation, we will use the terms “incentive compat-

ibility” and “truthfulness” interchangeably. We will focus on the important problem

of designing incentive-compatible auctions that maximize either the revenue of the

auctioneer, or the social welfare.

Definition 2. (Revenue) The revenue from the outcome of an auction is the sum of

the payments made by all the bidders.

Definition 3. (Social Welfare) The social welfare from the outcome of an auction

is the sum of the valuations obtained by all the bidders.1

Suppose that our objective is to maximize revenue. First, we note that there is no

truthful auction that generates good revenue on every input. Consider the following

example. We have only one bidder and one item. In this setting, any deterministic

truthful auction will post a price for the item that is independent of the bidder’s

1 Equivalently, we can define the social welfare to be the sum of the utilities of all the bidders and
the auctioneer. Since the auctioneer’s utility is the total payment made by all the bidders and a
bidder’s utility is equal to her valuation minus her own payment, this quantity is the same as the
total valuation obtained by all the bidders.
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reported type, and make a “take-it-or-leave-it” offer to the bidder. The revenue of

the auction is equal to the posted price if the bidder is willing to accept the offer,

and zero otherwise. Fix any such posted price p ¡ 0, and consider an input where

the bidder’s valuation for the item is 0   v   p. On this input, the auction generates

zero revenue. However, a different auction that posts a price slightly less than v will

give positive revenue on the same input.

A natural way to circumvent the above difficulty is to take the Bayesian approach.

Here, we assume that the private type ti P Ti of each bidder i is drawn from a publicly

known prior distribution, defined over Ti. The objective is to design a truthful auction

that maximizes the expected revenue, where the expectation is taken over the random

choices made by the auction, and the prior distributions from which the bidders’ types

are drawn.

Various Kinds of Incentive-Compatibility Constraints

Now, we distinguish between four kinds of incentive-compatibility constraints.

Dominant-strategy incentive-compatibility (DSIC) Fix any bidder i. Suppose

that her true type is ti.

• In a universally truthful DSIC mechanism, the utility of bidder i is maximized

(at a nonnegative value) when she reveals her true type ti, regardless of the

types reported by other bidders and the random choices (if any) made by the

mechanism.

• In a truthful-in-expectation DSIC mechanism, the expected utility of bidder i

(the expectation is over the random choices made by the mechanism) is maxi-

mized (at a nonnegative value) when she reveals her true type ti, regardless of

the types reported by other bidders.
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Bayesian incentive-compatibility (BIC) Fix any bidder i and suppose that her

true type is ti.

• In a universally truthful BIC mechanism, the expected utility of bidder i (the

expectation is over the prior distributions of the types of the other bidders) is

maximized (at a nonnegative value) when she reveals her true type ti, regardless

of the random choices made by the mechanism.

• In a truthful-in-expectation BIC mechanism, the expected utility of bidder i (the

expectation is over the prior distributions of the types of the other bidders and

the random choices made by the mechanism) is maximized (at a nonnegative

value) when she reveals her true type ti.

Note that if a mechanism is universally truthful DSIC, then the same mechanism

satisfies all of the other three notions of incentive compatibility. On the other hand,

the union of all the universally truthful DSIC, truthful-in-expectation DSIC, and uni-

versally truthful BIC mechanisms is a subset of the set of all truthful-in-expectation

BIC mechanisms. Hence, among the four notions described above, universally truth-

ful DSIC (respectively, truthful-in-expectation BIC) is the strongest (respectively,

weakest) notion of incentive compatibility.

Maximizing Revenue: Myerson’s Auction

In a seminal paper, Myerson (1981) characterized the revenue maximizing auction

for a single item. We will now summarize his main result.

There are n bidders and a single item. The private type of a bidder i is identified

with her valuation for the item, which is denoted by vi. Although the valuation of a

bidder is her private knowledge, it is drawn from a publicly known distribution. To be

more specific, each vi is drawn independently at random from a known distribution

with cumulative density function Fipzq � Prrvi ¤ zs. If ~v � pv1 . . . vi . . . vnq, then
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the notation ~v�i � pv1 . . . vi�1vi�1 . . . vmq will denote the valuation profile of all the

bidders excluding bidder i. On a similar note, the product distribution F1� � � ��Fn

will be denoted by ~F , and the product distribution corresponding to all bidders

except bidder i will be denoted by ~F�i � F1�� � �Fi�1�Fi�1 � � ��Fn. The auctioneer

asks the bidders to report their valuations (these reports are called bids). Based on

the input bids, the auctioneer allocates the single item and the winning bidder is

charged a price, perhaps in a randomized manner.

When the input bids are given by ~b � pb1 . . . bi . . . bnq, let xipbi,~b�iq denote the

expected amount of the item obtained by bidder i (or equivalently, the probability

that bidder i wins the item), and let Pipbi,~b�iq denote her expected payment. Both

these expectations are only over the random choices made by the auction. If the

private valuation of bidder i is vi, then her expected utility is equal to vi�xipbi,~b�iq�

Pipbi,~b�iq.

We overload the notation and let xipzq � E~v�i�~F�i
rxipz,~v�iqs (resp. Pipzq �

E~v�i�~F�i
rPipz,~v�iqs) denote the expected amount of the item allocated to bidder i

(resp. her expected payment) when her reported valuation is z. Now, these expecta-

tions are over (a) the prior distributions of other bidders and (b) the random choices

made by the auction.

Myerson showed that in any truthful-in-expectation BIC auction, the expected

allocation to a bidder is a non-decreasing function of her bid, and surprisingly, the

expected payment is completely characterized by the allocation rule.

Theorem 1. An auction is truthful-in-expectation BIC iff for all bidders i:

1. The function xipzq is monotonically non-decreasing in z.

2. For all vi, we have: Pipviq � vixipviq �
³vi
z�0

xipzqdz.

Next, Myerson introduced the notion of virtual valuation. It depends on the

7



bidder’s private valuation and the distribution from which this valuation is drawn.

Definition 4. (Virtual Valuation) When bidder i has valuation vi for the item, her

virtual valuation is given by:

φipviq � vi �
1� Fipviq

fipviq

Here, Fipzq (resp. fipzq) is the cumulative density function (resp. probability density

function) of the prior distribution corresponding to bidder i.

Myerson characterized the expected revenue of any truthful-in-expectation BIC

auction in terms of the expected virtual valuation of the winning bidder.

Theorem 2. The expected revenue of a truthful-in-expectation BIC auction is:

Revenue � E~v�~F

�
ņ

i�1

φipviqxip~vq

�

The above theorem implies that in order to maximize her revenue, the auctioneer

should try to maximize the expected virtual valuation of the winning bidder. Equiv-

alently, the item should be allocated to the bidder with highest virtual valuation,

provided that quantity is non-negative. This allocation rule will be monotone in

reported valuations (and hence truthful-in-expectation BIC) if φipviq is a monoton-

ically non-decreasing function of vi, for all bidders i. Distributions satisfying this

property are called regular. The payments will be completely characterized by the

allocation rule (see Theorem 1).

In later chapters, sometimes we will need to impose another restriction called

Monotone Hazard Rate on the prior distributions of the bidders. This restriction is

stronger than the regularity assumption in the sense that every Monotone Hazard

Rate distribution is regular, but not vice versa.

8



Definition 5. A distribution with a cumulative density function Fipzq and probability

density function fipzq is

1. Regular iff φipzq is a monotonically non-decreasing function of z.

2. Monotone Hazard Rate iff 1�Fipzq
fipzq

is a monotonically non-increasing function

of z.

Myerson’s auction for regular distributions. In this auction, the bidders report

their valuations for the item. If the highest virtual valuation is negative, then no

bidder gets the item; else if the highest virtual valuation is non-negative, then the

bidder with the highest virtual valuation wins the item.

Theorem 3. When all the bidders’ valuations are drawn from regular distributions,

Myerson’s auction generates the maximum expected revenue among all truthful-in-

expectation BIC auctions.

In fact, we can show that Myerson’s auction is universally truthful DSIC. Thus,

there is no gap between the optimal revenue of a single item universally truthful

DSIC auction and that of a single item truthful-in-expectation BIC auction. In the

next chapter, however, we will see that this property does not hold in more general

settings.

Maximizing Social Welfare: The VCG Auction.

For the rest of Section 1.1.1, our focus will be on social welfare. We will describe the

celebrated VCG auction [Vickrey (1961); Clarke (1971); Groves (1973b)], which is

universally truthful DSIC. In contrast to revenue maximization, where the optimal

auction gives maximum revenue in expectation over the prior distributions of the

bidders, the VCG auction returns a social welfare maximizing allocation on every

input. Furthermore, unlike Myerson’s auction (which works only for a single item),

9



the VCG auction works even when there are multiple items and the bidders have

arbitrary valuation functions defined over the subsets of these items.2 We will use

the following notations.

There are n bidders and a set J of m items. Each bidder i has a private type that

is identified with her valuation function vi : 2J Ñ R. The valuation profile of all the

bidders is denoted by ~v � pv1, . . . , vnq. Let ~v�i � pv1, . . . , vi�1, vi�1, . . . , vnq denote

the valuation functions of all bidders except bidder i. The bidders report their private

valuation functions and based on this input ~v, the auctioneer outputs an allocation of

the items Ap~vq � pA1p~vq, . . . ,Anp~vqq and payments Pp~vq � pP1p~vq, . . . ,Pnp~vqq. Each

bidder i is allocated all items in the set Aip~vq and she is charged a payment of Pip~vq.

Thus, for all i, j P t1, . . . , nu, we have Aip~vq Y Ajp~vq � J and Aip~vq X Ajp~vq � H.

The utility of bidder i from the resulting outcome is equal to vipAip~vqq �Pip~vq. The

social welfare of the outcome is given by
°n
i�1 vipAip~vqq.

Let SW �p~vq denote the maximum possible social welfare from any allocation,

when the valuation functions of the bidders are given by ~v � pv1, . . . , vnq. Let

A�p~vq � pA�
1p~vq, . . . ,A�

np~vqq be the allocation vector that attains this maximum

value. In other words, we have:

SW �p~vq � max
Ap~vq

#
ņ

j�1

vjpAjp~vqq

+
�

ņ

j�1

vjpA�
j p~vqq

Similarly, let SW �p~v�iq be the maximum possible social welfare ignoring the

contribution from bidder i.

SW �p~v�iq � max
Ap~vq

#¸
j�i

vjpAjp~vqq

+

We now define the VCG auction [Vickrey (1961); Clarke (1971); Groves (1973b)].

2 In fact. the VCG auction works for even more general settings (e.g. in the presence of external-
ities).
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Definition 6. (VCG Auction) Given the valuation functions reported by the bidders

~v � pv1, . . . , vnq, the VCG auction computes a social welfare maximizing allocation

A�p~vq � pA�
1p~vq, . . . ,A�

np~vqq. Each bidder i gets all the items in the set A�
i p~vq, and

she makes a payment P�i p~vq � SW �p~v�iq �
°
j�i vjpA�

j p~vqq.

Theorem 4. The VCG auction has the following properties.

1. The payment made by each bidder is nonnegative.

2. It always outputs a social welfare maximizing allocation.

3. If a bidder reports her true type, then she gets nonnegative utility.

4. It is universally truthful DSIC.

Proof. Since SW �p~v�iq � maxAp~vq

!°
j�i vjpAjp~vqq

)
¥
°
j�i vjpA�

j p~vqq, the payment

P�i p~vq � SW �p~v�iq �
°
j�i vjpA�

j p~vqq made by any bidder i is always nonnegative in

the VCG auction. Furthermore, by definition, the VCG auction always outputs a

social welfare maximizing allocation A�p~vq. These prove the first and second parts

of the theorem.

For the rest of the proof, fix the valuation functions reported by all bidders

excluding bidder i and denote them by ~v�i. Let vi be the private valuation function

of bidder i. To see that the VCG auction satisfies the third property, note that if

bidder i reports the truth, then her utility is given by:

vipA�
i p~v�i, viqq � P�i p~v�i, viq � vipA�

i p~v�i, viqq �
¸
j�i

vjpA�
j p~v�i, viqq � SW

�p~v�iq

� SW �p~v�i, viq � SW
�p~v�iq ¥ 0

The inequality holds since maximum social welfare increases when we take into ac-

count the contribution from bidder i. This proves the third part of the theorem.
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Finally, we verify that the VCG auction is universally truthful DSIC. If bidder i

reports a valuation function v1i when her true valuation function is vi, then her utility

is given by vipA�
i p~v�i, v

1
iqq �P�i p~v�i, v1iq, whereas the utility she receives by reporting

the truth is equal to vipA�
i p~v�i, viqq � P�i p~v�i, viq. We note that:

vipA�
i p~v�i, v

1
iqq � P�i p~v�i, v1iq � vipA�

i p~v�i, v
1
iqq �

¸
j�i

vjpA�
j p~v�i, v

1
iqq � SW

�p~v�iq

�
ņ

j�1

vjpA�
j p~v�i, v

1
iqq � SW

�p~v�iq

¤ SW �p~v�i, viq � SW
�p~v�iq

� vipA�
i p~v�i, viqq �

¸
j�i

vjpA�
j p~v�i, viqq � SW

�p~v�iq

� vipA�
i p~v�i, viqq � P�i p~v�i, viq

The inequality follows from the fact that the social welfare of the allocationA�p~v�i, v
1
iq

is at most the maximum social welfare SW �p~v�i, viq. Thus, regardless of the valu-

ation functions revealed by other bidders, bidder i gets maximum utility when she

reports the truth.

1.1.2 Background: Market Equilibrium

A market consists of a set of agents and a set of items. In contrast to Auction

Theory, here we assume that the agents’ valuation functions are public knowledge.

Intuitively, the market is in equilibrium when it sets up the item-prices in a way

which ensures that the demand for every item is equal to its supply. The study

of this topic dates back to the nineteenth century, and was pioneered by Walras

(1874) and Fisher (1891). Two commonly studied concepts of market equilibrium

are “Competitive Equilibrium” and “The Fisher Model” - these are described below.

12



Competitive Equilibrium with Budget Constrained Agents

There are a set of agents I and a set of indivisible items J . Agent i P I has a

valuation vipT q for every bundle of items T � J . Furthermore, this agent has a

budget Bi ¡ 0 on the price she is willing to pay. The goal is to assign a price Ppjq

to each item j P J and allocate the items among the agents. Under price vector P,

the utility of an agent i P I from a subset of items T � J is given by:

uipT,Pq �

#
vipT q �

°
jPT Ppjq if

°
jPT Ppjq ¤ Bi;

�8 otherwise.
(1.1)

Thus, an agent’s utility is negative infinity if the total payment exceeds her

budget. On the other hand, if the total payment is at most her budget, then her

utility is equal to her valuation minus price.

Let an allocation vector be denoted by A, where the subset of items obtained

by agent i P I is Apiq � J . Since an item can be allocated to at most one agent,

we have Apiq XApi1q � H for all i � i1. Define the demand set ΓipPq of an agent

i P I to be a (possibly empty) subset of items that gives her maximum utility, i.e.,

ΓipPq P argmaxJ�JuipJ,Pq.

Definition 7. An allocation vector A and a price vector P constitute an envy-free

item-pricing if and only if every agent gets her utility maximizing subset of items:

uipApiq,Pq ¥ uipΓipPq,Pq for all agents i P I.

Definition 8. An allocation vector A and a price vector P are in a competitive

equilibrium if and only if

1. The pair pA,Pq constitute an envy-free item-pricing (see Definition 7); and

2. Every unallocated item has zero price:

Ppjq � 0 for all items j P J z
¤
iPI

Apiq.
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Remark. Although the above definitions assume that the items are indivisible, ex-

actly analogous definitions can be derived for divisible items.

The special case of this setting where the agents do not have budget constraints

(i.e., Bi � 8 for all i P I) has been widely studied. For example, in the absence

of budget constraints, the First Welfare Theorem (see Bikhchandani and Ostroy

(2002) and Theorem 11.13 in Blumrosen and Nisan (2007)) states that if there exists

a competitive equilibrium, then the corresponding allocation maximizes the social

welfare of the market.

It is also well known [Gul and Stacchetti (1999)] that a competitive equilibrium

is guaranteed to exist under Gross Substitutability, which means that the demand

for an item can never drop if we increase the prices of the other items.

Definition 9. Consider any two price vectors, one dominated by the other, so that

we have P1pjq ¥ Ppjq for all items j P J . Furthermore, suppose that P1pj�q � Ppj�q

for some item j� P J , and agent i P I demands the item j� at price vector P, i.e.

j� P DipPq. If the demand function of agent i satisfies gross substitutability, then

we must have j� P DipP
1q.

Under gross substitutability, a simple ascending auction converges to a competi-

tive equilibrium: First, initialize the price of every item at zero. Next, whenever two

different agents demand the same item, keep increasing its price until the item gets

dropped from one of the agents’ demand-sets.

Unfortunately, if the agents’ demand functions are not gross substitutes, then

there are instances of markets without any competitive equilibrium. In such settings,

it is natural to consider the relaxed notions of approximate-competitive-equilibrium

and almost-envy-free item-pricing, which are defined below.

Definition 10. An allocation vector A and a price vector P constitute a β approximate-

competitive equilibrium (0   β ¤ 1) if and only if
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• For all items j P J z
�
iPI Apiq, we have: Ppjq � 0.

• Furthermore, for all agents i P I, we have: uipApiq,Pq ¥ β � uipΓipPq,Pq.

Hence, in a β approximate-competitive equilibrium, every unallocated item has

zero price, and the utility of every agent is at least β times her maximum possible

utility (under the current setting of prices).

Definition 11. An allocation vector A and a price vector P constitute an almost-

envy-free item-pricing if and only if for all agents i P I, we have:

uipApiq,Pq ¥ uipΓipPq,Pq �max
jPJ

tuiptju,Pqu .

We can compare the notions of envy-free item-pricing and almost-envy-free item-

pricing as follows. An envy-free item-pricing ensures that the utility received by any

agent i P I is uipΓipPq,Pq, where ΓipPq is her demand-set. The same agent’s utility

in an almost-envy-free item-pricing can drop by at most uiptj
�u,Pq, where j� is the

item that gives her the most utility under the current setting of prices.

The Fisher Model for Market Equilibrium

The Fisher model [Fisher (1891); Vazirani (2007)] assumes that the items are divis-

ible, the agents have budgets, and they are oblivious to the supplies of the items

in the market. Given a setting of item-prices, an agent demands an allocation that

maximizes her utility, subject to the only constraint that the total payment is at most

her budget. In particular, the demand of a single agent for an item can exceed its

supply.3 The market is in Fisher equilibrium if and only if no item is over-demanded,

every agent gets her utility-maximizing allocation, and every unallocated item has

zero price.

3 Note that this can never happen in the model described in Section 4.1, where the agents are
aware of the supplies.
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In the standard Fisher model, an agent’s utility is simply equal to the valuation

she obtains. Thus, an agent derives no utility from her residual money after the

market clears. In contrast, the quasilinear-Fisher model assumes that an agent’s

utility is equal to her valuation minus payment.

Next, we highlight two crucial differences between the quasilinear-Fisher model

and competitive equilibrium with budget limits.

For divisible items and budget constrained agents with additive valuations:

• The demand function satisfies gross substitutability in the quasilinear-Fisher

model, whereas the demand functions in competitive equilibria do not.

• The equilibrium pricing is unique in the quasilinear-Fisher model, but it is

straightforward to construct instances where this property does not hold for

competitive equilibria.

Consider the following illustrative example. There are two divisible items, and

three agents with additive valuations and budget constraints. The valuations and

budgets of the agents are described in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1: Fisher Equilibrium vs. Competitive Equilibrium

Agent Valuation for Item 1 Valuation for Item 2 Budget

1 v1p1q � 2 v1p2q � 0 B1 � 2

2 v2p1q � 12 v2p2q � 12 B2 � 20

3 v3p1q � 0 v3p2q � 6 B3 � 6

If we set the item-prices to be Pp1q � 2, Pp2q � 6, and allocate both the items

to agent 2, then we get a competitive equilibrium. However, note that this is not a

quasilinear-Fisher equilibrium, the reason being that the utility of agent 2 per unit

price from item 1 (resp. item 2) is p12 � 2q{2 � 5 (resp. p12 � 6q{6 � 1). In the

quasilinear-Fisher model, this agent is oblivious to the item-supplies. Hence, she
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wants to exhaust her whole budget on the most desirable item. As a result, her

demand for item 1 is equal to B2{Pp1q � 10, but only one copy of item 1 is available.

On the other hand, the above example admits a unique quasilinear-Fisher equi-

librium: Set the prices at Pp1q � Pp2q � 10, and allocate both the items to agent

2.

Despite these differences, it is easy to observe that a quasilinear-Fisher equilib-

rium is always a competitive equilibrium for divisible items – we call it a Fisher-type

competitive equilibrium.

The Eisenberg-Gale Convex Program. In the standard-Fisher model with additive val-

uations, the equilibrium outcome is captured by an elegant convex program due

to Eisenberg and Gale (1959). This Eisenberg-Gale convex program maximizes the

objective
°
iBi logptiq. Here, the symbol Bi stands for the budget of agent i, the

variable xij denotes the fraction of item j allocated to agent i, and ti �
°
j vipjqxij

denotes her total valuation. For every item j, there is a supply constraint
°
i xij ¤ 1,

which ensures that the allocation is feasible. The price of item j comes from the dual

variable associated with this supply constraint. The KKT conditions guarantee that

the optimal dual prices and primal allocation are in a standard-Fisher equilibrium.

Alternatively, Devanur et al. (2008) present a combinatorial primal-dual approach

for solving this problem.

The Eisenberg-Gale convex program was subsequently generalized to several other

valuation functions, such as homothetic and quasi-concave [Jain et al. (2005)], and

spending constraints [Birnbaum et al. (2011); Devanur (2004); Vazirani (2010)]. The

latter model captures the quasilinear-Fisher model with additive valuations as a

special case.
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1.2 Roadmap for The Rest of This Dissertation

The main results in this dissertation can be summarized as follows. Chapter 2

considers the problem of designing revenue-optimal truthful auctions when there are

heterogeneous items and budget constrained bidders (see Section 1.2.1). Chapter 3

considers the setting when there are multiple homogenous items and bidders have

budget limits: Here, the goal is to design a truthful auction that is also Pareto-

optimal, meaning that after the outcome of the auction has been implemented, no

two agents (including the auctioneer) want to trade an item among themselves (see

Section 1.2.2). Finally, in Chapter 4, we present algorithms for finding competitive

equilibria in markets consisting of budget constrained agents (see Section 1.2.3).

1.2.1 Revenue-Optimal Auctions for Budget Constrained Bidders

In Chapter 2, we present approximation algorithms for designing revenue optimal

incentive compatible auctions in the following setting. There are multiple heteroge-

neous items, and bidders have arbitrary demand and budget constraints (and additive

valuations). Furthermore, the type of a bidder (which specifies her valuation for each

item) is private knowledge, and the types of different bidders are drawn from publicly

known mutually independent distributions. Thus, the bidders have multidimensional

private types.

Our Results

First, we assume that the type of each bidder is drawn from a discrete distribution

with polynomially bounded (in terms of the number of items and the number of

bidders) support size. This restriction on the type distribution, however, allows the

random variables corresponding to a bidder’s valuations for different items to be

arbitrarily correlated. In this model, we describe a sequential all-pay auction that is

truthful in expectation Bayesian incentive compatible. The outcome of our all-pay
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auction can be computed in polynomial time, and its revenue is a 4-approximation

to the revenue of the optimal truthful in expectation Bayesian incentive compatible

auction.

Next, we assume that the valuations of each bidder for different items are drawn

from mutually independent discrete distributions satisfying the monotone hazard rate

condition. In this model, we present a sequential posted price auction that is univer-

sally truthful and incentive compatible in dominant strategies. The outcome of the

auction is computable in polynomial time, and its revenue is a Op1q-approximation

to the revenue of the optimal truthful in expectation Bayesian incentive compatible

auction. If the monotone hazard rate condition is removed, then we show a loga-

rithmic approximation, and we complete the picture by proving that no sequential

posted price scheme can achieve a sub-logarithmic approximation. Finally, if the dis-

tributions are regular, and if the space of auctions is restricted to sequential posted

price schemes, then we show that there is a Op1q-approximation within this space.

Our results are based on formulating novel LP relaxations for these problems, and

developing generic rounding schemes from first principles.

Previous Work

The topic of designing incentive-compatible revenue maximizing auctions - also known

as “Bayesian Mechanism Design” - has been extensively studied in the economics lit-

erature [Benoit and Krishna (2001); Brusco and Lopomo (2008); Che and Gale (1996,

2000); Laffont and Robert (1996); Manellia and Vincent (2007); Pai and Vohra

(2008); Thanassoulis (2004); Wilson (1997)]. It is easy to see that the revenue-

optimal auction can always be computed by encoding the incentive-compatibility

constraints in an integer program and maximizing the expected revenue. However,

the number of variables (and constraints) in this integer program (or linear program,

when randomization is allowed) is exponential in the number of bidders, as there are
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variables for the allocations and prices for each scenario of revealed types. There-

fore, the key difficulty in Bayesian Mechanism Design is computational [Conitzer

and Sandholm (2004)]: Can the optimal (or approximately optimal) mechanism be

efficiently computed and implemented?

Much of the literature in economics considers the case where the auctioneer has

one item (or multiple copies of one item). In the absence of budget constraints, My-

erson (1981) presents the characterization of any truthful-in-expectation BIC auction

in terms of expected allocation made to a bidder: This allocation must be monotone

in the revealed valuation of the bidder (see Section 1.1.1). This yields a linear-time

computable optimal revenue-maximizing mechanism. The key issue with budget con-

straints is that the allocations need to be thresholded in order for the prices to be

below the budgets [Che and Gale (1996); Laffont and Robert (1996); Pai and Vohra

(2008)]. However, even in this case, the optimal truthful-in-expectation BIC auction

follows from a polymatroid characterization that can be solved by the Ellipsoid al-

gorithm and an all-pay condition [Border (2007); Pai and Vohra (2008)]. By all-pay,

we mean that the bidder pays a fixed amount given his revealed type, regardless of

the allocation made. This also yields a universally truthful DSIC mechanism that is

an Op1q-approximation to the optimal truthful-in-expectation BIC revenue, but the

result holds only for homogeneous items.

Investigating auction settings where the bidders have multidimensional types is

an important open problem. Towards this end, several researchers have considered

restricted scenarios. The most common restriction is on the space of auctions; ex-

amples include auctions that are sequential by item and second price within each

item [Benoit and Krishna (2001); Elkind and Fatima (2007)], and ascending price

auctions [Ausubel and Milgrom (2002); Brusco and Lopomo (2008)]. The goal here

is to analyze the improvement in revenue by optimal sequencing, or to study incen-

tive compatibility of commonly used ascending price auctions. However, analyzing
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the performance of sequential or ascending price auctions is difficult in general, and

there is little known in terms of optimal auctions (or even approximately optimal

auctions) in these models.

1.2.2 Pareto-Optimal Auction for Budget Constrained Bidders

In Chapter 3, we consider the problem of designing incentive compatible auctions

for multiple homogeneous units of a good. This problem has received significant

attention, starting with the work of Goldberg et al. (2001). We focus on the scenario

where bidders not only have a private valuation per unit of the good, but also a

private budget. The budget constraint is hard; a bidder gets a utility of negative

infinity if she has to pay a total price larger than her budget. In this model, no

truthful auction can generate good social welfare on every input [Borgs et al. (2005)].

Therefore, the natural problems to consider are designing truthful auctions with (1)

large revenue and (2) “Pareto-Optimality”, meaning that no pair of agents (including

the auctioneer) can simultaneously improve their utilities by trading with each other.

Both these aspects have been considered in previous work [Abrams (2006); Borgs

et al. (2005); Dobzinski et al. (2008)].

Previous Work

Based on the random partitioning framework of Goldberg et al. (2001), Borgs et al.

(2005) present a truthful auction whose revenue is asymptotically optimal compared

to that of the optimal single-price mechanism. Using the same framework, Abrams

(2006) gives a different auction that improves this result for a range of parameters

(but is not asymptotically optimal).

More recently, Dobzinski et al. (2008) presented the adaptive clinching auction

based on the clinching auction of Ausubel (2004). This is an ascending price auction

where each bidder maintains a demand, which is the amount of the item she is willing
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to buy given the current price and her residual budget. Initially, the total demand

of all the bidders is larger than supply. Now, fix any bidder i. If the total demand

of the all the bidders except bidder i is less than the supply of items, then bidder

i clinches the difference at the current price. The bidder drops out of the auction

if the price exceeds her valuation, and the auction stops when the total demand

falls below total supply. This auction defines a differential process for an infinitely

divisible good with no closed form solution, except in special cases.

It is not difficult to show that this auction is universally truthful DSIC when the

budget constraints are public knowledge. Dobzinski et al. (2008) show that in the

public budget setting, it is the only such auction that is Pareto-optimal (PO). They

further show that with public budgets, this auction has better revenue properties

than the auctions proposed by Abrams (2006) and Borgs et al. (2005). It improves

the former by a factor of 4, and like the latter, is asymptotically optimal. However,

their main result is negative: This auction is not truthful when the budgets are

private knowledge, so that there is no Pareto-optimal and universally truthful DSIC

auction in this case.

Our Results

The negative result in Dobzinski et al. (2008) holds when the bidders have private

valuations and private budgets, and the auction needs to satisfy two properties:

• Ex-post Pareto-Optimalitity, meaning that regardless of the random choices

made by the auction, its outcome is Pareto-Optimal.

• Universally Truthful DSIC (see Section 1.1.1).

In contrast, the main result in Chapter 3 is to show that for bidders with private

valuations and private budgets, there is a mechanism that is (1) Ex-post Pareto-
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Optimal and (2) Truthful-in-expectation DSIC.4 The key to showing this result is to

develop a novel structural characterization of the adaptive clinching auction in the

case of one infinitely divisible good.

1.2.3 Competitive Equilibria with Budget Limits

In Chapter 4, we consider the problem of finding a competitive equilibrium when

the agents have budget constraints and the items are indivisible. In our model, the

utility of an agent is equal to her valuation minus payment when the payment is

no more than her budget; otherwise her utility is negative infinity. In a competitive

equilibrium, every item is assigned a non-negative price, and the items are allocated

to the agents in such a way that every agent gets her utility-maximizing bundle, and

every unallocated item has price zero (see Section 1.1.2).

Previous work [Aggarwal et al. (2009); Ashlagi et al. (2009); Chen et al. (2010)]

on competitive equilibria with budgets considers unit-demand agents. Such an agent

wants to buy at most one item subject to her budget limit. It is easy to check

that this setting satisfies gross substitutability (see Definition 9). Hence, modulo tie-

breaking, a competitive equilibrium can be found by extending the ascending auction

framework of Demange, Gale and Sotomayor (DGS) [Demange et al. (1986)].

Our focus is to study the solution concept of competitive equilibrium when the

agents have budget limits and their demands are not gross substitutes.

Investigating the landscape beyond gross substitutes is challenging, primarily

because of two reasons. First, we can no longer hope to apply DGS type approaches.

Worse still, even the existence of a competitive equilibrium is not guaranteed. We

ask two questions.

1. For general classes of valuation functions, are there efficient algorithms that

4 In the case of one infinitely divisible good, the auction also needs to be anonymous for the negative
result in Dobzinski et al. (2008) to hold, meaning that the auction is symmetric for bidders with
identical types; our mechanism can also easily be made anonymous.
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always find some competitive equilibrium?

2. What are the revenue properties of the competitive equilibria returned by those

algorithms?

As described below, our work mainly deals with two types of valuation functions -

additive and concave-combinatorial.

• If an agent i has additive valuation function, then her total valuation from any

subset of items S � J is simply equal to
°
jPS viptjuq.

• If an agent i has concave combinatorial valuation function, then she is interested

in a specific subset of items Si � J ; and she has zero valuation for every other

item j P J zSi. Furthermore, her marginal valuation within the subset Si is

non-increasing in total allocation, and depends only on the number of items

she wins in Si.

Remark. It is easy to see that if a budget constrained agent has an additive or

concave combinatorial valuation function, then her demand function does not satisfy

gross substitutability.

First, we consider markets where the agents are budget constrained and have ad-

ditive valuation functions. We show that it is NP-hard to decide whether such a mar-

ket admits a competitive equilibrium. To circumvent this computational hardness,

we develop connections to the Fisher model of market clearing (see Section 1.1.2).

Specifically, we show that the Fisher-type competitive equilibria have certain nice

properties, for they pretend that the agents are oblivious to the supplies of the

items. We crucially use these properties for designing a polynomial time algorithm

for approximate-competitive equilibrium (see Definition 10). We note that a simple

modification to our algorithm makes it return an almost-envy-free item-pricing (see
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Definition 11). Though the basic template seems simple, we require several new

ideas to handle indivisible items and quasi-linearity. Along the way, we present a

new interpretation of the celebrated Eisenberg-Gale convex program.

Next, we consider markets where the agents have budget limits and concave

combinatorial valuation functions. Here, we prove that a competitive equilibrium

is guaranteed to exist for almost all input instances, and present a polynomial time

ascending auction based algorithm for computing such an equilibrium. We also show

strong revenue guarantees for our algorithms.
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2

Revenue-Optimal Auctions for Budget Constrained
Bidders

The chapter is based on the paper by Bhattacharya et al. (2010a). We present ap-

proximation algorithms for computing revenue-optimal incentive-compatible mecha-

nisms. We consider a setting where the bidders have multidimensional private types

and budget constraints.

2.1 Our model

There are n bidders and m heterogeneous items. The type of a bidder is an m-tuple

representing her valuations for each item. The bidders’ types are private knowledge,

but they are drawn from mutually independent publicly known prior-distributions.

Furthermore, every bidder i has two publicly known constraints: A demand con-

straint di on the maximum number of items she is willing to buy, and a budget

constraint Bi on the maximum total price she can afford to pay. In a mechanism,

the bidders report their types to the auctioneer, and based on the reported types, the

auctioneer computes an allocation of the items and payments. The utility of bidder

i is defined as follows: Suppose that she gets a subset A of items where |A| ¤ di, and
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pays a total price Pi. Let vij denote the valuation of bidder i for item j. If Pi ¤ Bi,

then the utility of bidder i is equal to
°
jPA vij � Pi. In contrast, if Pi ¡ Bi, then

her utility is �8. The revenue of the auctioneer is given by
°
i Pi. The mechanism

should be incentive-compatible in that no bidder gains in utility by misreporting her

type. For a discussion on various notions of incentive-compatibility, see Section 1.1.1.

A standard assumption in Economics is that a bidder’s valuation for an item is

drawn from a distribution satisfying some useful properties. In this chapter, we are

interested in the following classes of distributions.

Definition 12. Suppose that the valuation of a bidder i for item j is a discrete ran-

dom variable vij with integral support t1, . . . , Liju. The distribution of vij is regular

if and only if

r �
Prrvij ¡ rs

Prrvij � rs

is a non-decreasing function of r P t1, . . . , Liju.

Definition 13. Suppose that the valuation of a bidder i for item j is a discrete ran-

dom variable vij with integral support t1, . . . , Liju. The distribution of vij is mono-

tone hazard rate if and only if

Prrvij ¡ rs

Prrvij � rs

is a non-increasing function of r P t1, . . . , Liju.

The above notions were described in Chapter 1 (see Definition 5) in the context

of continuous distributions. Here, we consider distributions having discrete supports.

If a distribution is monotone hazard rate, then it is regular. Examples of mono-

tone hazard-rate distributions include geometric distributions and uniform distri-

butions. In contrast, if we have Prrvij ¥ rs � 1{r for r � 1, 2, . . . , Lij, then the

distribution of vij is regular but not monotone hazard rate. Finally, if we have a
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bimodal distribution, such as Prrvij � 1s � Prrvij � 3s � 4{9 and Prrvij � 2s � 1{9,

then it is easy to check that the random variable vij does not follow a regular distri-

bution.

2.2 Roadmap for the rest of the chapter

Recall that the type of a bidder is an m-tuple representing her valuations for each

item, and the types of different bidders follow mutually independent public distri-

butions. From the type-distribution of a bidder i, we can determine the distribution

of the random variable vij, which denotes the valuation of bidder i for item j. Our

results depend on whether the random variables tvijuj (denoting the valuations of

the same bidder for different items) are correlated or mutually independent. All

our results can be viewed as presenting simple characterizations of approximately

revenue-optimal mechanisms in these contexts.

2.2.1 Our result in Section 2.3

We consider the following scenario in Section 2.3: For every bidder i, the random

variables tvijuj (denoting the valuations of bidder i for different items) can be arbi-

trarily correlated. However, the type of bidder i is drawn from a discrete distribution

with polynomially bounded support size.

Truthful-in-expectation BIC mechanism. We present a simple all-pay mechanism whose

outcome is computable in time polynomial in the input size. The mechanism charges

each bidder a fixed price that depends only on her revealed type, while the allocation

made to the bidder depends on the reported types of other bidders and the random

choices made by the mechanism. The resulting scheme is truthful-in-expectation

BIC, and we show that its revenue is a 4-approximation to the revenue of the opti-

mal truthful-in-expectation BIC mechanism (see Theorem 6).
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Inapproximability of the optimal universally truthful DSIC mechanism. An all-pay mech-

anism is unrealistic in several situations, since a bidder is forced to participate even

if she obtains a negative utility when the mechanism concludes. A natural question

to ask is whether we can compute a universally truthful DSIC mechanism with good

revenue properties. We can show that this problem generalizes the problem of un-

limited supply unit-demand profit-maximizing envy-free pricing [Guruswami et al.

(2005)], as described below.

Consider a single bidder and m items, and suppose that the bidder’s type is drawn

from a uniform distribution over the discrete set T � ttp1q, . . . , tpnqu of size n, and

that the bidder has unit demand and infinite budget. In this setting, the optimal

universally truthful DSIC mechanism will post a price for each item, and it will allow

the bidder to pick the item that gives her maximum (nonnegative) utility. This is

exactly equivalent to the following instance of the unlimited supply unit-demand

envy-free pricing problem [Guruswami et al. (2005)]: We have m items and n agents,

and the valuation profile of each agent i P t1, . . . , nu (which gives her valuations for

each item) is specified by the type tpiq.

For the unlimited supply unit-demand envy-free pricing problem, the best known

polynomial-time algorithm gives a logarithmic approximation, and there is strong

evidence that a better polynomial-time approximation is not possible [Briest (2008)].

Consequently, it is highly unlikely that we will be able to design a polynomial-time

computable and universally truthful DSIC mechanism with good revenue properties.

In Section 2.4, we impose further restrictions on the type-distributions to circumvent

this negative result.

2.2.2 Our results in Section 2.4

We make the following assumption throughout Section 2.4: For every bidder i, the

random variables tvijuj (denoting the valuations of bidder i for different items) are
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mutually independent. However, in contrast to Section 2.3, we no longer require that

the type-distribution of a bidder should have polynomial support.

The assumption mentioned above has been used previously in the literature. The

work of Chawla et al. (2007) considers the special case of a single bidder with unit-

demand and infinite budget, whose valuations for different items are drawn from

mutually independent public distributions. For this problem, Chawla et al. give a

constant factor approximation to the revenue maximizing universally truthful DSIC

mechanism, by deriving an elegant connection to Myerson’s mechanism. Indepen-

dently of our work, Chawla et al. (2010) extend the previous result to a setting

with multiple bidders. However, this result also crucially requires the unit-demand

assumption.

Monotone hazard rates and universally truthful DSIC mechanism. In Section 2.4.2, we

further assume that for every bidder i and item j, the random variable vij (denoting

the valuation of bidder i for item j) is drawn from a distribution that satisfies the

monotone hazard-rate (see Definition 13) condition. We give a universally truth-

ful DSIC mechanism, whose outcome is computable in polynomial time, and whose

revenue is a constant-factor approximation to the revenue of the optimal truthful-in-

expectation BIC mechanism. Our mechanism is a Sequential Posted Price scheme.

Any sequential posted-price scheme has the following simple structure: The auction-

eer considers the bidders sequentially in arbitrary order, and each bidder is offered

a subset of the available items, so that each item in the subset has to be purchased

at a pre-computed price, and the bidder herself picks the items she wants to buy

under these prices. Hence, we get a constant-factor gap between the revenues of the

optimal truthful-in-expectation BIC mechanism and the optimal universally truthful

DSIC mechanism (see Theorem 17), which is in sharp contrast with the correspond-

ing negative result [Briest et al. (2010)] when the valuations of a bidder for different
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items are drawn from correlated distributions.

Regular distributions and adaptive posted-price mechanisms. In Section 2.4.3, we show

that the monotone hazard-rate condition is indeed necessary if we want to design

a sequential posted-price mechanism with good revenue properties. Suppose that

the monotone hazard-rate condition is slightly relaxed, and we consider the scenario

where there is a single bidder and her valuations for different items are drawn from

mutually independent regular distributions (see Definition 12). In this case, the

optimal universally truthful DSIC mechanism will have a logarithmic gap against

the revenue of the optimal sequential posted-price scheme. We prove that this gap is

tight by showing the existence of a sequential posted-price mechanism achieving this

approximation ratio (see Theorem 19). On a positive note, we prove that for regular

distributions, if the space of feasible mechanisms is restricted to those that consider

the bidders in some adaptive order and post prices for the items that may depend

on the outcomes so far, then there is a Op1q-approximation within this space that

considers the bidders in an arbitrary but fixed order, and pre-computes the posted

prices (see Theorem 24).

2.2.3 Our techniques

If, for every bidder, the valuations for different items are drawn from correlated

distributions (see Section 2.3), then the optimal truthful-in-expectation BIC revenue

can be bounded from above by a linear program (LP1) that requires the incentive-

compatibility, individual-rationality, supply, and demand constraints to hold only

in expectation. We construct a truthful-in-expectation BIC all-pay mechanism (see

Figure 2.1) that basically implements a rounding scheme on the optimal solution to

LP1, losing a constant factor in revenue (see Theorem 6).

As mentioned before, Chawla et al. (2007) consider the Bayesian unit-demand
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pricing problem. There are m heterogeneous items, a single bidder with unit de-

mand, and her valuations (vj for item j P r1, . . . ,ms) are drawn from independent

distributions. They present an elegant pricing scheme that is a constant approxi-

mation to the optimal revenue by upper bounding it using the revenue of Myerson’s

mechanism in the following setting: There is a single item, m bidders, and the val-

uation of each bidder j follows the same distribution as that of vj. However, this

technique cannot be applied if the unit demand assumption is removed.

In contrast, our approach in Section 2.4 (where the valuations of a bidder for

different items are drawn from mutually independent distributions) does not require

the unit-demand assumption, and is based on a novel LP relaxation (LPRev) for the

problem (see Lemma 8). Unlike the LP relaxation of Section 2.3, and perhaps sur-

prisingly, LPRev does not encode any incentive-compatibility constraints, and our

universally truthful DSIC mechanism (see Figure 2.2), which competes against this

LP, is in fact a constant approximation to the optimal truthful-in-expectation BIC

revenue. One limitation of our approach is that we have to (necessarily) assume that

the bidders’ valuations are drawn from montone hazard rate distributions (see Defi-

nition 13). In the process of proving our main result (see Theorem 17), we describe a

crucial property of monotone hazard rate distributions (see Lemma 13) that can be

used to extend the type of results shown by Hartline and Roughgarden (2009). For

example, in multi-item settings with only demand constraints, posted-price schemes

generate revenue that is a constant factor of the optimal social welfare, assuming

monotone hazard rate distributions (see Corollary 18). The LP formulations also

generalize the stochastic matching setting in Chen et al. (2009).

2.3 Truthful-in-expectation BIC mechanism

In this section, we consider the problem of approximating the optimal truthful-in-

expectation Bayesian incentive-compatible mechanism. We show an all-pay mecha-
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nism that is a 4-approximation to optimal revenue.

2.3.1 Notations

There is a set I of n bidders, and a set J of m indivisible items. A type t is an

m-tuple xtp1q, tp2q, . . . , tpmqy. If a bidder i P I has type ti, then her valuation for

item j P J is given by vij � tipjq. Every bidder i P I has a demand di ¥ 1, which

upper bounds the number of items that can be allocated to her, and a budget Bi,

which specifies the maximum total payment she can make. Both her demand and

budget are publicly known. Suppose that she gets a subset A � J of items, where

|A| ¤ di, and is charged a price of P . Her utility uipA,P q is given by the following

expression.

uipA,P q �

#
�8 if P ¡ Bi ,°
jPA vij � P if P ¤ Bi .

The type of a bidder i P I is private knowledge. Furthermore, it is drawn from a

discrete probability distribution fip�q with support Ti � Rm. For all ti P Ti, we

have fiptiq � Prrtype of bidder i � tis, and
°

tiPTi fiptiq � 1. The distributions

f1p�q, . . . , fnp�q are mutually independent and publicly known. The notation fijp�q

denotes the marginal distribution of the valuation of bidder i P I for item j P J :

fijpvq � Prrvij � vs �
¸

tiPTi : tipjq�v

fiptiq .

The distribution fijp�q has support Tij, that is, Tij � tv P R : fijpvq ¡ 0u. Note that

a bidder’s valuations for different items can be correlated. Specifically, we may have

Prrvij � v | vij1 � v1s � fijpvq for some bidder i, items j � j, and v P Tij, v1 P Tij1 .

In a mechanism, the bidders first report their types. Based on these reported types,

the auctioneer computes an allocation of items and payments. The price charged to

a bidder i should not exceed her budget Bi, and the number of items allocated to

bidder i should be at most di.
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2.3.2 The problem and the LP-relaxation

We want to find an mechanism that is incentive compatible (and individually ratio-

nal) in the following sense: Fix any bidder i and suppose that her (private) type is

ti. Her expected utility, where the expectation is over the distributions of types of

other bidders and the random choices made by the mechanism, is maximized (at a

nonnegative value) if she reveals her true type ti. We are interested in a mechanism

that (approximately) maximizes the expected revenue, and can be computed in time

polynomial in the input size, i.e., in n,m, and maxiPIt|Ti|u. Throughout the rest of

Section 2.3, we will make the following assumption.

Assumption 5. The distributions f1p�q, . . . , fnp�q have polynomial supports.

Linear programming relaxation For any feasible mechanism, let xijptiq denote the

probability that bidder i obtains item j if her reported type is ti. Let Piptiq denote

the expected price paid by bidder i when she reports type ti. We have the following

LP.

Maximize
¸
iPI

¸
tiPTi

fiptiqPiptiq (LP1)

°
iPI

°
tiPTi fiptiqxijptiq ¤ 1 @j P J°

jPJ xijptiq ¤ di @i P I, ti P Ti°
jPJ tipjqxijptiq � Piptiq ¥

°
jPJ tipjqxijpt

1
iq � Pipt

1
iq @i P I, ti, t1i P Ti°

jPJ tipjqxijptiq � Piptiq ¥ 0 @i P I, ti P Ti
xijptiq P r0, 1s @i P I, j P J , t P Ti
Piptiq P r0, Bis @i P I, ti P Ti

The optimal truthful-in-expectation BIC mechanism is feasible for the above con-

straints. The first constraint encodes the fact that, in expectation, each item is as-

signed at most once. Now fix any bidder i P I, and suppose that her true type is
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ti P Ti. The second constraint encodes the demand: Bidder i can get at most di items

in expectation. The third constraint encodes Bayesian incentive-compatibility: The

expected utility of bidder i, when she reports any false type t1i, cannot be greater

than her expected utility when she reports her true type ti. The fourth constraint

encodes individual rationality: If bidder i reports her true type ti, then her expected

utility is nonnegative. Therefore, the LP1 value is an upper bound on the expected

revenue.

Remark Fix any bidder i P I. Note that the first constraint in LP1 holds in

expectation over both her own type and the types of other bidders. In contrast,

the next three constraints are enforced for every possible type ti P Ti, and in these

constraints the expectations are taken only over the types of other bidders.

2.3.3 The all-pay mechanism

Suppose that the optimal solution to LP1 assigns a value of x�ijptiq (respectively,

P �
i ptiq) to each variable xijptiq (respectively, Piptiq). We design an all-pay mechanism

(Figure 2.1). The key observation is that the mechanism satisfies the following

property: Fix any bidder i P I and her reported type t�i P Ti. Furthermore, suppose

that every other bidder i1 P Iztiu reveals her true type. In this case, the probability

that bidder i gets any item j P J , over the randomness introduced by the mechanism

and the distributions of types of other bidders, is equal to x�ijpt
�
i q{4; bidder i is

charged a fixed payment of P �
ijpt

�
i q{4. Since both the expected allocation and the

payment are scaled down by exactly the same factor [Archer et al. (2003); Lavi

and Swamy (2011)], this scheme preserves the Bayesian incentive-compatibility and

individual-rationality conditions enforced by the constraints in LP1. Finally, note
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All-Pay Mechanism

1. Collect the reported types of all bidders.
Denote the reported type of bidder i by t�i .

2. Find the optimal solution to LP1, and
denote the variable values by tx�ijptiq, P

�
i ptiqu.

3. Choose an arbitrary but fixed ordering of all bidders
and denote it by 1, 2, . . . , n.

4. For all bidders i � 1, 2, . . . , n, items j P J and types ti P Ti, let

x̃ijptiq � x�ijptiq{2 , Xij �
°

tiPTi fiptiqx̃ijptiq , Zij �
±i�1

i1�1p1�Xi1jq .

5. For all bidders i and types ti P Ti,
Partition the set of items J into di disjoint groups such that
in each group Gpi, ti, kq, we have

°
jPGpi,ti,kq x̃ijptiq ¤ 1.

6. For i � 1, 2, . . . n,
Initialize Wi, Si ÐH;
For k � 1 to di

Pick a single item j P Gpi, t�i , kq with probability x̃ijpt
�
i q;

Si Ð Si Y tju;
Qi Ð Siz Y

i�1
i1�1 Si1 ;

For All items j P Qi

Wi Ð Wi Y tju with probability 1{p2Zijq;
Bidder i gets the (random) set Wi, and pays a (fixed) price P �

i pt
�
i q{4.

Figure 2.1: BIC Mechanism for correlated valuations

that the auctioneer’s expected revenue is given by the expression

¸
iPI

¸
tiPTi

fiptiq � P
�
i ptiq

4
,

which is 1{4 times the optimal objective value of LP1. Hence, the mechanism gives

a 4-approximation to optimal revenue.

In Step 1 of the All-Pay Mechanism (Figure 2.1), we ask the bidders to reveal their

types. The reported type of bidder i P I is denoted by t�i . In Step 2, we solve (LP1).

In Step 3, we order the bidders as 1, 2, . . . , n. In Step 4, we scale down the values

of the allocation variables by a factor of 2, and introduce the notations x̃ijptiq, Xij
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and Zij. Applying the second constraint in LP1, we get
°
jPJ x̃ijptiq ¤ di{2, for all

bidders i P I and types ti P Ti. In Step 5, we exploit this property while partitioning

the set of items J into di disjoint groups. Specifically, we employ the following

greedy strategy.

• Initialize V Ð J and k Ð 1.

• Repeat until V � H

– Pack maximal number of items from V into the group Gpi, ti, kq, so that

we have

1{2 ¤
¸

jPGpi,ti,kq

x̃ijptiq ¤ 1 .

– Set V Ð V zGpi, ti, kq and k Ð k � 1.

In Step 6, we visit the bidders according to the ordering 1, 2, . . . , n. While visiting

bidder i, the notation Si denotes the tentative allocation to bidder i, whereas her

actual allocation is denoted by Wi. Each item j P J is included in Si with probability

x̃ijpt
�
i q. Since the set Si contains at most one item from each group Gpi, t�i , kq and

there are di such groups, we get |Si| ¤ di, and hence at most di items can be allocated

to bidder i. The notation Qi denotes a subset of Si, consisting of all the items in Si

that were not included in the tentative allocation of any bidder i1   i. Each item

j P Qi is included in Wi with probability 1{p2Zijq. Bidder i gets the (random) set

of items Wi and pays a (fixed) price P �
i pt

�
i q{4. Note that the subsets Q1, . . . , Qm

are mutually disjoint by definition, and furthermore we have Wi � Qi for all bidders

i � 1, . . . , n. Hence, the subsets of itemsW1, . . . ,Wn allocated to the different bidders

are also mutually disjoint.

Theorem 6. The All-Pay Mechanism (Figure 2.1) is truthful-in-expectation BIC,

and its revenue is a 4-approximation to the revenue of the optimal truthful-in-expectation
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BIC mechanism.

Proof. Applying the first constraint in LP1, we get
°
iXij ¤ 1{2 for all items j. The

inequality holds since we scaled down the LP variables by a factor of 2. Consequently,

we have

Zij �
¹
i1 i

p1�Xijq ¥ 1�
¸
i1 i

Xij ¥
1

2
.

This implies 1{p2Zijq ¤ 1.

Fix a bidder i, her reported type t�i , an item j, and suppose that every other

bidder i1 � i reveals her true type. In other words, the reported type of any bidder

i1 � i follows the distribution fi1p�q. Hence, for all bidders i1 � i, we have

Prrj R Si1s � 1� Prrj P Si1s � 1�
¸

ti1PTi1

fi1pti1qx̃i1jpti1q � 1�Xi1j .

We now show that bidder i gets item j with probability x�ijpt
�
i q{4:

Prrj P Wis � Prrj P Wi | j P Qis � Prrj P Qis

� Prrj P Wi | j P Qis � Pr
�
j P Siz

i�1¤
i1�1

Si1
�

� Prrj P Wi | j P Qis � Prrj P Sis �
i�1¹
i1�1

Prrj R Si1s (2.1)

�
1

2Zij
� x̃ijpt

�
i q �

i�1¹
i1�1

p1�Xi1jq

�
1

2Zij
� x̃ijpt

�
i q � Zij

�
x�ijpt

�
i q

4
.

Equality (2.1) holds since the distributions of types of all the bidders are mutually

independent, and we have assumed that every bidder i1 � i reveals her true type.
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By linearity of expectation, the expected welfare of items allocated to bidder i is

given by the expression

1

4

¸
jPJ

tipjq � x
�
ijpt

�
i q ,

when her true type is ti. Since bidder i pays a fixed price P �
i pt

�
i q{4, both the ex-

pected welfare and expected price are scaled down by a factor exactly 4 relative to the

LP values regardless of her revealed type. This preserves the incentive-compatibility

constraints in the LP, and makes the scheme be incentive compatible and satisfy indi-

vidual rationality in expectation over the types of other bidders and the randomness

introduced by the mechanism. The theorem follows.

Remark. We note that if the objective function is replaced with

¸
iPI

¸
jPJ

¸
tiPTi

fiptiqtipjqxijptiq ,

then the resulting scheme gives a 4-approximation to the optimal expected social

welfare.

2.4 Universally truthful DSIC mechanisms

We described an all-pay mechanism (Figure 2.1) in Section 2.3 that gives constant ap-

proximation to optimal revenue. This mechanism, however, is truthful-in-expectation

BIC; for example, a bidder has to pay a fixed price even if she does not get any item

in a random allocation. In contrast, it is more desirable in practice to implement

mechanisms that are universally truthful DSIC and have good revenue properties.

Unfortunately, we cannot achieve this goal unless we make additional assumptions

on the input, for the following reason: The setting considered in Section 2.3 allows a

bidder’s valuations for different items to be drawn from correlated distributions, and

it is computationally hard to approximate the revenue-optimal universally truthful
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DSIC mechanism [Briest (2008)] under such settings (see Section 2.2.1). We now

formally state the assumptions that will be used throughout the rest of Section 2.4

to circumvent this hardness. We use the same notations as in Section 2.3.1.

Assumption 7. We assume that the marginal distributions tfijp�quiPI,jPJ are mu-

tually independent (see Section 2.3.1), and any distribution fijp�q has a support

Tij � t1, . . . , Liju, where Lij is a positive integer. In other words, the valuation

of bidder i for item j is a positive integer-valued random variable vij P r1, Lijs with

probability mass function fijp�q, and the random variables tvijuiPI,jPJ are mutually

independent.

Note that, in contrast to Section 2.3.2, we no longer require the distributions

f1p�q, . . . , fnp�q to have polynomial supports. Furthermore, the assumption that the

distributions fijp�q are defined at positive integer values is made without any loss of

generality, since we can discretize continuous distributions in powers of p1 � εq and

apply the same arguments. This also holds when the values taken by the random

variables are not polynomially bounded.

Sequential posted-price mechanisms. In this section, our main results are sequential

posted-price mechanisms that give good approximations to optimal revenue. Such a

mechanism considers the bidders sequentially in arbitrary order, and for each bidder,

posts a certain price for each item, and lets the bidder select the subset of items she

wants to buy under these prices. Note that any sequential posted-price mechanism

is universally truthful DSIC by definition.

Our results. We first consider the scenario where the random variables vij satisfy the

monotone hazard-rate condition (Section 2.4.2). In this case, we present a sequential

posted-price mechanism, and show that it is a Op1q-approximation to the optimal

truthful-in-expectation BIC mechanism (Theorem 17). One of the interesting aspects
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of this result is that although our mechanism is universally truthful DSIC (which is

the strongest notion of incentive compatibility), it still approximates the revenue of

the optimal truthful-in-expectation BIC mechanism.

In Section 2.4.3, we relax the monotone hazard rate assumption, and consider

the scenario where the random variables vij are arbitrary integer-valued variables

over the domain r1, Ls, that is, Lij � L for all i P I, j P J . In this case, we

present a sequential posted-price mechanism that gives OplogLq-approximation to

the revenue of the optimal universally truthful DSIC mechanism, and we also prove

that no other sequential posted-price mechanism can achieve an asymptotically better

approximation ratio (Theorem 19).

2.4.1 Linear programming relaxation

We start with a simple definition.

Definition 14. For all i P I, j P J : Define Vij � minpvij, Bi{4q, let its probability

mass function be gijp�q, and let Rij � t1, . . . , |Rij|u be the range of values the random

variable Vij can possibly take. Since the random variable vij takes integer values in

the range t1, . . . , Liju, we get

PrrVij � rs � gijprq �

$''&
''%
fijprq if r   Bi{4 ,°Lij
v�r fijpvq if r � Bi{4 ,

0 otherwise.

We now describe an LP-relaxation in order to upper bound the revenue of the optimal

truthful-in-expectation BIC mechanism.

Maximize
¸
iPI

¸
jPJ

¸
rPRij

r � gijprq � xijprq (LPRev)
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°
jPJ

°
rPRij gijprq � xijprq ¤ ni @i P I p1q°

jPJ
°
rPRij r � gijprq � xijprq ¤ Bi @i P I p2q°

iPI
°
rPRij gijprq � xijprq ¤ 1 @j P J p3q

xijprq P r0, 1s @i P I, j P J , r P Rij p4q

Lemma 8. The optimal value of the linear program ( LPRev) is at least 1{4 times

the revenue of the optimal truthful-in-expectation BIC mechanism. Furthermore, in

the LP solution, xijprq is a monotonically non-decreasing function of r, for all bidders

i P I and items j P J .

Proof. Without any loss of generality, we assume that whenever a bidder is allocated

a subset of items, the total price she has to pay is distributed amongst the individual

items obtained. It is easy to ensure that the expected price on a single item is

never greater than the valuation for the item or the overall budget. Given that

Vij � r P Rij, let xijprq denote the probability that item j P J is allocated to bidder

i P I, and let pijprq denote the expected price paid conditioned on obtaining the

item. Since Vij � minpvij, Bi{4q, it is easy to see that

pijprq ¤ minpvij, Biq ¤ 4 �minpvij, Bi{4q � 4 � r .

Hence, the revenue of the optimal truthful-in-expectation BIC mechanism can be

relaxed as:

Maximize
¸
iPI

¸
jPJ

¸
rPRij

pijprq � gijprq � xijprq

°
jPJ

°
rPRij gijprq � xijprq ¤ ni @i P I p1q°

jPJ
°
rPRij pijprq � gijprq � xijprq ¤ Bi @i P I p2q°
iPI

°
rPRij gijprq � xijprq ¤ 1 @j P J p3q

xijprq P r0, 1s @i P I, j P J , r P Rij p4q

pijprq P r0, 4rs @i P I, j P J , r P Rij p5q
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The above program is nonlinear. Scale pijprq down by a factor of 4 so that pijprq ¤

r. This preserves the constraints and loses a factor of 4 in the objective. Now,

for all i, j, if pijprq   r, increase pijprq and decrease xijprq while preserving their

product until pijprq becomes equal to r. This yields the constraints of (LPRev),

and preserves the value of the objective function; but now, the objective becomes°
i,j

°
r rgijprqxijprq. This shows that (LPRev) is a 4-approximation to the revenue

of the optimal truthful-in-expectation BIC mechanism.

To show that the objective is maximized when the xijprq are monotonically non-

decreasing in r, for any pi, jq, preserve
°
r rgijprqxijprq by increasing xijpr2q and

decreasing xijpr1q for r1   r2. In this process,
°
r gijprqxijprq can never increase (see

Corollary 9), preserving all the constraints, which implies the monotonicity.

Corollary 9. Fix any bidder i P I, item j P J , and r1, r2 P Rij such that r1  

r2. Furthermore, let φijprq be any positive non-decreasing function of r P Rij. If

we have 0   xijpr1q, xijpr2q   1, and we preserve
°
rPRij φijprqgijprqxijprq while

increasing xijpr2q and decreasing xijpr1q, then the expression
°
rPRij gijprqxijprq can

never increase.

Proof. Suppose that we increase xijpr2q by an amount δ2 ¡ 0, and we decrease xijpr1q

by an amount δ1   0. Since xijprq remains unchanged for every r R tr1, r2u, and the

sum
°
rPRij φijprqgijprqxijprq is preserved, we must have

φijpr1q � gijpr1q � δ1 � φijpr2q � gijpr2q � δ2 .

Since φijprq is a positive non-decreasing function of r, we have φijpr1q ¤ φijpr2q. It

follows that gijpr1qδ1 ¥ gijpr2qδ2. Hence, we get

gijpr1q � pxijpr1q � δ1q � gijpr2q � pxijpr2q � δ2q ¤ gijpr1q � xijpr1q � gijpr2q � xijpr2q .

Since the value of xijprq remains unchanged for all r R tr1, r2u, the expression°
rPRij gijprqxijprq can never increase.
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Remark. Due to the presence of budget constraints, (LPRev) bounds only the ex-

pected revenue of any truthful-in-expectation BIC mechanism and not the expected

social welfare, which can be larger by an unbounded amount. However, if the budget

constraints are removed, the resulting LP also bounds the optimal social welfare.

2.4.2 Monotone hazard rates

We will present a constant-factor approximation to the optimal truthful-in-expectation

BIC mechanism via sequential posted-price schemes, assuming that the random vari-

ables vij satisfy the monotone hazard-rate condition (Definition 13). Formally, we

will make the following assumption throughout Section 2.4.2.

Assumption 10. For all i P I and j P J , the random variable vij (which denotes the

valuation of bidder i for item j) satisfies the monotone hazard rate (MHR) condition.

Claim 11. If X is a positive-integer-valued random variable satisfying the monotone

hazard-rate condition, then the random variable minpX, aq also satisfies the MHR

condition, for any integer a ¥ 1.

Proof. Suppose that the random variable X is drawn from an MHR distribution with

support t1, . . . , ku. If a ¥ k, then clearly the random variable minpX, aq also satisfies

the MHR condition, since it has a support of t1, . . . , ku and we have

PrrminpX, aq � rs � PrrX � rs for all r P t1, . . . , ku .

Hence, we will assume that a   k throughout the rest of the proof. In this case,

the random variable minpX, aq follows a distribution with support t1, . . . , au, and we
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have

PrrminpX, aq � rs � PrrX � rs for all r P t1, . . . , a� 1u , (2.2)

PrrminpX, aq ¡ rs � PrrX ¡ rs for all r P t1, . . . , a� 1u , (2.3)

PrrminpX, aq � as �
ķ

r�a

PrrX � rs , (2.4)

PrrminpX, aq ¡ as � 0 . (2.5)

From equations (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5), it follows that

PrrminpX, aq ¡ rs

PrrminpX, aq � rs
¥

PrrminpX, aq ¡ r1s

PrrminpX, aq � r1s
for all r, r1 P t1, . . . , au such that r   r1 .

(2.6)

Hence, the random variable minpX, aq satisfies the MHR condition.

Since the random variables vij satisfy the MHR condition (Assumption 10), we

get the following corollary.

Corollary 12. For all i P I and j P J , the random variable Vij � minpvij, Bi{4q

satisfies the MHR condition.

The next definition is due to Myerson Myerson (1981). First, recall that the

random variable Vij has a probability mass function gijp�q with support Rij (Defini-

tion 14).

Definition 15. For all r P Rij, let Gijprq � PrrVij ¡ rs. Define the virtual valuation

as

ϕijprq � r �
Gijprq

gijprq
for all i P I, j P J , r P Rij .

The distribution gijp�q is said to be regular if and only if we have

ϕijprq ¤ ϕijpr
1q for all r, r1 P Rij such that r   r1 .
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Clearly, monotone hazard-rate distributions are regular. We now present a crucial

lemma for monotone hazard-rate distributions.

Lemma 13. If the random variable Vij satisfies the MHR condition, then we have

Pr

�
ϕijpVijq ¡

Vij
2

�
¥

1

e2
.

Proof. Recall that for all r P Rij, we have gijprq � PrrVij � rs and Gijprq � PrrVij ¡

rs. Let the support of the distribution gijp�q be given byRij � t1, . . . , ku, where k is a

positive integer. Before proceeding any further, note that if k � 1, then Gijp1q � 0,

ϕijp1q � 1, and the lemma holds since PrrϕijpVijq ¡ Vij{2s � 1 ¥ 1{e2. Thus,

throughout the rest of the proof, we assume that k ¥ 2.

Define

hijprq �
gijprq

Gijprq
for all r P t1, . . . , ku .

It is easy to see that ϕijprq � r�1{hijprq. Hence, we have ϕijprq ¥ r{2 if and only if

hijprq ¥ 2{r. As the random variable Vij satisfies the MHR condition, we infer that

hijprq is a non-decreasing function of r. Finally, we note that 2{r is a non-increasing

function of r, and that hijpkq � 8 ¡ 2{k. These observations lead us to conclude

the following:

There is an integer k� P t1, . . . , ku such that ϕijprq ¡ r{2 if and
only if r ¥ k�, and hijprq ¤ hijpk

� � 1q ¤ 2{pk� � 1q for all
r P t1, . . . , k� � 1u.

Therefore, we have

PrrϕijpVijq ¡ Vij{2s � PrrVij ¥ k�s .

If k� � 1, then PrrVij ¥ k�s � 1 ¡ 1{e2, and the lemma holds. Consequently,

throughout the rest of the proof, we assume that k� ¥ 2.
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We construct a continuous probability distribution with probability density func-

tion ĝijp�q and support r0, ks such that

gijprq �

» r

t�pr�1q

ĝijptq dt for all r P t1, . . . , ku .

Next, for every real number 0 ¤ t ¤ k, we define

Ĝijptq � 1�

» t

q�0

ĝijptq dt and ĥijptq �
ĝijptq

Ĝijptq
.

Since d
dt
pĜijptqq � �ĝijptq, it follows that

»
ĥijptq dt � � logpĜijptqq .

Hence, we have

exp
�
�

» pk��1q

t�0

ĥijptq dt
	
�
Ĝijpk

� � 1q

Ĝijp0q
� Ĝijpk

� � 1q . (2.7)

Note that Ĝijptq is a non-increasing function of t. Thus, for all r P t1, . . . , pk��1qu,

we have

�

» r

t�pr�1q

ĥijptq dt ¥ �
1

Ĝijprq

» r

t�pr�1q

ĝijptq dt � �
gijprq

Gijprq
� �hijprq ¥ �

2

pk� � 1q
.

Summing over r � 1, . . . , pk� � 1q, we get

�

» pk��1q

t�0

ĥijptq dt � �

pk��1q¸
r�1

» r

t�pr�1q

ĥijptq dt ¥ �

pk��1q¸
r�1

2

pk� � 1q
¥ �2 . (2.8)
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To conclude the proof of the lemma, we deduce that

PrrϕijpVijq ¡ Vij{2s � PrrVij ¥ k�s

� 1�

pk��1q¸
r�1

gijprq

� 1�

» pk��1q

t�0

ĝijptq dt

� Ĝijpk
� � 1q

� e�
³pk��1q
t�0 ĥijptq dt (by equation (2.7))

¥ e�2 (by equation (2.8)).

Note that the bound established is Lemma 13 is tight for exponential distribu-

tions. Suppose that X is a continuous random variable drawn from an exponential

distribution with rate parameter µ, and let ϕpXq denote the virtual valuation func-

tion of X. We get

Pr

�
ϕpXq ¡

X

2

�
� Pr

�
X �

e�µX

µ � e�µX
¡ X{2

�
� Pr

�
X ¡

2

µ

�
�

1

e2
.

Recall Definition 14 and Definition 15. The next observation follows from Corol-

lary 12 and Lemma 13.

Observation 1. For all bidders i P I and items j P J , there exists an integer

v�ij P Rij such that

PrrVij ¥ v�ijs ¥ e�2 and ϕijpVijq ¡ Vij{2 whenever Vij ¥ v�ij .

Incorporating virtual valuations.

First, we state a characterization of virtual valuations that was proved by Myerson

(1981). We will invoke Lemma 14 multiple times throughout the rest of this chapter.
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Lemma 14. For all bidders i P I and items j P J , suppose that the random variable

Vij � minpvij, Bi{4q follows a discrete distribution gijp�q with support Rij, and 0 ¤

xijprq ¤ 1 for all r P Rij. We have

¸
rPRij

gijprq � ϕijprq � xijprq �
¸
rPRij

gijprq

�
�r � xijprq � ¸

sPRij : s r

xijpsq

�
 .

Proof. Recall that ϕijprq � r � Gijprq{gijprq, where Gijprq �
°
sPRij : s¡r gijpsq.

Hence, we get

¸
rPRij

gijprq � ϕijprq � xijprq �
¸
rPRij

�
�r � gijprq � ¸

sPRij : s¡r

gijpsq

�
� xijprq

�
¸
rPRij

r � gijprq � xijprq �
¸
rPRij

¸
sPRij : s¡r

gijpsq � xijprq

�
¸
rPRij

r � gijprq � xijprq �
¸
rPRij

¸
sPRij : s r

gijprq � xijpsq

�
¸
rPRij

gijprq

�
�r � xijprq � ¸

sPRij : s r

xijpsq

�
 .

This concludes the proof.
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Now consider the following linear program obtained from (LPRev).

Maximize
¸
iPI

¸
jPJ

¸
rPRij

gijprq � ϕijprq � xijprq (LP2)

°
jPJ

°
rPRij gijprq � xijprq ¤ ni @i P I p1q°

jPJ
°
rPRij gijprq � ϕijprq � xijprq ¤ Bi @i P I p2q°

iPI
°
rPRij gijprq � xijprq ¤ 1 @j P J p3q

xijprq P r0, 1s @i P I, j P J , r P Rij p4q

Lemma 15. The value of (LP2) is at least 1{p2e2q times the value of (LPRev).

Proof. Let tx�ijprqu denote the values taken by the xijprq variables in the optimal

solution to (LPRev). For all i P I, j P J , r P Rij, define:

x̃ijprq �

#
0 if r   v�ij ,

x�ijprq if r ¥ v�ij .
(2.9)

The optimal objective of (LPRev) is given by

¸
i,j

EVij�gijp�qrVij � x�ijpVijqs .

Lemma 8 implies that the function Vij � x�ijpVijq is monotonically non-decreasing in

Vij. Hence, we get

EVij rVij � x�ijpVijqs ¤ EVij rVij � x�ijpVijq | Vij ¥ v�ijs

¤ EVij r2 � ϕijpVijq � x�ijpVijq | Vij ¥ v�ijs (Observation 1)

�
2 � EVij rϕijpVijq � x̃ijpVijqs

PrrVij ¥ v�ijs
(by equation (2.9))

¤ 2e2 � EVij rϕijpVijq � x̃ijpVijqs (Observation 1)

� 2e2 �
¸
rPRij

gijprq � ϕijprq � x̃ijprq .
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Summing over all bidders i P I and items j P J , we infer:

¸
iPI

¸
jPJ

¸
rPRij

r � gijprq � x
�
ijprq ¤ 2e2 �

¸
iPI

¸
jPJ

¸
rPRij

gijprq � ϕijprq � x̃ijprq . (2.10)

Furthermore, we note the following inequalities.

0 ¤ x̃ijprq ¤ x�ijprq for all i P I, j P J , r P Rij , (2.11)

ϕijprq � x̃ijprq ¤ r � x�ijprq for all i P I, j P J , r P Rij . (2.12)

Equation (2.11) holds by definition, and equation (2.12) holds since ϕijprq ¤ r (Defi-

nition 15). Recall that the x�ijprq values constitute an optimal solution to (LPRev).

Hence, equations (2.10), (2.11), and (2.12) imply that the x̃ijprq values constitute a

feasible solution to (LP2), having an objective that is within a factor of 2e2 of the

optimal objective of (LPRev). The lemma follows.

Lemma 16. Let x�ijprq denote the values assigned to the variables in the optimal so-

lution to (LP2). For all i P I, j P J , we can express the corresponding tx�ijprqurPRij

values as a convex combination of two solutions. The first (respectively, second)

solution has variable values γ�ijprq (respectively,λ�ijprq), and an integer r�ij P Rij (re-

spectively, s�ij � r�ij � 1 P Rij) so that

γ�ijprq �

#
0 if r   r�ij, r P Rij ,

1 if r ¥ r�ij, r P Rij ,
and λ�ijprq �

#
0 if r   s�ij, r P Rij ,

1 if r ¥ s�ij, r P Rij .

Suppose that in the convex combination, the first solution has weight 0 ¤ wij ¤ 1 and

the second solution has weight 1 � wij. In this case, we have x�ijprq � wij � γ
�
ijprq �

p1� wijq � λ
�
ijprq, and furthermore

¸
rPRij

gijprq�ϕijprq�x
�
ijprq � wij �r

�
ij �PrrVij ¥ r�ijs�p1�wijq�s

�
ij �PrrVij ¥ s�ijs . (2.13)
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Proof. Since the variable values tx�ijprqu constitute an optimal solution to (LP2),

we have x�ijprq � 0 whenever ϕijprq ¤ 0. Furthermore, the virtual valuation ϕijprq is

a non-decreasing function of r P Rij (Corollary 12). We now apply Corollary 9 and

infer the following: There exists an integer r� P Rij such that

x�ijprq �

#
0 if r   r�, r P Rij ,

1 if r ¡ r�, r P Rij .

This implies that the optimal solution to (LP2) can be written in the fashion implied

by the lemma, with r�ij � r� and wij � x�ijpr
�q. To prove equation (2.13), we first

note that

¸
rPRij

gijprqϕijprqx
�
ijprq � wij

¸
rPRij

gijprqϕijprqγ
�
ijprq� p1�wijq

¸
rPRij

gijprqϕijprqλ
�
ijprq .

(2.14)

Let the range of values of the random variable Vij be given by Rij � t1, . . . , ku.

Recall that γ�ijprq � 0 if 1 ¤ r   r�ij and γ�ijprq � 1 if r�ij ¤ r ¤ k. Hence, we have

¸
rPRij

gijprq � ϕijprq � γ
�
ijprq �

¸
rPRij

gijprq

�
�r � γ�ijprq � ¸

sPRij : s r

γ�ijpsq

�
 (Lemma 14)

�
ķ

r�r�ij

gijprq
�
r � pr � r�ijq

�

� r�ij � PrrVij ¥ r�ijs .

Similarly, we can show that

¸
rPRij

gijprq � ϕijprq � λ
�
ijprq � s�ij � PrrVij ¥ s�ijs .

Now, the lemma follows from equation (2.14).
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Posted-price mechanism and analysis.

The posted-price mechanism is described in Figure 2.2. In Step 1, we select an

arbitrary ordering of the bidders. In Step 2, we find the optimal solution to (LP2).

To explain Step 3 and Step 4, we first recall Lemma 16, which has the following

simple interpretation. For all bidders i P I and items j P J , the optimal solution

to (LP2) treats the pair pi, jq as a separate entity who is interested only in item

j, and who is willing to pay at most Vij (Definition 14) for item j. Furthermore,

the pair pi, jq is offered item j at a posted price that is chosen randomly from the

set tr�ij, s
�
iju. Note that this is not a feasible mechanism: Since each pair pi, jq is

considered separately, an item may be allocated more than once, or a bidder may

exhaust her budget or demand. The LP solution, however, is extremely useful, as

it allows us to “uncouple” all the pi, jq pairs and find the prices tr�ij, s
�
iju for each of

them.

Motivated by the above interpretation, in Steps 3 and 4, we set r̃ij � r�ij with

probability wij, and with the remaining probability p1 � wijq, we set r̃ij � s�ij. Fur-

thermore, we ensure that these random events corresponding to all possible (bidder,

item) pairs are mutually independent. Under the assumption that every pi, jq pair

behaves as a separate entity who is willing to pay at most Vij for an item, let X̃ij

be the indicator random variable that is set to 1 if she is allocated the item, and let

P̃ij denote her payment. Note that P̃ij � r̃ij if X̃ij � 1, and P̃ij � 0 if X̃ij � 0. It

follows that

ErX̃ijs � wij � PrrVij ¥ r�ijs � p1� wijq � PrrVij ¥ s�ijs

� wij �
¸
rPRij

gijprq � γ
�
ijprq � p1� wijq �

¸
rPRij

gijprq � λ
�
ijprq

�
¸
rPRij

gijprq � x
�
ijprq .
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Posted-Price Mechanism

1. Choose an arbitrary but fixed ordering of all bidders and
denote it by 1, . . . , n.

2. Solve LP2, and let x�ij denote the value assigned
to variable xij, for all i P I, j P J .

3. For each pi, jq
Independently pick one of the two solutions in the convex combination
(see Lemma 16) with probability equal to its weight in the combination.

4. Let r̃ij P tr
�
ij, s

�
iju denote the threshold in the chosen solution

where the allocation function γ̃ij jumps from zero to one.

5. Let tYijuiPI,jPJ be a set of mn mutually independent 0{1 random variables
such that PrrYij � 1s � 1{4 and PrrYij � 0s, for all i P I, j P J .

QÐ J (Initialize Q to be the set of all items).
For i � 1, 2, . . . , n

Initialize Wi ÐH;
For each item j P Q

Wi Ð Wi Y tju iff Yij � 1;
Only the set of items Wi is offered to bidder i;
Each j P Wi is offered at a price r̃ij;
Bidder i buys a subset of items Si � Wi;
QÐ QzSi.

Figure 2.2: DSIC Mechanism for independent valuations

We can also write:

ErP̃ijs � wij �r
�
ij �PrrVij ¥ r�ijs�p1�wijq�s

�
ij �PrrVij ¥ s�ijs �

¸
rPRij

gijprq�ϕijprq�x
�
ijprq .

The last equality follows from equation (2.13). Hence, the optimal objective value

of (LP2) is given by
°
i,j ErP̃ijs. Furthermore, Constraints 1, 2 and 3 of (LP2) imply

that

¸
jPJ

ErX̃ijs ¤ ni ,
¸
jPJ

ErP̃ijs ¤ Bi , and
¸
iPI

ErX̃ijs ¤ 1 . (2.15)

To summarize, if every pair pi, jq were behaving as a separate entity and we posted

the (random) price r̃ij for the pair pi, jq, then the total expected revenue will be equal
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to the optimal objective of (LP2), and the demand, budget, and supply constraints

will hold in expectation.

There are two difficulties in implementing the above scheme: (1) In reality, the

pairs pi, jq do not behave as separate entities. (2) Since the budget, demand and

supply constraints hold only in expectation, there may be occasions where one or

more of these constraints are violated.

Step 5 circumvents these difficulties. We visit the bidders according to the pre-

determined ordering. While visiting bidder i, if an item j is available (i.e., has

not been purchased by any bidder i1   i), then we offer item j to bidder i with

probability 1{4, at a (random) posted price r̃ij. Intuitively, this step ensures that

with constant probability, each pair pi, jq behaves as a separate agent (see the proof

of Theorem 17), so that the expected revenue remains within a constant factor of

the optimal objective of (LP2). Applying Lemma 8 and Lemma 15, we infer that

the revenue of the sequential posted-price mechanism is a Op1q-approximation to the

revenue of the optimal Bayesian incentive-compatible mechanism.

Note that since an item is offered to a bidder only if it has not been purchased

by anyone else, and since the bidder herself decides the subset of items she wants to

buy at the posted prices, this mechanism is clearly feasible (i.e., satisfy the demand,

budget and supply constraints), and universally truthful DSIC.

Theorem 17. The posted-price mechanism in Figure 2.2 is a universally truthful

DSIC mechanism and its revenue is a Op1q-approximation to the revenue of the op-

timal truthful-in-expectation BIC mechanism, when the valuations of a bidder follow

product distributions that satisfy the monotone hazard-rate condition.

Proof. For all bidders i P I and items j P J , let Xij be the 0{1 random variable

denoting whether item j is taken by bidder i, and let Pij denote the price at which

it is taken (which is 0 if the item is not taken by the bidder). Recall equation (2.15),
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where X̃ij (respectively, P̃ij) is the random variable for the allocation (respectively,

payment) corresponding to the pair pi, jq, under the assumption that every (bidder,

item) pair behaves as a separate entity. Since the probability that any pair pi, jq

is considered at all is 1{4 (see Step 5, Figure 2.2), we infer that Xij ¤ X̃ij{4 and

Pij ¤ P̃ij{4. By linearity of expectation, the inequalities of equation (2.15) imply

that

E

�¸
k�j

Pik

�
¤ Bi{4 , E

�¸
k�j

Xik

�
¤ di{4 , and E

�¸
k�i

Xkj

�
¤ 1{4 @i P I, j P J .

Since the valuation vij is independent of other valuations, this implies the above

statements hold regardless of vij. Now applying Markov’s inequality, we have for all

i, j:

Pr

�¸
k�j

Pik ¥ 3Bi{4

�
¤ 1{3 , Pr

�¸
k�j

Xik ¥ di

�
¤ 1{4 , Pr

�¸
k�i

Xkj ¥ 1

�
¤ 1{4 .

By union bounds, this implies that with probability at least 1{6, we have

¸
k�j

Pik  
3Bi

4
,

¸
k�j

Xik   di , and
¸
k�i

Xkj � 0 .

In this event, item j is offered to bidder i with probability 1{4 (using one of two

random choices of the posted price from Lemma 16). Furthermore, in this event, the

bidder will take the item if vij ¥ r̃ij, since r̃ij ¤ Bi{4 (so that the bidder has sufficient

budget to purchase this item), and the bidder has not exhausted his demand di. Since

the valuation vij itself is independent of the event that the item j is offered to bidder

i, this implies that with probability at least 1{6 � 1{4, the posted-price mechanism

obtains revenue
°
r gijprqϕijprqx

�
ijprq along each pi, jq (using the definition of the

latter quantity from equation (2.13)). By linearity of expectation over all pi, jq, we

have a Op1q-approximation to the objective of (LP2). The theorem follows from

Lemma 8 and Lemma 15.
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Corollary 18. Under the assumptions of Theorem 17, if there are no budget con-

straints, then the revenue of the sequential posted-price mechanism is a constant-

factor approximation to the optimal social welfare.

Proof. If the Budget Constraint (2) is removed from (LPRev), it is an upper bound

on the optimal social welfare that can be obtained by any mechanism. The rest of

the analysis remains the same.

One issue with mechanisms where bidders have budget and demand constraints

is that given posted prices for the items, the bidder needs to solve a two-dimensional

Knapsack problem to determine her optimal bundle, and this is NP-hard in gen-

eral. However, this does not change our results, for the following reasons. First,

the analysis of the algorithm in Figure 2.2 simply shows that with constant prob-

ability, the bidder solves a trivial Knapsack instance where all items fit into the

Knapsack. Another interesting aspect of our mechanism is that the LP relaxations

(both (LPRev) and (LP2)) do not encode any incentive-compatibility constraint.

Furthermore, in a sequential posted-price mechanism, a bidder i P I does not have

to report her valuations to the auctioneer. Depending on the publicly known val-

uation distributions, the choices made by the bidders i1   i, and the randomness

of the mechanism, bidder i is offered a subset Wi of available items, and she has

to pay a posted price r̃ij for buying any item j P Wi. The subset of items Wi and

the posted prices tr̃iju do not depend on the valuations of bidder i. Hence, the

scheme remains incentive compatible regardless of the Knapsack heuristic used by

the bidder. Therefore, our results hold as long as the bidder uses any reasonable

Knapsack heuristic that is maximal, in the sense that the bidder goes on buying

more and more items until she exhausts her demand or budget constraints.
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2.4.3 General distributions

The key point shown by Theorem 17 is that the revenue of the optimal truthful-

in-expectation BIC mechanism is approximated to a constant factor by a simple

sequential posted-price mechanism, where the prices are posted for each item and

each bidder. This crucially used the monotone hazard-rate condition. The natural

question to ask is whether such a simple mechanism is a good approximation for

more general classes of distributions. Note that even for one bidder, the optimal

universally truthful DSIC mechanism may not be a sequential posted-price scheme.

We show below that the optimal universally truthful DSIC mechanism has a loga-

rithmic advantage over sequential posted pricing even for regular distributions (see

Definition 15), and that this gap is tight.

Theorem 19. Suppose that vij P r1, Ls, are independent for different pi, jq but do not

necessarily satisfy the monotone hazard-rate condition. Then, there is a ΘplogLq gap

between the revenues of the optimal sequential posted-price scheme and the optimal

universally truthful DSIC mechanism. The lower bound holds for regular distributions

and one bidder.

Proof. To show the lower bound, consider the following scenario: There is only one

bidder, m items, and no budget or demand constraints. The valuations are i. i. d.

for each item j, and follow the common distribution with Prrv ¥ rs � 1{r, for

r � 1, 2, . . . ,m, so that m � L. This distribution is regular, since ϕprq � 0 for

r   m, and ϕpmq � m. We have Erv1js �
°m
r�1p1{rq � Hm for every item j, and by

Chernoff bounds,

Pr

�
m̧

j�1

v1j ¤ p1� εqmHm

�
¤ e

�mHmε
2

2m � op1q .

Therefore, a scheme that sets a price of mHmp1� εq for the bundle of m items sells
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the bundle with probability 1�op1q, so that the expected revenue is Ωpm logmq. Any

sequential posted-price scheme can extract a revenue of maxr r � Prrv ¥ rs � 1 from

each item, so that the total expected revenue from m items is at most m � 1 � m.

This shows a gap of Ωplogmq � ΩplogLq.

The upper bound follows from a standard scaling argument. We start with

(LPRev) which upper bounds the optimal achievable revenue. For each pi, jq, we

group the r values in powers of 2 so that there are plogLq groups. Let group Gk de-

note the interval r2k, 2k�1q. We find a group Gk�ij that contributes at least p1{ logLq

fraction to the sum
°
r r gijprqxijprq. Specifically, we require that

¸
rPG

k�
ij

r � gijprq � xijprq ¥ p1{ logLq
¸
rPRij

r � gijprq � xijprq .

Note that if we use the price 2k
�
ij for the pair pi, jq, and every (bidder, item) pair be-

haves as a separate entity, then our expected revenue will be at least p1{2 logLq times

the optimal objective value of (LPRev). Suppose that we modify the Steps 2, 3,

and 4 of the algorithm in Figure 2.2: Instead of solving (LP2) and randomly selecting

r̃ij P tr
�
ij, s

�
iju, we solve (LPRev) and deterministically set r̃ij � 2k

�
ij . Step 5 of the

algorithm is left unchanged. Using similar arguments as in the proof of Theorem 17,

it is now easy to see that the resulting sequential posted-price mechanism will give

a Ωp1{ logLq-approximation to the optimal revenue.

Adaptive posted-price schemes.

The above implies that we cannot generalize the result in Section 2.4.2 even to the

class of regular distributions (see Definition 12). This is because an ωp1q gap is

introduced in going from (LPRev) to (LP2). However, we can show that if the

space of mechanisms is restricted, (LP2) itself is a good relaxation to the optimal
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revenue in this space.

In particular, suppose that we restrict the space of mechanisms to be those that

are posted price, and sequential by bidder: Depending on the subset of items and

bidders left, the mechanism adaptively chooses the next bidder and posts prices for

a subset of the remaining items. The bidder, being a utility maximizer, solves a

knapsack problem to choose the optimal subset of items. Once this bidder is dealt

with, the mechanism again adaptively chooses the next bidder depending on the

acceptance strategy of this bidder. Since the optimization problem the bidders need

to solve is a two-dimensional Knapsack problem, which is NP-hard, we assume that

the bidders are monotone optimizers in the following sense.

Assumption 20. Suppose that we are given some adaptive posted-price scheme.

Consider any pair pi, jq, where i P I, j P J . Fix the valuations vi1j1 corresponding to

all other (bidder, item) pairs pi1, j1q � pi, jq. Also fix the Knapsack heuristics used

by all the other bidders i1 � i. It follows that we can uniquely determine the subset

of items that will be offered to bidder i, and the prices at which those items will be

offered to bidder i. Under these circumstances, we assume that the quantity of item

j taken by bidder i is a monotonically non-decreasing function of vij.

The above assumption holds if the bidder solves Knapsack optimally. Similar

to the posted-price scheme in Section 2.4.2, our algorithm itself will allow arbitrary

Knapsack heuristics, as long as it satisfies Assumption 20 and the bidder buys

all the items if she is not constrained by either demand or budget. Next, we state

another assumption that will be used throughout the rest of Section 2.4.3.

Assumption 21. The valuations of different bidders for different items follow in-

dependent distributions, that is, the random variables tvijuiPI,jPJ are mutually inde-

pendent. Furthermore, the distribution fijp�q, from which the random variable vij is

drawn, is regular for all i P I, j P J .
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Under Assumptions 20 and 21, we will show a Op1q-approximation to the revenue

maximizing adaptive posted-price mechanism. First, we consider the following non-

linear program.

Maximize
¸
iPI

¸
jPJ

¸
rPRij

gijprq � 4 � p̃ijprq � xijprq (Seq)

°
jPJ

°
rPRij gijprq � xijprq ¤ di @i P I p1q°

jPJ
°
rPRij gijprq � p̃ijprq � xijprq ¤ Bi @i P I p2q°
iPI

°
rPRij gijprq � xijprq ¤ 1 @j P J p3q

p̃ijprq � xijprq ¤ r � xijprq �
°r�1
s�1 xijpsq @i P I, j P J , r P Rij p4q

xijprq P r0, 1s @i P I, j P J , r P Rij p5q

p̃ijprq P r0, rs @i P I, j P J , r P Rij p6q

Lemma 22. If the bidders are monotone optimizers, then the objective of the non-

linear program ( Seq) upper bounds the revenue of the optimal adaptive posted-price

mechanism.

Proof. Fix any adaptive posted-price mechanism, and let xijprq denote the prob-

ability that bidder i P I obtains item j P J when Vij � r P Rij (Definition 14).

Similarly, let pijprq denote the expected price paid by bidder i for item j, conditioned

on the events that Vij � r and bidder i obtains item j. Define p̃ijprq � pijprq{4. It

follows that the auctioneer’s revenue is equal to the objective of (Seq). Constraint 1

of (Seq) holds since no bidder i buys more than di items, constraint 2 holds since no

bidder pays more than her budget, and constraint 3 holds since no item is allocated

more than once.

To interpret constraint 4, fix a bidder i P J , an item j P J , and also fix all the

valuations vi1j1 corresponding to all other (bidder, item) pairs pi1, j1q � pi, jq, and

the Knapsack heuristics used by every bidder i1 � i. This uniquely determines the
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subset of items (and their prices) that will be offered to bidder i. If the adaptive

posted-price mechanism offers item j to bidder i, then it posts a unique price p�

for the item. Given these conditions, let Xijprq P r0, 1s denote the probability that

bidder i takes item j when Vij � r P Rij, and let Pijprq � p� � Xijprq denote the

expected price paid by bidder i for item j when Vij � r P Rij. We will show:

Pijprq

4
�

�
p�

4



�Xijprq ¤ r �Xijprq �

r�1̧

s�1

Xijpsq for all r P Rij . (2.16)

To verify equation (2.16), we consider two possible cases.

Case 1: p�{4 ¡ Bi{4.

In this case, bidder i never takes item j since the price exceeds her budget, implying

that Xijprq � Pijprq � 0 for all r P Rij. Hence, equation (2.16) holds.

Case 2: p�{4 ¤ Bi{4.

To analyze this case, first recall that we have already fixed both the valuations of

bidder i for every item j1 � j, and the subset of items (and their prices) offered to

bidder i. Next, note that if Vij � minpvij, Bi{4q   Bi{4, then vij is also uniquely

determined. Hence, we see that Xijprq is either 0 or 1 for all r   Bi{4. However, at

r � Bi{4, the valuation vij is not unique and Xijprq can take a fractional value. Since

the bidder is a monotone utility maximizer (Assumption 20), we infer that Xijprq is

a monotone step function of r, and this step function has at most one jump. If the

step function has no jump at all, then Xijprq � 0 for all r P Rij, and equation (2.16)

holds. Consequently, we assume that the step function jumps at r� ¤ Bi{4, that is,

Xijprq � 0 for all r   r�, and Xijprq � Xijpr
�q ¡ 0 for all r ¥ r�. It is easy to see

that equation (2.16) holds for all r   r�.

Recall that p�{4 ¤ Bi{4. As a consequence, if Vij � minpvij, Bi{4q   p�{4, then
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vij   p�{4   p�. Since bidder i never takes item j when vij   p�, and since Xijpr
�q ¡

0, it follows that p�{4 ¤ r�. To summarize, it remains to verify equation (2.16) only

if p�{4 ¤ r� ¤ r ¤ Bi{4. In this situation, we get

�
p�

4



�Xijprq �

�
p�

4



�Xijpr

�q ¤ r� �Xijpr
�q . (2.17)

Furthermore, we have

r �Xijprq �
r�1̧

s�1

Xijpsq � r �Xijpr
�q � pr � r�qXijpr

�q � r� �Xijpr
�q . (2.18)

Equation (2.16) follows from equations (2.17) and (2.18). Having verified equa-

tion (2.16), we proceed with the proof of the lemma.

Taking expectation over all the remaining valuations tvi1j1u, where pi1, j1q � pi, jq,

and recalling the definitions of xijprq, pijprq, we see that xijprq � ErXijprqs and

pijprqxijprq � ErPijprqs. Hence, equation (2.16) implies:

p̃ijprq � xijprq �
pijprq

4
� xijprq � E

�
Pijprq

4

�
¤ r � xijprq �

r�1̧

s�1

xijpsq . (2.19)

Thus, constraint 4 of (Seq) holds, and the revenue maximizing adaptive posted-price

mechanism is a feasible solution to the nonlinear program (Seq).

Lemma 23. If the bidders are monotone optimizers, then (LP2) is a 4-approximation

to the revenue of the optimal adaptive posted-price scheme.

Proof. First, we take the optimal solution to the non-linear program (Seq). Next,

for all i P I, j P J , let the range of Vij be given by Rij � t1, . . . , |Rij|u. We do the

following:

For all i P I, j P J

For r � 1, 2, . . . , |Rij|
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Increase the value of p̃ijprq and decrease the value of xijprq, ensuring
that their product p̃ijprq � xijprq remains the same, and continue doing
this until the corresponding constraint 4 (defined by the tripe pi, j, rq)
of the non-linear program (Seq) becomes tight.

This preserves the objective of (Seq) and all the other constraints. When this process

terminates, we get an optimal solution to (Seq) where the constraint 4 is tight for

all i P I, j P J , r P Rij. Hence, we can replace p̃ijprq �xijprq by the right hand side of

constraint 4, and rewrite the non-linear program (Seq) as a linear program (LP3).

Maximize
¸
iPI

¸
jPJ

¸
rPRij

gijprq � 4 �

�
r � xijprq �

r�1̧

s�1

xijpsq

�
(LP3)

°
jPJ

°
rPRij gijprq � xijprq ¤ di @i P I°

jPJ
°
rPRij gijprq �

�
rxijprq �

°r�1
s�1 xijpsq

�
¤ Bi @i P I°

iPI
°
rPRij gijprq � xijprq ¤ 1 @j P J

xijprq P r0, 1s @i P I, j P J , r P Rij

Now, we invoke Lemma 14 and deduce that (LP3) is equivalent to the following

linear program.

Maximize
¸
iPI

¸
jPJ

¸
rPRij

4 � gijprq � ϕijprq � xijprq (LP4)

°
jPJ

°
rPRij gijprq � xijprq ¤ di @i P I°

jPJ
°
rPRij gijprq � ϕijprq � xijprq ¤ Bi @i P I°

iPI
°
rPRij gijprq � xijprq ¤ 1 @j P J

xijprq P r0, 1s @i P I, j P J , r P Rij

Hence, the objective of (LP4) upper bounds the revenue of the optimal adaptive

posted-price scheme when the bidders are monotone optimizers. The lemma follows

from comparing (LP4) with (LP2).
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The final mechanism and analysis are the same as in Section 2.4.2: Solve (LP2),

and making use of Assumption 21, decompose the LP solution into a convex combi-

nation of posted prices per edge, and sequentially post these prices for every bidder.

To complete the analysis, note that Lemma 16 only requires that the distribution

gijp�q be regular. This shows the following theorem:

Theorem 24. There is a polynomial time Op1q-approximation to the revenue of the

optimal adaptive posted-price scheme, when the bidders are monotone optimizers,

and the valuations of different bidders for different items are drawn from mutually

independent regular distributions.
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3

Pareto-Optimal Auction for Budget Constrained
Bidders

This chapter is based on the paper by Bhattacharya et al. (2010b). We consider

a model where we have multiple homogeneous items, and multiple bidders. Each

bidder has a private valuation per unit item, and a private budget. The goal is to

design a truthful-in-expectation DSIC mechanism that is ex-post Pareto-Optimal.

In other words, regardless of the random choices made by the auction, the following

property is satisfied: After the auction’s outcome has been implemented, no pair

of agents (including the auctioneer) can simultaneously improve their utilities by

trading an item.

The starting point of this work is the “adaptive clinching auction” proposed

by Dobzinski et al. (2008) (see Section 3.3). Dobzinski et al. (2008) prove that if the

bidders’ budgets are publicly known (but the valuations are private knowledge), then

this auction is ex-post Pareto-Optimal and universally truthful DSIC. However, there

is no such auction when both the valuations and budgets of the bidders are private

knowledge. We show that this negative result can be circumvented if we relax the

notion of incentive-compatibility to truthful-in-expectation DSIC (see Section 1.1.1).
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3.1 Budget Monotonicity and Randomization

We show an intuitive property of the adaptive clinching auction in the case of divisible

items: A bidder cannot gain utility by reporting budget lower than the truth. We

term this property Budget Monotonicity. Though this property seems simple, there is

no reason to assume it holds: In fact, this property is false for the adaptive clinching

auction in the case of indivisible units (Theorem 26). The major difficulty in the proof

is that the adaptive clinching auction continuously makes allocations at different

prices, so that the utility is a complicated function of all the budgets and valuations.

In fact, an analysis of this auction is left as an open question1 in Dobzinski et al.

(2008). We show this result by carefully coupling the behavior of two auctions that

differ only in the reported budget of one bidder. The proof also establishes several

structural results about this auction that are of independent interest. For example,

although it is difficult to get closed form expression for the utility of a bidder, our

analysis implies the payments and allocations can be computed in polynomial time.

Budget Monotonicity for an infinitely divisible item implies Pareto-optimality

fairly directly, since all we need is to prevent a bidder from over-reporting her budget.

We can do this in several ways, the simplest being randomization. In the Randomized

Extraction Scheme (see Section 3.2), the mechanism simply extracts the whole budget

or zero price so that the expected price extracted is equal to the price charged by the

deterministic auction. Therefore, if a bidder gets nonzero allocation by over-reporting

her budget, then with non-zero probability, she pays her reported budget and her

expected utility is �8. This scheme can be applied to any deterministic auction to

prevent reporting larger budgets than the truth. We show in Section 3.2 that the

randomized version preserves Pareto-optimality ex-post, and maintains truthful-in-

1 Since the focus of Dobzinski et al. (2008) is to prove uniqueness and impossibility, they mainly
analyze the auction for two bidders with carefully chosen valuations and budgets. In contrast, we
need to develop characterizations for the general case.
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expectation DSIC if the deterministic auction was monotone (and charges non-zero

price for non-zero allocations).

The monotonicity result for the adaptive clinching auction holds only for one

infinitely divisible item. In the case of finitely many indivisible units, we simply run

the adaptive clinching auction assuming one infinitely divisible item, and perform a

randomized allocation in the end (Corollary 29; also see Abrams (2006); Borgs et al.

(2005)). The resulting auction is truthful-in-expectation DSIC, and is also ex-post

Pareto-optimal.

Though our mechanism is randomized, the randomness introduced in the price

is quite small: It affects the price charged to only one bidder (Lemma 35). However,

for the randomization to be truthful-in-expectation DSIC, we crucially need the

assumption that the utility of a bidder for paying more than her true budget is �8.

For smoother utility functions, the Budget Monotonicity property can be used in

other ways to make the deterministic auction itself truthful and Pareto-optimal: For

instance, a standard assumption in spectrum auctions [Brusco and Lopomo (2008)]

is that the bidder can be forced to show “proof of funds” for her reported budget (for

instance, a bank statement), and this prevents her from over-reporting her budget

regardless of her utility function.

Revenue Properties

As another consequence of Budget Monotonicity, the revenue properties of the adap-

tive clinching auction in case of public budgets (shown in [Dobzinski et al. (2008)])

carry over to the randomized version of the auction even with private budgets, and

hence, this auction improves the competitive ratio in Abrams (2006) by a factor of

4, and like the auction in Borgs et al. (2005), is asymptotically optimal.

Independently of this work, Hafalir et al. (2009) also consider the problem of

designing Pareto-optimal mechanisms with private budgets via randomization, and
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present a different mechanism termed Sort-Cut. However, unlike our result, their

mechanism is not incentive compatible on valuations, and is hence only Pareto-

optimal conditioned on truth-telling by all agents.

Roadmap for the rest of the chapter.

In Section 3.2, we define the notion of Budget Monotonicity. In Section 3.3, we de-

scribe the adaptive clinching auction and show some basic properties in the infinitely

divisible item case. In Section 3.4, we provide a proof sketch of Budget Monotonicity

of this auction. The complete proof is very technical and is presented in Section 3.5.

3.2 Preliminaries

We will mainly consider the case when there is one unit of infinitely divisible item

and n bidders. Bidder i has a private valuation ηi per unit quantity, and private

budget βi. Suppose bidder i reports valuation and budget pvi, Biq. The auction is a

(randomized) mechanism that (probabilistically) maps the p~v, ~Bq into a quantity Xi

the bidder obtains and a total price Pi the bidder pays; note that these quantities

are allowed to be random variables in this chapter. Since there is one unit of the

item, we have
°
iXi ¤ 1.

The only difference in the case of auctioning m indivisible copies of the item is

that in this case, Xi P t0, 1, 2, . . . ,mu and
°
iXi � m. (The infinitely divisible item

case is the limit when m Ñ 8.) In the subsequent discussion we will assume one

infinitely divisible item unless otherwise stated.

Let v�i, B�i denote the reported valuations and budgets of bidders other than i.

Bidder i has the following utility function: If Pi ¡ βi, then his utility is �8: this

corresponds to the total price exceeding his budget. If Pi ¤ βi, then his utility is

ui � ηiXi � Pi.

The goal is to design a randomized auction that satisfies two properties: Incentive
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Compatibility (IC) and ex-post Pareto-Optimality (PO). The first condition was

defined in Section 1.1.1. We now give a formal definition of the second condition.

ex-post Pareto-optimality (PO): We must have (i)
°
iXi � 1, i.e., the item is

completely sold; and (ii) If Xi ¡ 0 and vj ¡ vi, then Pj � Bj, i.e., if a bidder

gets non-zero quantity then all bidders with higher valuations have exhausted

their budgets. This property holds ex-post (regardless of randomization).

In the case of m indivisible units, the Pareto-Optimality condition gets modified

as:
°
iXi � m; further, if Xi ¡ 0 and vj ¡ vi, then vi ¡ Bj �Pj. In both cases, this

corresponds to the fact that no pair of agents can improve their utility by trading.

The main focus of this chapter is to understand the behavior of the adaptive

clinching auction, which is described in Section 3.3. For a more detailed description

(especially for the indivisible units case), see Dobzinski et al. (2008). Their main

result is the following:

Theorem 25 (Dobzinski et al. (2008)). The adaptive clinching auction satisfies ex-

post Pareto-Optimality with private budgets and valuations. When the budgets are

public knowledge, the auction also satisfies universally truthful dominant strategy

incentive-compatibility, and it is the unique auction satisfying universally truthful

DSIC and ex-post Pareto-Optimality. Furthermore, there is no auction satisfying

these two properties when the budgets are private knowledge.

Our main goal is to show several structural results about this auction, which will

culminate in showing that there is indeed a randomized mechanism that is truthful-

in-expectation DSIC, and also satisfies ex-post Pareto-optimality, even with private

budgets.
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3.2.1 Budget Monotonicity and its Consequences

We will show that the adaptive clincing auction with one infinitely divisible item

satsifies Budget Monotonicity, which states that a bidder cannot gain by reporting

a lower budget.

Definition 16. A deterministic auction is Budget Monotone if the following condi-

tions hold for every bidder i regardless of v�i, B�i. For reported budget Bi P r0, βis,

where βi is the true budget:

1. The bidder always maximizes utility by reporting vi � ηi, where ηi is the true

valuation.

2. When vi � ηi, the utility of the bidder is monotonically non-decreasing in

Bi P r0, βis.

The more interesting condition in the above definition is the second one (the

first one following from Dobzinski et al. (2008)). Though Budget Monotonicity is

an intuitive property, there is no guarantee that it is satisfied even by reasonable

auctions. In fact, quite surprisingly, it does not always hold for the adaptive clinching

auction!

Theorem 26. In the case of m � 4 indivisible units of a item and n � 3 bidders,

the adaptive clinching auction described in Dobzinski et al. (2008) does not satisfy

Budget Monotonicity.

Proof. Consider n � 3 bidders with the following pBi, viq values: pB1, v1q � p6, 3q,

pB2, v2q � p5, 3q, and pB3, v3q � p4, 3q, and suppose these are the true budgets and

valuations. It is easy to show that bidders 1 and 2 clinch one unit each at price 2.

Bidder 3 obtains zero utility since she can only clinch when price is 3. However,

if bidder 3 reports p3, 3q, she clinches one unit at price 17{6 and obtains strictly
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positive utility. Therefore, the auction is not monotone. The details are easy to fill

in using the description in Dobzinski et al. (2008).

In sharp contrast, our main result is to show that the adaptive clinching auction

indeed satisfies the Budget Monotonicity property when there is one infinitely divis-

ible item (which is the limiting case of m indivisible items). In particular, our main

theorem is the following:

Theorem 27 (Budget Monotonicity Theorem). The adaptive clinching auction

satisfies Budget Monotonicity for one infinitely divisible item.

The key intuitive difference between the divisible and indivisible cases is that in

the former case, there is a nice characterization of bidders receiving non-zero alloca-

tions as those with highest remaining budgets (refer Lemma 32). Budget Monotonic-

ity is equivalent to saying that a bidder cannot gain by under-reporting her budget,

i.e., reporting Bi   βi. We now show a simple way to remove the incentive to report

Bi ¡ βi.

Randomized Extraction: We run the deterministic adaptive clinching auction as

in Dobzinski et al. (2008). The allocation remains the same. However, the price

extraction scheme is randomized as follows. If a bidder reports budget Bi and is sup-

posed to pay Pi P r0, Bis according to the deterministic mechanism, then with prob-

ability Pi{Bi, we extract her reported budget Bi, and with probability p1� Pi{Biq,

we charge her zero price. Note that this randomization can be applied to any deter-

ministic auction where Xi ¡ 0 implies Pi ¡ 0; the adaptive clinching auction does

satisfy this property. It is now easy to show:

Theorem 28. For the case of one infinitely divisible item, the randomized adaptive

clinching auction satisfies truhful-in-expectation DSIC, and is ex-post Pareto-optimal.
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Proof. The expected payment of a bidder i after randomization is precisely Pi ¤ Bi,

which is at most the total valuation she receives from the allocation. Thus, her

expected utility is nonnegative. To see ex-post Pareto-Optimality, observe that if

Pj � Bj before the randomization, the same is true after the randomization. To

show truthful-in-expectation DSIC, note that the auction satisfies Budget Mono-

tonicity by Theorem 27, so that for any bidder i, we have vi � ηi and Bi ¥ βi.

Furthermore, if bidder i reports a budget Bi ¡ β and recevies nonzero allocation,

then the deterministic adaptive clinching auction charges her a price Pi ¡ 0. The

randomized auction extracts Bi w.p. Pi{Bi ¡ 0 and in this scenario, the utility of

the bidder is �8. Therefore, the bidder will not report Bi ¡ βi.

If the allocations generated by the auction for the infinitely divisible case are

treated as probabilities of allocation instead (similar to Abrams (2006); Borgs et al.

(2005)), the same auction works for the case of indivisible units of the item.

Corollary 29. There is a randomized auction satisfying truthful-in-expectation DSIC

and ex-post Pareto-Optimality, when there are m indivisible units of the item.

Proof. Run the randomized adaptive clinching auction assuming one infinitely divis-

ible item, with the valuations scaled up by factor of m. Modify the allocation step

as follows. Suppose the auction should allocate xi P r0, 1s to bidder i. Choose bidder

i with probability xi and allocate all m units to this bidder.

In the resulting auction, note that the expected utility of a bidder is the same as

the utility in the indivisible auction; further, the auction is truthful-in-expectation

DSIC by Theorem 28.

To show ex-post Pareto-Optimality, note that the items are completely allocated

by the auction. Next, since the infinitely divisible auction satisfies ex-post Pareto-

Optimality, if the m units are allocated to bidder i, this bidder must have had

Xi ¡ 0 in the infinitely divisible auction, so that for all j with vj ¡ vi, we must have
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Pj � Bj, so that vi ¡ Bj�Pj � 0. Therefore, the auction satisfies Pareto-Optimality

regardless of the outcome of randomization.

3.3 The Adaptive Clinching Auction: Infinitely Divisible Case

We now describe the adaptive clinching auction in [Nisan (2009); Ausubel (2004)] in

the context of one infinitely divisible item, and show in the next two sections that it

satisfies Budget Monotonicity (Theorem 27).

Intuitively, the auction is an ascending price auction. As the price per unit

quantity is raised, bidders become inactive because the price has exceeded their

valuation. For the remaining (active) bidders, the demand is the amount they are

willing to buy given their remaining budget and the current price. Similarly, the

supply is the amount of item remaining. For an active bidder, when the supply

exceeds the total demand of the other bidders, this bidder clinches the difference at

the current price. Since the price is increased continuously and the item is infinitely

divisible, the auction defines a differential process.

We describe the clinching auction as a differential process indexed by time t,

where the price charged per unit quantity increases as time progresses, and the

auction continuously allocates (part of) the item and extracts budget. We note that

the traditional method is to describe it as a process indexed by the price; however,

indexing by time lends itself to an easier analysis. After describing the auction, we

present some new observations that characterize its behavior; these will be useful in

later sections.

Formally, let pptq denote the price per unit quantity at time t ¥ 0. For bidder

i, let xiptq denote the quantity of the item allocated so far to i, let Piptq denote

the price extracted so far from i, and let biptq denote the effective budget of the

bidder (defined later). Let Sptq � 1 �
°
i xiptq denote the supply of item left with

the auctioneer. Initially, pp0q � Pip0q � xip0q � 0, bip0q � Bi, and Sp0q � 1. In this
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section, we will denote the derivative of function gptq w.r.t. t as g1ptq.

Denote the demand of the bidder as Diptq �
biptq
pptq

. If pptq   vi, this represents the

amount of the item bidder i is willing to buy at price pptq. Let D�iptq �
°
j�iDjptq,

i.e., the total demand excluding bidder i.

Invariants. Denote the stopping time of the auction by f . In Section 3.3.2, we

will show that the adaptive clinching auction satisfies the following invariants for all

t   f :

Supply Invariant: For all bidders i, we have Sptq ¤ D�iptq �
°
j�iDjptq.

Clinching Invariant: x1iptq ¡ 0 iff both pptq   vi (the bidder is active) and Sptq �

D�iptq.

Budget Invariant: If pptq   vi, biptq � Bi � Piptq, the true residual budget of the

bidder. If pptq ¡ vi, biptq � 0. When pptq � vi, biptq P r0, Bi � Piptqs, and

though the demand Diptq is well-defined, it will not correspond to any “real”

demand, since the bidder will drop out of the auction.

We note that for all t   f , we have S 1ptq � �
°
i x

1
iptq. Furthermore, we also

have x1iptq � �
b1iptq

pptq
, since the bidder is being charged price pptq per unit quantity.

The only exception to these conditions is at time f when the auction makes some

one-shot allocations; we will define Spfq � limtÑf Sptq.

3.3.1 Auction

In view of the above invariants, each bidder belongs to at least one of the following

groups.

Definition 17. Define active bidders as Aptq � tj|vj ¡ pptq and bjptq ¡ 0u; exiting

bidders as Eptq � tj|vj � pptq and biptq ¡ 0u; and clinching bidders as Cptq � tj|j P

Aptq and Sptq � D�iptqu.
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The adaptive clinching auction is now simple to describe, and is described in

Figure 3.1. We specify it in terms of the derivatives of the budget, allocation, and

prices.

Adaptive Clinching Auction

(I) (Stopping Conditiona)
If

°
iPAptqDiptq ¤ Sptq then:

At unit price pptq, preserving the
budget constraints allocate:

1. Amount
°
iPAptqDiptq to

bidders in Aptq.
2. Amount Sptq �

°
iPAptqDiptq to

bidders in Eptq.
(II) else if Eptq � H and Aptq � H then:

1. p1ptq � 1;
2. For each i P Cptq set:

b1iptq � �Sptq; P
1
i ptq � Sptq;

x1iptq � �
b1iptq

pptq
� Sptq

pptq
.

(III) else if Eptq � H and Aptq � H:
1. p1ptq � 0.
2. For smallest indexb j P Eptq set:

b1jptq � �1; and
P 1
jptq � x1jptq � 0.

3. For each i P Cptq set:
b1iptq � �1; P 1

jptq � 1; and

x1iptq � �
b1iptq

pptq
� 1

pptq
.

a We show in Lemma 33 that the stopping con-
dition is well-defined.
b Fix any ordering of bidders that is independent

of the reported ~v and ~B.

Figure 3.1: The adaptive clinching auction for one infinitely divisible item.

Given the submitted valuations and budgets, the total allocation Xi and the total

price Pi can be computed efficiently from the description of the auction; we omit the

details. Note that a bidder clinches items only when the allocation is made and he

is in Aptq. Though the bidder may get some items in Step (I) when he is in Eptq,
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we do not consider this clinching, since the bidder gets utility zero from these items

(assuming she reports the true valuation).

The key difference between the way we have described the auction and that

in Dobzinski et al. (2008) is in Step (III). Here, we have chosen to gradually reduce

the budgets of the bidders in Eptq, while if the auction were indexed by price, this

step would lead to one-shot allocations. Our method makes the supply Sptq and

the effective budgets biptq continuous functions. The equivalent formulation of Step

(III) in terms of price follows from maintaining the Supply Invariant and stopping

condition of the auction (see also Dobzinski et al. (2008)), and is presented below.

Lemma 30. If t   f and i P Aptq, suppose
°
jPAptq,j�iDjptq   Sptq, then bidder

i clinches Sptq �
°
jPAptq,j�iDjptq quantity at price pptq in Step (III). When t � f

and Apfq � H, bidder i P Apfq clinches a quantity at price ppfq that exhausts her

remaining budget in Step (I).

The above lemma will be critically used in the proof of Budget Monotonicity

later. The next theorem simply re-states the positive result in Theorem 25.

Theorem 31 (Dobzinski et al. (2008)). The adaptive clinching auction satisfies ex-

post Pareto-Optimality. Furthermore, for reported budget Bi ¤ βi where βi is the true

budget, the bidder always maximizes utility by reporting the true valuation, vi � ηi.

3.3.2 Properties

We will now show some properties of this auction that will be useful later.

Definition 18. Define bmaxptq � maxiPAptq biptq. Recall that f as the stopping time

of the auction.

We first show that the auction satisfies the invariants. The last two invariants

are easy to check: Whenever a bidder i clinches the item at price pptq   vi, we have
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b1iptq � �pptqx
1
iptq � �P

1
i ptq, so that biptq � Bi�Piptq. Further, note that if i P Eptq,

the effective budget biptq of this bidder reduces, so if the price increases beyond vi,

the effective budget must be identically 0. Therefore, the budget invariant holds.

The clinching invariant holds trivially by the description of the auction.

The next result shows the supply invariant, and characterizes the set of bidders

that are clinching at any point in time, and a consequent stopping condition based

on these bidders.

Lemma 32. The following hold for the adaptive clinching auction: (1) If Cptq � H,

then Cptq � tj P Aptq|bjptq � bmaxptqu; (2) the supply invariant holds for all t   f ;

and (3) when a bidder i drops from Cptq, the auction stops at that time.

Proof. First note that for t   f , the functions Sptq and D�iptq for any i P Aptq

are continuous. At t � 0, the former is smaller than the latter. If for all t   f ,

Sptq   D�iptq, then there is nothing to prove. Suppose t   f be the first time instant

when Sptq becomes equal to D�iptq. If i R Aptq, then
°
jPAptqDjptq ¤ D�iptq � Sptq,

the auction necessarily stops at time t, that is, t � f , a contradiction. Thus, bidder

i P Aptq. Furthermore, i has the largest budget in the set Aptq, since for all j � i,

we must have had D�jptq ¥ D�iptq � Sptq by the definition of time t. Therefore,

biptq � bmaxptq Since D�iptq � Sptq, we have i P Cptq. For all t1   t, the set Cptq is

empty by the clinching invariant. We now show that for all subsequent t, as long as

i has not dropped out, we have S 1ptq � D1
�iptq; biptq � bmaxptq; and when i drops out

of the auction, the auction stops. This will show all parts of the lemma.

First note that if Cptq is non-empty, it necessarily has the bidders with highest

budget in Aptq. Therefore, if i P Cptq, then biptq is necessarily the same as bmaxptq.

To show i clinches continuously, we will show S 1ptq � D1
�iptq when i P Cptq, so that

for all t as long as bidder i has not dropped out, Sptq � D�iptq, and hence bidder i

clinches continuously until she drops out.
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Suppose i P Cptq at some point t and pptq   vi. We therefore must have

biptq � bmaxptq and Sptq � D�iptq. Note that Sptq decreases at the rate of precisely

�
°
jPCptq x

1
jptq � c b

1
maxptq
pptq

if there are c clinching bidders at time t.

There are two cases depending on whether Eptq � H or not. If Eptq � H, then

for all j P Cptq:

D1
jptq �

pptqb1jptq � bmaxptqp
1ptq

pptq2
� �

Sptq

pptq
�
bmaxptq

pptq2

Similarly, for j P AptqzCptq, we have:

D1
jptq � �

bjptq

pptq2

Note that S 1ptq � c b
1
maxptq
pptq

� �cSptq
pptq

. Since i P Cptq, we have:

d

dt
pD�iptqq � �pc� 1q

Sptq

pptq
�
D�iptq

pptq

� �pc� 1q
Sptq

pptq
�
Sptq

pptq

� �c
Sptq

pptq
� S 1ptq

Suppose now that Eptq � H and Aptq � H. Note that b1kptq � �1 for some

k P Eptq. We have: D1
jptq � 0 for j R Cptq Y tku. For j P Cptq Y tku we have:

D1
jptq �

pptqb1jptq � bmaxptqp
1ptq

pptq2
� �

1

pptq

ñ
d

dt
pD�iptqq � �

c

pptq
� �c

b1maxptq

pptq
� S 1ptq

Therefore, S 1ptq � D1
�iptq if i P Cptq, which shows bidder i clinches continuously

unless biptq � 0 or pptq � vi. In both cases,
°
jPAptqDjptq ¤ Sptq so that Step (I)

kicks in and the auction stops.
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The above characterization of Cptq holds only for infinitely divisible items, and

is the key reason Budget Monotonicity holds in this case and not in the case of

indivisible units. Also note that the auction could stop even if no bidders drop from

Cptq, but instead, some other set of bidders drop out; therefore, part (3) in the above

lemma is a sufficient but not necessary condition for stopping.

The above lemma establishes that for t   f , the function bmaxptq is continuous;

further, the set Cptq, if non-empty, is composed of active bidders i P Aptq with

biptq � bmaxptq. We now show that the stopping condition (Step (I)) is well-defined,

and relate the prices charged to the stopping condition.

Lemma 33. When the auction stops, the bidders in Apfq Y Epfq have sufficient

budget to clinch the quantity Spfq at price ppfq.

Proof. By defintion of the stopping time, for time t approaching f from below, we

have
°
iPAptqDiptq ¥ Spfq. Note that Apfq Y Epfq � Aptq. The lemma follows.

Lemma 34. If i R Aptq Y Eptq, then biptq � 0. If i P AptqzCptq, then biptq � Bi.

Furthermore, if ppfq   vi, then Pi � Bi and bipfq � 0.

The following lemma shows that the amount of randomness we need to add is

small. In particular, we need to randomize the price charged to at most one bidder.

Lemma 35. The allocations in Step (I) can be done in a fashion so that when the

auction stops, there is at most one bidder i with allocation Xi ¡ 0 and price Pi   Bi.

Proof. At time f the only bidders who can have Pi P p0, Biq are bidders in Epfq. As

t approaches f from below, suppose some bidder in Cptq dropped out causing the

auction to stop. At time t, the supply invariant holds from the perspective of this

bidder who drops out, so that if this bidder is given lowest priority in allocating the

remaining supply, the supply exhausts the budget of all bidders except this bidder.
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If no clinching bidder drops out or if Cptq � H, then all i P Epfq had Xi � 0, so

that the budget can be extracted sequentially from bidders in Epfq. This satisfies

the lemma.

3.4 The Budget Monotonicity Theorem: Proof Sketch

In this section, we will provide a proof sketch of Theorem 27 for a canonical special

case of budgets and valuations; the entire proof is complicated with many cases,

and is presented in Section 3.5. The observation that the bidder will always report

vi � ηi follows from Dobzinski et al. (2008), re-stated in Theorem 31. We will now

show that when vi � ηi, a bidder does not gain utility by reporting budget Bi   βi,

where βi is the true budget. This will complete the proof of Theorem 27, and hence

all the results in Section 3.2.1.

3.4.1 Notation

We fix a specific bidder, say Alice, and show monotonicity of her utility with reported

budget. We will use sub-script � to denote quantities for this bidder. Let b�ptq and

v� respectively denote her effective budget at time t, and her valuation. Let P�ptq

represent the price extracted from her so far.

For convenience, we will use t� to denote the limit as x approaches time t from

below. Since price increases continuously with time, we can easily replace ppt�q by

pptq in any algebraic expression. However, if t is the first time instant when the price

becomes equal to the valuation of some bidder, then ti | vi ¡ pptqu � ti | vi ¡ ppt�qu,

and so on.

Formula for Utility. For times t1 ¤ t2 ¤ f , let upt1, t2q denote the utility gained

by Alice as time increased from t1 to t2. In the computation of utility, we can ignore

the contribution from allocation made in Fig. 3.1 when Alice is in Epfq, since the

allocation is obtained at a price equal to her valuation. If x�ptq is the fraction of the
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item clinched by Alice until time t, then, for t2   f in Steps (II) and (III) of the

auction:

upt1, t2q �

» t2

t1
pv� � pptqq

d

dt
px�ptqq dt

�

» t2

t1
�
pv� � pptqq

pptq

d

dt
pb�ptqq dt

(3.1)

Moreover, when t2 � f , the formula gets modified by the one-shot allocation in Step

(I):

upt1, fq �
pv� � ppfqq

ppfq
b�pf�q

�

» f�

t1

pv� � pptqq

pptq

d

dt
pb�ptqq dt

Define u as the the total utility gained by Alice from the auction.

Two Auctions. We let Alice increase her reported budget by an amount ∆ ¡ 0,

the budgets and valuations of other bidders and Alice’s valuation and true budget

remaining the same. Suppose her original reported budget is B0
� ¤ β�, and her new

reported budget is B1
� � B0

� � ∆ ¤ β�. Denote the former auction (with Alice’s

reported budget being B0
�) by Low and the latter auction by High. We will use

superscripts 0 and 1 to denote quantities in these two auctions respectively. Note

that for i � Alice, we have B1
i � B0

i .

We will show the following theorem (proved in Section 3.5), which will imply the

proof of Theorem 27. This will also imply all results in Section 3.2.1.

Theorem 36. u0 ¤ u1, i.e., Alice’s utility from auction High is at least her utility

from auction Low.
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3.4.2 Proof Sketch

The proof of Theorem 36 is very technical and is described in Section 3.5. We outline

the basic argument for a special case where the valuations are sufficiently large so

that Alice clinches for a finite amount of time in both the auctions. The following

definition describes the times at which Alice starts and stops clinching, and the time

at which the clinching set becomes nonempty.

Definition 19. Let y0 (resp. y1) denote the first time instant at which some bidder

enters the clinching set in auction Low (resp. High), that is, C0ptq (resp. C1ptq)

becomes nonempty. Similarly, define q0 (resp. q1) to be the first time when Alice

enters the clinching set in auction Low (resp. High).

Simplifying Assumptions. The valuations of the bidders are sufficiently large so

that Alice clinches in both auctions, i.e., y0 ¤ q0   f 0 and y1 ¤ q1   f 1. Alice

has the minimum valuation amongst all the bidders, so that no other bidder drops

out before Alice, and by Lemma 32, the auction stops when Alice drops out, so

that f 0 � f 1 � f and ppfq � v�. Moreover, the highest budgeted bidder (say

bidder 1) has larger budget than Alice in both the auctions Low and High, that is,

B1 ¡ B1
� � B0

� �∆.

We now track the two auctions simultaneously as time increases from zero. First

note that since Step (III) in Figure 3.1 is never executed, and price increases at

rate 1 in Step (II), as long as both auctions run, the prices in the two auctions

are coupled as time progresses, and further, the set Aptq is the set of all bidders.

Therefore, we can use price and time interchangeably. Since Alice cannot gain any

utility after dropping out, we have the following for the utilities of Alice in either

auction: u0 � u0pq0, f�q and u1 � u1pq1, f�q. The main ingredient in the proof is to

show the following relation, which implies that though Low starts clinching before

High, Alice starts clinching in High earlier than when she starts clinching in Low:
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Lemma 37. y0   y1 ¤ q1 ¤ q0   f .

Proof. First note that since bidder 1 has the maximum initial budgets in both the

auctions, by Lemma 32, it must be the case that bidder 1 starts clinching in Low

at time y0, and in High at time y1. Beyond time y0 in Low, the quantity b0maxptq

decreases with time at rate equal to the supply, S0ptq. Since S0ptq ¤ 1, the rate of

decrease is at most 1, which easily implies:

b0maxptq ¥ b0maxpy
0q � py0 � tq (3.2)

Next note that b0maxpy
0q � B1 ¡ B1

� � B0
��∆. Combining the above relations, we

have b0maxpy
0�∆q ¡ B0

� and hence, by the Clinching Invariant, Alice is not clinching

at time y0 �∆, so that by definition, q0 ¡ y0 �∆. It is straightforward to see that

y1 � y0�∆, since the total of the budgets of bidders 2, 3, . . . , n differs by exactly ∆,

and hence the Clinching Invariant kicks in ∆ time later. Therefore, q0 ¡ y0�∆ � y1.

We will next show that q1 P ry1, q0s. Note that both auctions are clinching beyond

y1. Using Equation (3.2) at t � y1, we must have B1 � b1maxpy
1q � b0maxpy

0q ¤

b0maxpy
1q � ∆. Next, we use the observation (Lemma 32) that the clinching sets

Cptq in the two auctions are related to the value bmaxptq, which decreases at rate

Sptq. The clinching set if non-empty is precisely ti|biptq � bmaxptqu. Therefore the

auction with the larger bmaxptq has a smaller clinching set. Using this, we show that

in the auction with larger bmaxptq, this value decreases at a faster rate. Specifically,

if b1maxptq ¥ b0maxptq for t ¥ y1, then for all bidders i, b1i ptq ¥ b0i ptq, and hence, the

demands are larger in auction High. By the Clinching Invariant, this implies the

supply Sptq is larger in auction High, and hence, the rate of decrease of bmaxptq is

larger.

b1maxptq ¥ b0maxptq ñ
d

dt

�
b1maxptq

�
¤

d

dt

�
b0maxptq

�
¤ 0; @ t ¥ y1
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Since b1maxpy
1q ¤ b0maxpy

1q � ∆, we must have for all t   f : b1maxptq ¤ b0maxptq � ∆.

Specifically, b1maxpq
0q ¤ b0maxpq

0q�∆ � B0
��∆ � B1

�. Thus, q1 ¤ q0, which completes

the proof.

This shows Alice is clinching in both auctions beyond q0, which helps us relate

her utilities. Observe by Eq. (3.1) that the utilities are related to the rate of decrease

of bmaxptq. Using a similar argument to the above:

b1maxptq ¥ b0maxptq ô
d

dt
b1maxptq ¤

d

dt
b0maxptq

¤ 0; @t ¥ q0

We consider two cases. First, if b1maxpq
0q ¥ b0maxpq

0q, then we have d
dt
pb1maxptqq ¤

d
dt
pb0maxptqq, and b1maxptq ¥ b0maxptq for all t ¥ q0. Applying Equation 3.1, we have:

u1 ¥

» f�

q0
�
pv� � pptqq

pptq

d

dt

�
b1maxptq

�

¥

» f�

q0
�
pv� � pptqq

pptq

d

dt

�
b0maxptq

�

� u0

If b1maxpq
0q   b0maxpq

0q, then we need to take into account the utility gained by Alice

in High during the time interval q1 ¤ t ¤ q0 to complete the proof; details are in

Section 3.5.

The reason the general case is complicated is that we need to take care of two

tricky issues: (1) One of the auctions can stop due to bidders dropping out. We

need to account for this event in several of the proofs. (2) If q0 � f 0, then Alice

obtains only a one-shot allocation in Step (I) of the auction. In this case, we have

an explicit formula for the utility of Alice in auction Low, and we essentially argue

that the auction High derives at least that much utility at price ppq0q. This shows

Theorem 36 already holds in this case.
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3.5 Proof of Theorem 36

In this section, we describe the proof of Theorem 36 in its full generality. We note

that by Theorem 31, the reported valuations are always the truth, meaning that

vi � ηi for all bidders i.

Recall that bidder Alice increases her budget by a quantity ∆ in auction High

as compared to auction Low. Also recall that the subscript � is used to denote

quantities for Alice, and the superscripts 1, 0 to denote quantities in auctions High

and Low respectively. We will define the following starting and stopping times.

Definition 20. Let y0 (resp. y1) denote the first time instant at which some bidder

enters the clinching set in auction Low (resp. High), that is C0ptq (resp. C1ptq)

becomes nonempty. Similarly, define q0 (resp. q1) to be the first time instant when

Alice enters the clinching set in auction Low (resp. High). If the required event

does not happen, define these as f 0 (resp. f 1).

Recall that we will use t� to denote the limit as x approaches time t from below.

Since price increases continuously with time, we can easily replace ppt�q by pptq

in any algebraic expression. However, if t is the first time instant when the price

becomes equal to the valuation of some bidder, then ti | vi ¡ pptqu � ti | vi ¡ ppt�qu,

and so on.

3.5.1 Assumptions

We now show that the theorem is straightforward if some assumptions do not hold.

First, note that if p0pq0q � v�, Alice receives zero utility in Low, and Theorem 36 is

trivially true. Thus, we must have:

Assumption 1. Alice receives non-zero
utility in auction Low. In other words,
u0 ¡ 0 and p0pq0q   v�.
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Using this assumption, we show that the prices in the two auctions are coupled.

Let p0ptq and p1ptq denote the prices at time t in Low, High respectively.

Claim 38. For all t ¤ minpf 0, f 1q, p0ptq � p1ptq

Proof. At the beginning, p0p0q � p1p0q � 0. Simultaneously follow auction Low

and High as time increases from zero. When the price is not equal to the valuation

of any bidder, both p0ptq and p1ptq are increasing at unit rate. When the price p

hits the valuation of some bidder(s), two cases may occur. If the set ti | vi � pu has

nonempty intersection with C0pt�q (resp. C1pt�q), then auction Low (resp. High)

necessarily stops at that time t � minpf 0, f 1q. Otherwise, if none of the bidders

with valuation equal to p belonged to C0pt�q Y C1pt�q, then price remains equal to

p in both the auctions for exactly
°
i : vi�p

Bi amount of time. Note that in the later

case, Alice cannot have a valuation equal to p, else she receives zero utility in both

the auctions and Theorem 36 is trivially true.

From now on, we will use pptq to denote both p1ptq and p0ptq. A direct consequence

of the above proof is the following, whose proof is simple and omitted. Note that

Eptq are coupled since the auctions do not stop (so that all bidders in Eptq could not

have been clinching), and Step (III) reduces the budgets of these bidders in a fixed

order.

Corollary 39. For all t   minpf 0, f 1q, A0ptq � A1ptq. Further, E0ptq � E1ptq.

We will now show another assumption whose violation easily implies Theorem 36.

Assumption 2. Auction High stops at a
time that is strictly greater than the price
at which Alice starts to clinch in auction
Low, that is f 1 ¡ q0.

Claim 40. If Assumption 2 is violated, Theorem 36 is true.
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Proof. Suppose f 1 ¤ q0. Clearly, q0 ¤ f 0. From Assumption 1, ppf 1q ¤ ppq0q   v�.

From the Lemma 34, P 1
� � B1

�. In auction High, Alice receives at least
B1
�

ppf1q
fraction

of the item at an average unit price that is at most ppf 1q. That is,

u1 ¥
v� � ppf

1q

ppf 1q
B1
�

However, in auction Low, she can receive at most
B0
�

ppq0q
fraction of the item at an

average unit price that is at least ppq0q. That is,

u0 ¤
v� � ppq

0q

ppq0q
B0
�

Since ppf 1q ¤ ppq0q and B1
� ¡ B0

�, we get u1 ¥ u0. This implies Theorem 36.

We will use Assumptions 1 and 2 several times throughout the rest of Section 3.5.

3.5.2 The Canonical Case: Alice Enters Set Cptq in Auction Low, that is q0   f 0

The argument consists of two stages. First we relate the times at which Alice starts

to clinch in either auction, in particular, we show that Alice starts clinching in High

no later than in Low. This statement is critically used in the next stage of our proof,

where we compare the utilities gained by Alice in the two auctions, and show that

her utility from Low is at most her utility from High.

Lemma 41 (Structure Lemma). The starting and stopping times in High and Low

are related as:

y0 ¤ y1 ¤ q1 ¤ q0   minpf 0, f 1q

Since q0   f 0, Assumption 2 immediately implies the last inequality. Most

important part of the above lemma is the claim that q1 ¤ q0, i.e., Alice joins the

clinching set no later in High than in Low.
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Proof of the Structure Lemma

Let bidder 1 have the largest budget among all active bidders excluding Alice at the

time when auction Low starts clinching. We first present a high-level idea of the

proof. At any point in time, the set of clinching bidders, if non-empty, is the set of

active bidders i with biptq � bmaxptq; furthermore, once the auction starts clinching,

bmaxptq decreases continuously. We therefore relate the evolution of bmaxptq in the

two auctions, and show the time t at which bmaxptq � B0
� in auction Low is at least

the time t at which bmaxptq � B1
� in auction High. We use the following observations

about the curves b0maxptq and b1maxptq in auctions Low and High respectively:

1. The curves have downward slope at most 1, and are parallel.

2. Auction High starts clinching at most γ time after Low starts clinching, where

γ � minpB1, B
�
1 q�B

0
�. In particular, High starts clinching before time q0; and

3. If b0maxptq ¤ b1maxptq, then b1maxptq decreases at a faster rate once both auctions

are clinching.

Using these observations, the proof is simple geometry with two cases depending

on whether B1 ¤ B1
� or B1 ¥ B1

�, i.e, whether or not Alice has the highest budget

in auction High. We now present the proof in the following sequence of claims.

Claim 42. y0 ¤ y1. Furthermore, for all t ¤ y0, we have the following: If bidder i

is not Alice, then b0i ptq � b1i ptq. In particular, b0i ptq � b1i ptq � Bi when pptq   vi. For

Alice, b0�ptq � B0
�   b1�ptq � B1

�.

Proof. As time t increases gradually from t � 0, as long as no bidder is clinching

in either auction (i.e., C0ptq � C1ptq � H), the current budget biptq of every active

bidder i equals her original budget Bi. Furthermore, Step (III) reduces the budgets

of exiting bidders in a fixed order. We conclude that the current budget of every
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bidder other than Alice remains the same across the two auctions, and the current

budget of Alice is greater in auction High than in Low. Thus, from the perspective

of any bidder (including Alice), the total demand of the other bidders is no less in

auction High than in auction Low. In particular, it implies Low starts clinching

no later than High, that is, y0 ¤ y1.

Lemma 43. If Alice is the first bidder to join the clinching set C0ptq in auction

Low, i.e., if y0 � q0, then the Structure Lemma holds.

Proof. Suppose y0 � q0. From Alice’s perspective, in both the auctions, total demand

of other bidders is exactly equal to the initial supply at time t � y0 (Claim 42). Thus,

Alice joins the clinching set in High at the same time instant as in Low. Hence

y0 � y1 � q1 � q0 and the Structure Lemma holds.

For the rest of Section 3.5.2, we assume that Alice is not the first bidder to start

clinching in Low, so that y0   q0. Therefore bidder 1 with B1 ¡ B0
� starts clinching

in Low at time y0. So far, we have the following inequalities:

y0   q0   min
�
f 0, f 1

�
,

y0 ¤ y1 and B1 ¡ B0
�

(3.3)

The above implies b0maxpy
0q � B1 � B0

� � δ for some δ ¡ 0. Note that the

active sets Aptq in the two auctions are identical at any point in time (Corollary 39).

Applying Lemma 32 and Assumption 1, we have that both Alice and bidder 1 are

active during the time interval y0 ¤ t ¤ q0. Furthermore, for all t P ry0, q0s, bidder 1

belongs to the clinching set in Low, and has the maximum budget amongst all the

active bidders, that is, b0maxptq � b01ptq.

Claim 44. In auctions Low and High, bmaxptq decreases at a rate at most one, i.e.,

d
dt
pbmaxptqq P r�1, 0s.
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Proof. If the clinching set Cptq is empty, then d
dt
pbmaxptqq � 0. Otherwise, by

Lemma 32, either d
dt
pbmaxptqq � �1 in Step (III), or d

dt
pbmaxptqq � �Sptq in Step

(II). Since Sptq ¤ 1, the claim follows.

Claim 45. Recall δ � B1 � B0
�. In auction Low, Alice starts clinching at least δ

later than the time instant at which bidder 1 starts clinching, i.e., q0 ¥ y0 � δ.

Proof. As time increases beyond y0, by Lemma 32, Alice starts clinching in Low

when b0maxptq becomes equal to Alice’s reported budget B0
�. Since b0maxpy

0q � B1 �

B0
� � δ, and since b0maxptq decreases at a rate at most one, we have the claim.

Claim 46. Suppose bidder 1 has higher initial budget than Alice in High i.e., B1 ¡

B1
�, then we have y1 � y0 �∆   q0.

Proof. Since B0
� � δ � B1 ¡ B1

� � B0
� � ∆, we have ∆   δ � B1 � B0

�. Thus, the

inequality y0�∆   q0 follows from Claim 45. Applying the Clinching Invariant and

Claim 42 in High, we have at t � y0:

pptq � pptqS0ptq � b0�1ptq � b1�1ptq �∆

As time increases beyond y0, as long as there is no clinching in High, either

the LHS increases at rate 1 in Step (II) or the RHS decreases at rate one in Step

(III). In either case, at time t � y0 �∆, we must have pptq � b1�1ptq, which implies

y1 � y0 �∆.

Claim 47. Suppose bidder 1 has higher initial budget than Alice in auction High i.e.,

B1 ¡ B1
�. If b1maxptq ¥ b0maxptq at some time instant t P ry1, q0q, then d

dt
pb1maxptqq ¤

d
dt
pb0maxptqq ¤ 0.

Proof. Note that clinching set is nonempty in both auctions in this time range. The

active and exiting sets, Aptq and Eptq, in the two auctions are coupled (Corollary 39).

If the existing set Eptq is nonempty, then b0maxptq and b1maxptq are each decreasing at
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rate one in Step (III), and the claim is true. For rest of the proof, assume Eptq is

empty.

We first show that compared to auction Low, every active bidder has larger

remaining budget in auction High, i.e., b1i ptq ¥ b0i ptq. Since b1maxptq ¥ b0maxptq, the

statement is clearly true for all bidders who are clinching either in High or in Low.

For all other active bidders, the current budget biptq equals the reported budget Bi.

Since Alice reports a higher budget in High and every other bidder reports the same

budget in the two auctions, the statement is valid even for active bidders who are

not clinching in both auctions.

Since Alice reports a lower budget than bidder 1 in High, bidder 1 is clinching in

High the time range ry1, q0q. Considering the Supply Invariant from the perspective

of bidder 1, we conclude that

S1ptq � S0ptq �
¸
i�1

b1i ptq

pptq
�
¸
i�1

b0i ptq

pptq

�
¸

i : iPAptq,i�1

b1i ptq � b
0
i ptq

pptq

¥ 0

(3.4)

The above holds since the exiting set Eptq is empty and since all active bidders have

larger remaining budget biptq in High. The claim follows immediately from Step (II)

of Figure 3.1.

Lemma 48 (Lemma 41). The starting and stopping times in High and Low are

related as:

y0 ¤ y1 ¤ q1 ¤ q0   minpf 0, f 1q

Proof. All we need to show is q1 ¤ q0. We split the proof into cases depending on

whether Alice has the highest budget in High or not.
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Case 1. B1
� ¥ B1: At time t � y0, in both auctions the current budget of every

active bidder equals her initial budget (Claim 42). Since Alice reports a higher

budget than bidder 1 in High, Alice has the highest budget amongst all the active

bidders in High at time t � y0. By Assumption 1 and Claim 45, Alice is active

during the time interval ry0, q0s � ry0, y0 � δs. As time increases beyond y0, as long

as Alice is active, no other bidder can start clinching before Alice in auction High

(Lemma 32). Considering the Clinching Invariant for auction Low, at time t � y0,

pptq � pptqS0ptq � b0�1ptq � b1
�Aliceptq � δ

The last equality follows from Claim 42. In auction High, in the time range ry0, y0�

δs, either the LHS increases at rate 1 in Step (II) or the RHS decreases at rate 1 in

Step (III), so that Alice must start clinching at y1 � q1 � y0 � δ. Combining this

with Claim 45, we have the proof.

Case 2. B1 ¡ B1
�: Since Alice’s reported budget in High is less than that of bidder

1, bidder 1 has the maximum budget amongst active bidders in High at time t � y0

(Claim 42). By Lemma 32, at every time instant t P ry0, q0s, we have b1maxptq � b11ptq.

Therefore, during the interval ry0, q0s, in both auctions, bmaxptq is equal to the current

budget of bidder 1. We simultaneously track bmaxptq of the two auctions in this

time range (see Figure 3.2). At time t � y0, both b0maxptq and b1maxptq are equal

to B1 (initial budget of bidder 1). Bidder 1 starts clinching in Low at the same

time instant. Thus, b0maxptq starts decreasing continuously as t increases beyond y0.

However, b1maxptq decreases below B1 only after t goes past the value y1 (note that

y1 ¥ y0 by Claim 42). Claim 46 shows that y1 and y0 differs by exactly ∆ � B1
��B

0
�

amount. In particular, since y1 ¤ q0, b1maxptq starts decreasing before Alice enters the

clinching set in Low. Applying Claim 44, at time time t � y1, the vertical distance

between the curves b0maxptq and b1maxptq is no more than ∆. Claim 47 implies that
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Figure 3.2: Proof of the Structure Lemma for the case B1 ¡ B1
�. Note that High

starts clinching at most ∆ � B1
� � B0

� time later, and beyond this point, for any t,
b1maxptq decreases at least as fast as b0maxptq.

in the time range y1 ¤ t   q0, whenever the curve b1maxptq lies above b0maxptq, the

former reduces at a larger rate. We thus have b1maxpq
0q ¤ b0maxpq

0q �∆. Since Alice

starts clinching in Low at time q0, b0maxptq equals her reported budget B0
� at that

time instant. In other words, b1maxpq
0q ¤ B0

� �∆ � B1
�, and Alice must have joined

the clinching set in High no later than q0. This completes the proof.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the geometric intuition behind the above proof in the case

B1 ¡ B1
�.

Relating the Utilities in Auctions Low and High

By Lemma 32, Alice clinches in Low (resp. High) throughout the time interval q0 ¤

t   f 0 (resp. q1 ¤ t   f 1). During the next phase of our proof, we simultaneously

track the two auctions as time increases from q0 to minpf 0, f 1q and show that bmaxptq

of one of the auctions dominates the other. This helps us compare the utilities gained

by Alice during this phase, including the utilities from one-shot allocations at the

stopping times.

Define fmin � minpf 0, f 1q. Note that the Structure Lemma implies maxpy0, y1q  
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fmin. In particular, by Lemma 32, Alice clinches in auction High (resp. Low) during

the time interval q1 ¤ t   fmin (resp. q0 ¤ t   fmin). We will need the following two

claims. The proofs are similar to that of Claim 47. By the Structure Lemma, Alice

is clinching in both auctions when q0 ¤ t   fmin, and we only need to replace bidder

1 by Alice in Equation 3.4.

Claim 49. If b1maxptq ¥ b0maxptq at some time q0 ¤ t   fmin, then d
dt
pb1maxptqq ¤

d
dt
pb0maxptqq ¤ 0. Therefore, if b1maxpq

0q   b0maxpq
0q, then for all t P rq0, fminq,

b1maxptq ¤ b0maxptq.

Claim 50. If b1maxptq ¤ b0maxptq at some time q0 ¤ t   fmin, then d
dt
pb0maxptqq ¤

d
dt
pb1maxptqq ¤ 0. Therefore, if b1maxpq

0q ¥ b0maxpq
0q, then for all t P rq0, fminq, we have

b1maxptq ¥ b0maxptq.

Case 1: b1maxpq
0q ¥ b0maxpq

0q

We will now prove Theorem 36 in two cases. We will first prove Theorem 36 under

the assumption that b1maxpq
0q ¥ b0maxpq

0q.

Lemma 51. If b0maxpq
0q ¤ b1maxpq

0q, then u0 ¤ u1.

Proof. We first show f 0 ¤ f 1. Suppose f 0 ¡ f 1. If some bidder i other than Alice

is clinching in High just before time f 1, then Bi ¥ b1i pf
1
�q � b1maxpf

1
�q ¥ b0maxpf

1
�q.

Thus, i P C0pf 1
�q. Also note that Alice P C0pf 1

�q XC
1pf 1

�q. Thus, C1pf 1
�q � C0pf 1

�q.

If auction High stops at time f 1 because some bidder in C0pf 1
�q drops out, then

Low will also stop at f 1, a contradiction. Thus, assume none of the bidders with

valuation equal to ppf 1q is in the set C0pf 1
�q. All those bidders will retain their

initial budgets in both the auctions till time f 1
�. Therefore the excess-demand (that

is,
°
k : vk¡pptq

Dkptq � Sptq) will reduce by the same quantity in both the auctions

at time t � f 1. Now, by the clinching invariant, the difference between the excess
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demands between auctions High and Low at time f 1
� is precisely

b1maxpf
1
�q�b

0
maxpf

0
�q

ppf1q
,

so that since b0maxpf
1
�q ¤ b1maxpf

1
�q, the excess-demand in Low is less than that of

High. Since the excess demand in High becomes non-positive at t � f1 (stopping

condition), we conclude that excess-demand in Low will become non-positive at time

t � f 1 so that Low will stop at that time, again a contradiction.

We thus have q1 ¤ q0   f 0 ¤ f 1 and b0�ptq � b0maxptq ¤ b1�ptq � b1maxptq in the

interval q0 ¤ t   f 0. Applying Claim 49 and Equation 3.1,

u0pq0, f 0
�q �

» f0
�

q0
�
pv� � pptqq

pptq

d

dt

�
b0�ptq

�
dt

¤

» f0
�

q0
�
pv� � pptqq

pptq

d

dt

�
b1�ptq

�
dt

� u1pq0, f 0
�q

Since auction Low stops at time f 0 and Alice P C0pf 0
�q, we can bound the utility

of Alice from the final one shot allocation in Low as

u0pf 0q ¤
pv� � ppf

0qq

ppf 0q
b0�pf

0
�q

Assume v� ¡ ppf 0q, else we are already done. In this case, since Alice P C0pf 0
�qX

C1pf 0
�q, we have

S0pf 0
�q �

¸
i�Alice

D0
i pf

0
�q

� S1pf 0
�q �

¸
i�Alice

D1
i pf

0
�q

� 0

Following the proof of Claim 47, we have b0i pf
0
�q ¤ b1i pf

0
�q for all bidders i with
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vi � ppf 0q. Therefore,

S0pf 0
�q �

¸
i�Alice,vi¡ppf0q

D0
i pf

0
�q

¤ S1pf 0
�q �

¸
i�Alice,vi¡ppf0q

D1
i pf

0
�q

Since auction Low stops at time f 0, we have:

b0�pf
0
�qq

ppf 0
�q

¤ S0pf 0
�q �

¸
i�Alice,vi¡ppf0q

D0
i pf

0
�q

¤ S1pf 0
�q �

¸
i�Alice,vi¡ppf0q

D1
i pf

0
�q

Thus, by Lemma 30, in auction High, Alice gets at least
b0�pf

0
�q

ppf0q
fraction of the item

at price ppf 0q, and hence:

u1pf 0, f 1q ¥
pv� � ppf

0qq

ppf 0q
b0�pf

0
�q ¥ u0pf 0q

Therefore, u0 � u0pq0, f 0
�q�upf

0q ¤ u1pq0, f 0
�q�u

1pf 0, f 1q � u1. This completes

the proof.

Case 2: b1maxpq
0q   b0maxpq

0q

We will now prove Theorem 36 for the case when b1maxpq
0q   b0maxpq

0q; this will

complete its proof assuming q0   f 0.

We now show a sequence of claims bounding the utility obtained in various phases

of the auction.

Claim 52. If b1maxpq
0q   b0maxpq

0q, then for all t P rq0, fminq:

u0pq0, tq ¤u1pq0, tq

�
pv� � ppq

0qq

ppq0q

�
b0maxpq

0q � b1maxpq
0q
�

�
pv� � ppq

0qq

ppq0q

�
b0maxptq � b

1
maxptq

�
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Proof. By Claim 50 and Claim 49, d
dt
pb1maxptq � b

0
maxptqq ¥ 0. Now applying Equa-

tion 3.1,

u0pq0, tq � u1pq0, tq

�

» t

q0
�
pv� � pptqq

pptq

d

dt

�
b0maxptq

�
dt

�

» t

q0

pv� � pptqq

pptq

d

dt

�
b1maxptq

�
dt

�

» t

q0

pv� � pptqq

pptq

d

dt

�
b1maxptq � b

0
maxptq

�
dt

¤
pv� � ppq

0qq

ppq0q

» t

q0

d

dt

�
b1maxptq � b

0
maxptq

�
dt

�
pv� � ppq

0qq

ppq0q

�
b1maxptq � b

0
maxptq

�t
q0

The claim follows.

Claim 53. If b1maxpq
0q   b0maxpq

0q, then:

u1pq1, q0q ¥
pv� � ppq

0qq

ppq0q

�
b0maxpq

0q � b1maxpq
0q
�

Proof. Consider auction High. Alice starts to clinch at time q1. As the price in-

creased from ppq1q to ppq0q, her budget decreased by an amount b1maxpq
1q � b1maxpq

0q.

The price was always less than ppq0q during this interval; thus she gets at least

p1{ppq0qq pb1maxpq
1q � b1maxpq

0qq fraction of the item at an average unit price that is at

most ppq0q. We get

u1pq1, q0q ¥
pv� � ppq

0qq

ppq0q

�
b1maxpq

1q � b1maxpq
0q
�

By definition, b1maxpq
1q � B1

� ¡ B0
� � b0maxpq

0q, and the claim is proved.
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Claim 54. If b1maxpq
0q   b0maxpq

0q, then for all t P rq0, fminq:

u0pq0, tq ¤ u1pq1, tq �
pv� � pptqq

pptq

�
b0maxptq � b

1
maxptq

�

Proof. Applying Claim 52, 53, we get

u0pq0, tq ¤ u1pq0, tq � u1pq1, q0q

�
pv� � ppq

0qq

ppq0q

�
b0maxptq � b

1
maxptq

�

� u1pq1, tq �
v� � ppq

0q

ppq0q

�
b0maxptq � b

1
maxptq

�

¤ u1pq1, tq �
v� � pptq

pptq

�
b0maxptq � b

1
maxptq

�

Lemma 55. If b1maxpq
0q   b0maxpq

0q, then u0 ¤ u1.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 51, it can be shown that f 1 ¤ f 0. Putting

t � f 1
� in Claim 54,

u0pq0, f 1
�q �

pv� � ppf
1qq

ppf 1q
b0maxpf

1
�q

¤ u1pq1, f 1
�q �

pv� � ppf
1qq

ppf 1q
b1maxpf

1
�q

(3.5)

If ppf 1q � v�, then f 0 � f 1 and Alice receives zero utility from the final one-

shot allocations in both the auctions. Note that by Claim 49, we have b1maxpf
1
�q ¤

b0maxpf
1
�q. Thus, u0 � u0pq0, f 1

�q ¤ u1pq1, f 1
�q � u1 and the lemma is true.

Now suppose ppf 1q   v�. Alice’s utility from the final one-shot allocation in

High is given by:

u1pf 1q �
pv� � ppf

1qq

ppf 1q
b1maxpf

1
�q
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On the other hand, in Low, during the time interval f 1 ¤ t ¤ f 0, Alice can get

at most
b0maxpf

1
�q

ppf1q
fraction of the item at an average unit price that is at least ppf 1q.

Thus,

u0pf 1, f 0q ¤
pv� � ppf

1qq

ppf 1q
b0maxpf

1
�q

Adding this to Equation 3.5, we get

u0 � u0pq0, f 1
�q � u

0pf 1, f 0q ¤ u1pq1, f 1
�q � u

1pf 1q � u1

This completes the proof.

The proof of Theorem 36 for the case when q0   f 0 now follows from Lem-

mas 41, 51 and 55.

3.5.3 The Special Case: Alice Never Enters Cptq in Auction Low, that is q0 � f 0

In this section, we prove Theorem 36 when q0 � f 0, that is, in auction Low, Alice

receives all her utility from the final one shot allocation in Step (I) of Figure 3.1.

We will consider three mutually exclusive and exhaustive cases corresponding respec-

tively to Low stopping: (i) before any bidder starts clinching; (ii) after some bidder

starts clinching, but before any bidder starts clinching in High; and (iii) after some

bidder starts clinching in High. We first show the following claim which gives a

closed form expression for the utility gained by Alice in Low.

Claim 56. In auction Low, Alice only receives a one shot allocation of
B0
�

ppq0q
at price

ppq0q, and her utility is given by u0 �
pv��ppq0qq

ppq0q
B0
�. Furthermore, in this case,

¸
i : vi�ppq0q

b0i pq
0
�q ¥ b0maxpq

0
�q

.
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Proof. Consider auction Low. Since q0 � f 0, Assumption 1 implies ppf 0q   v�, so

that by Lemma 34, Alice’s budget is extracted completely at price ppq0q. The first

part of the claim follows.

To see the second part, first note that Supply Invariant holds just before the

auction stops. At time q0
�, from the perspective of the active bidder with highest

remaining budget (b0maxpq
0
�q), total demand of other active bidders is no less than the

available supply (S0pq0
�q). In other words:

¸
iPApq0�q

b0i pq
0
�q

ppq0q
¥ S0pq0

�q �
b0maxpq

0
�q

ppq0q

At time q0, the auction stops because total demand of all the active bidders is no

more than available supply, so that
°
iPApq0q

b0i pq
0
�q

ppq0q
¤ S0pq0

�q. Thus, total demand of

active bidders drop by at least
b0maxpq

0
�q

ppq0q
as time changes from q0

� to q0. This abrupt

decrease in total demand is caused by the set of exiting bidders (that is, bidders

with vi � ppq0q). Therefore, we get:
°
i : vi�ppq0q

b0i pq
0
�q ¥ b0maxpq

0
�q, completing the

proof.

Case 1: y0 � q0

We first consider the case where Low stops before any bidder starts clinching. We

have y0 � q0 � f 0. Using an argument similar to the proof of Claim 42, it can be

shown that Low starts clinching no later than High, that is, y0 ¤ y1. Furthermore,

just before Low starts clinching (at time y0
�), the remaining budget of every active

bidder equals her reported budget. In particular, every bidder i other than Alice has

the same remaining budget across the two auctions, that is, b0i py
0
�q � b1i py

0
�q. For

Alice, b1�py
0
�q � b0�py

0
�q � ∆. Also note that S0py0

�q � S1py0
�q � 1. Since auction
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Low stops at time y0, we must have:

¸
i : vi¡ppy0q

b1i py
0
�q

ppy0q
�

∆

ppy0q
�

¸
i : vi¡ppy0q

b0i py
0
�q

ppy0q

¤
∆

ppy0q
� S0py0

�q

�
∆

ppy0q
� S1py0

�q

Comparing the LHS and the RHS, we see that in auction High,

B0
�

ppy0q
�

¸
i : vi¡ppy0q,i�Alice

b1i py
0
�q

ppy0q
¤ S1py0

�q

Thus, Alice receives at least
B0
�

ppy0q
fraction of the item at unit price ppy0q in auction

High. Since y0 � q0, Claim 56 implies her utility from High is no less than her

utility from Low.

Case 2: y0   q0 ¤ y1

We next consider the case where Low stops after some bidder starts clinching, but

before any bidder starts clinching in High. Let A stands for “Alice”. Suppose

y0   q0 ¤ y1. Since Low stops at q0,

¸
i : vi¡ppq0q,i�A

b0i pppq
0
�qq

ppq0q
�

B0
�

ppq0q
¤ S0pq0

�q
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For all bidders i with vi ¡ ppq0q, i � A, we have b1i pq
0
�q � Bi, otherwise y1   q0.

Since in Low, clinching bidders clinched at price at most ppq0q, we have

¸
i : iPC0pq0�q,vi¡ppq

0q

Bi � b
0
i pq

0
�q

ppq0q
¤ 1� S0pq0

�q

ñ
¸

i : iPC0pq0�q,vi¡ppq
0q

b1i pq
0
�q

ppq0q

�
¸

i : iPC0pq0�q,vi¡ppq
0q

Bi

ppq0q

¤ 1�
¸

i : iPC0pq0�q,vi¡ppq
0q

b0i pq
0
�q

ppq0q
� S0pq0

�q

For all bidders i with vi ¡ ppq0q, i � A, i R C0pq0
�q, we have b1i pq

0
�q � b0i pq

0
�q � Bi. It

follows that

¸
i : vi¡ppq0q,i�A

b1i pq
0
�q

ppq0q
�

B0
�

ppq0q

¤ 1�
¸

i : vi¡ppq0q,i�A

b0i pq
0
�q

ppq0q
�

B0
�

ppq0q
� S0pq0

�q

¤ 1 � S1pq0
�q

Therefore, by Lemma 30, Alice clinches at least B0
�{ppq

0q quantity in High at price

ppq0q, so that Theorem 36 holds.

Case 3: y0 ¤ y1   q0

We finally consider the case where Low stops after some bidder starts clinching in

both auctions. We have y0 ¤ y1   q0 � f 0   f 1 (see Assumption 2). Since the

second inequality is strict, we get C0pq0
�q, C

1pq0
�q � H.

Following an argument exactly similar to the one outlined in Section 3.5.2, we

have b1maxpy
1q ¤ b0maxpy

1q�∆, and whenever b1maxptq ¥ b0maxptq, the former reduces at
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a larger rate. Therefore:

b1maxpq
0q ¤ b0maxpq

0
�q �∆ (3.6)

We will first show that q1   q0, else Theorem 36 is true. Suppose q1 ¥ q0. By

Claim 56, Alice gets a one shot allocation of B0
�{ppq

0q at stopping price ppq0q. We

will show that Alice will also get at least B0
�{ppq

0q at the same price in High. Now,

since q0 ¤ q1 and q0   f 1, we must have:

D1

�Alicepq
0q �

B1
�

ppq0q
�
¸
k

D1
kpq

0q

� S1pq0q �
b1maxpq

0q

ppq0q

ñ S1pq0q �D1

�Alicepq
0q � �

b1maxpq
0q

ppq0q
�

B1
�

ppq0q

Since auction Low stops at time q0, by Claim 56, we must have

¸
i : vi�ppq0q

b0i pq
0
�q ¥ b0maxpq

0
�q

Note that a bidder with valuation equal to ppq0q can never be in C1pq0q, otherwise

we will have q0 � f 1, a contradiction. Also note by Claim 56 that Alice does not

have valuation equal to ppq0q. Thus, for all bidders i, if vi � ppq0q, then b1i pq
0q �

B1
i � B0

i ¥ b0i pq
0
�q. That is,

¸
i : vi�ppq0q

b1i pq
0q ¥

¸
i : vi�ppq0q

b0i pq
0
�q ¥ b0maxpq

0
�q

It follows that

S1pq0q �
¸

jPApq0q,j�Alice

D1
j pq

0q

¥ �
b1maxpq

0
�q

ppq0q
�

B1
�

ppq0q
�
b0maxpq

0
�q

ppq0q

¥
B1
� �∆

ppq0q
�

B0
�

ppq0q
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The final inequality follows from Equation (3.6). Therefore, by Lemma 30, Alice

clinches at least B0
�{ppq

0q at price ppq0q in High to maintain the Supply Invariant,

and Theorem 36 is true.

Therefore, if Theorem 36 is not already true, we must have: y0 ¤ y1 ¤ q1  

q0 � f 0   f 1. In particular, Alice is clinching in High during the time interval

q1 ¤ t   f 1. Furthermore, we have C0pq0
�q, C

1pq0q � H and Alice P C1pq0q. Similar

to the argument above, we must have:

¸
i : vi�ppq0q

b1i pq
0q ¥

¸
i : vi�ppq0q

b0i pq
0
�q ¥ b0maxpq

0
�q

Since Alice P C1pq0q, we have:

S1pq0q �D1

�Alicepq
0q � 0

ñ S1pq0q �
¸

jPApq0q,j�Alice

D1
j pq

0q ¥
b0maxpq

0
�q

ppq0q

Therefore, in High, by Lemma 30, Alice gets at least
b0maxpq

0
�q

ppq0q
fraction at unit price

ppq0q. Also note that Alice reduced her budget from B1
� to b1maxpq

0q during the time

interval q1 ¤ t   q0. Thus, in this time interval, she clinched at least
pB1

��b
1
maxpq

0qq
ppq0q

at

an average unit price that is at most ppq0q. Thus, we conclude:

u1 ¥
v� � ppq

0q

ppq0q

�
B1
� � b

1
maxpq

0q � b0maxpq
0
�q
�

¥
v� � ppq

0q

ppq0q

�
B1
� �∆

�
� u0

The final inequality follows from Equation (3.6). This implies Theorem 36.
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4

Competitive Equilibria with Budget Limits

This chapter is based on the paper by Bhattacharya et al. (2012). We focus on “com-

petitive equilibrium” [Bikhchandani and Ostroy (2002); Blumrosen and Nisan (2007);

Gul and Stacchetti (1999)] - a widely used solution concept for market clearing. We

have a market consisting of multiple items, and multiple agents are interested in

buying these items. The agents’ valuation functions are public knowledge. In this

market, the value of money is exogenously determined, and the agents value the

items in units of money. As a result, an agent’s utility is simply equal to her total

valuation for the items she gets, minus her total payment. The agent is aware of

the supply of each item, and given a setting of item-prices, she demands a bundle

of items that gives her maximum utility. In a competitive equilibrium, every agent

gets her utility-maximizing bundle and every unallocated item has zero price (see

Section 1.1.2).

This solution concept is used to analyze the markets concerned with e-commerce

applications: Large scale advertising exchanges, keyword search auctions [Dütting

et al. (2011); Feldman et al. (2008); Goel et al. (2012)], and Google auctions for
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TV ads [Nisan (2009)]. Indeed, the agents here have exogenously defined value for

money, and are aware of the item-supplies. Furthermore, in these markets, the agents

have budget constraints on the maximum amount of money they can afford to pay.

This motivates the study of competitive equilibria in presence of budget limits.

We propose efficient algorithms for finding competitive equilibria in markets

where the agents are budget constrained, and show that the solutions returned by

our algorithms have strong revenue guarantees.

4.1 Our Model

Throughout the rest of this chapter, we will use the notations and terminologies

introduced in Section 1.1.2. We begin by defining four types of valuation functions.

4.1.1 Valuation Functions

The valuation functions described below are fairly natural and widely studied in

other related contexts [Nisan (2009); Fiat et al. (2011); Dobzinski et al. (2008);

Feldman et al. (2012)]. For instance, the Google TV auction considers additive val-

uations [Nisan (2009)], while keyword search auctions are typically multi-unit [Goel

et al. (2012); Dobzinski et al. (2008); Feldman et al. (2008, 2012)].

For simplicity, we slightly abuse the notation and let vipjq (instead of viptjuq)

represent the valuation of agent i P I for item j P J .

Additive Valuations. The valuation of an agent i P I for a subset of items J � J

is given by: vipJq �
°
jPJ vipjq.

Concave Combinatorial Valuations. Such an agent i P I is interested in a

specific subset of items Si � J ; and she has zero valuation for every other item

j P J zSi. Her marginal valuation within the subset Si is non-increasing in total

allocation, and depends only on the number of items she wins in Si. Specifically, if
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agent i gets a subset of items J � J and |J X Si| � k, then her valuation is given

by: vipJq �
°k
t�1 αiptq, where αip1q ¥ � � � ¥ αipkq ¥ � � � ¥ αip|Si|q ¥ 0.

Single Valued Combinatorial Valuations. A special case of concave-combinatorial

valuations where αip1q � � � � � αip|Si|q. Hence, the valuation is proportional to the

number of items received from Si.

Multi-Unit Valuations. This, in turn, is a special case of single-valued-combinatorial

valuation, where each agent is interested in every item: For all i P I, we have that

Si � J .

Remark. It is easy to see that if a budget constrained agent has any of the above

four valuation functions, then her demand function is not gross substitutes.

4.1.2 Optimal-Revenue Benchmark

We will present algorithms for competitive equilibria that compete against a very

natural revenue benchmark. Given an allocation of the items, consider the least

upper bound on revenue that can be obtained using the only constraint that every

agent should receive non-negative utility. Specifically, the benchmark corresponding

to an allocation A is defined as:

OptpAq �
¸
iPI

min
 
vipApiqq, Bi

(
(4.1)

Now, the optimal-revenue benchmark is defined as:

Opt � max
A
tOptpAqu (4.2)

4.1.3 Pseudo-Competitive Equilibrium

We start with a simple illustrative example.

Example 1. A market consists of one indivisible item, and two agents with valua-

tions 10 and 20 for the item. Both the agents have a budget of 5.
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In Example 1, if the item is priced above 5, then it remains unallocated. On the

other hand, if the item is priced at or below 5, then both the agents strictly want

the item. Hence, this market does not admit any competitive equilibrium. Note

however that this example is very “brittle”, in the sense that we can get around it by

slightly perturbing the agents’ budgets. More precisely, if the budget of agent 1 were

5� ε, then we could allocate the item at price 5� ε to her, resulting in a competitive

equilibrium. This leads us to the notion of a pseudo-competitive equilibrium, which

essentially rules out such degenerate corner cases.

In a pseudo-competitive equilibrium, every agent is penalized by an infinitesimally

small amount if she tries to switch from her equilibrium allocation. Let the symbol

P� ε denote the price vector which assigns a price of Ppjq � ε to every item j P J .

At the price vector P, the pseudo-utility of an agent i P I from a subset of items

T � J is given by:

u�i pT,Pq � lim
εÑ0�

uipT,P� εq (4.3)

Definition 21. The allocation A and pricing P are in a pseudo-competitive equilib-

rium if and only if every unallocated item is priced at zero, and the utility received

by each agent is at least her maximum possible pseudo-utility. Thus, we require that:

Ppjq � 0 for all items j P J z YiPI Apiq;

uipApiq,Pq ¥ max
J�J

tu�i pJ,Pqu for all agents i P I.

To appreciate the usefulness of this concept, consider the following question: Is a

competitive equilibrium guaranteed to exist in markets where the agents are budget

constrained and have concave-combinatorial valuation functions? Example 1 rules

out any such guarantee. In Section 4.4, however, we show that all such markets allow

for a pseudo-competitive equilibrium. This result, coupled with Definition 21, implies

that almost all instances of such markets do in fact admit a competitive equilibrium.
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In other words, the bad instances (such as Example 1) are of measure zero. In

contrast, it is well known that if the agents have additive valuation functions and

budget limits, then the market may not even admit a pseudo-competitive equilibrium.

4.2 Our Results

Our results for additive valuations (see Section 4.3) are obtained by extending the

Eisenberg-Gale convex program (see Section 1.1.2), and rounding the fractional out-

come to an integral one. In contrast, our results for concave-combinatorial valuations

(see Section 4.4) are obtained by extending the primal-dual framework of Devanur

et al. (2008).

4.2.1 Our Results for Additive Valuations

Computational Hardness of Pseudo-Competitive Equilibrium. In this setting, there are

known examples [Nisan (2009)] of markets which do not admit any pseudo-competitive

equilibrium (see Table 4.1). Hence, we focus on the computational problem: Given a

market, decide whether it admits a pseudo-competitive equilibrium. Note that given

the price vector, an agent has to solve a Knapsack problem to find her optimal bun-

dle of items, which itself is weakly NP-hard. Thus, we restrict ourselves to instances

where the optimization problem faced by every agent is easy to solve. We show that

even on these restricted instances, it is strongly NP-hard to decide if a market admits

any pseudo-competitive equilibrium (Theorem 60). Our proof is based on converting

the non-existence example in [Nisan (2009)] into a hardness gadget. We next ask

the question: Given an allocation of the items to the agents, decide whether there

are item-prices that support this allocation in a pseudo-competitive equilibrium. We

show that this problem is also NP-hard (Theorem 66).

Both of the above hardness results also apply to the case where the agents have

a demand constraint, and are interested in at most 3 items, and the goal is to decide
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the existence of an exact competitive equilibrium. This shows that the algorithms

for the unit-demand agents with budget limits [Ashlagi et al. (2009); Chen et al.

(2010)] cannot be extended much further.

Convex Program for Fisher-Type Competitive Equilibrium. We note that the algorithms

in [Birnbaum et al. (2011); Vazirani (2010)] can be used to compute a quasilinear-

Fisher equilibrium (see Section 1.1.2). We augment these results (see Section 4.3.2)

by showing that a Fisher-type competitive equilibrium can also be found via a differ-

ent, more intuitive, convex program. Our program is obtained by simply changing

the objective function of the Eisenberg-Gale convex program. Instead of optimizing

the objective
°
iBi logptiq, where ti is the total valuation accrued by agent i and Bi

is her budget, the new objective optimizes
°
i fiptiq. Here, the function fiptiq is equal

to ti if ti ¤ Bi, and equal to Bi plogpti{Biq � 1q if ti ¥ Bi. This approach generalizes

to all homogeneous log-concave valuation functions. We term the function fiptiq as

the budget aware social welfare of agent i P I. As explained below, this extends the

first welfare theorem to budget constrained agents, and yields a simple interpretation

of the Eisenberg-Gale convex program when applied to quasilinear utilities.

Budget Aware Social Welfare. The notion of a competitive equilibrium is a “local”

one: It only guarantees that no two agents envy each other, and that any unallocated

item has zero price. In the absence of budget limits (i.e., with infinite budgets), the

first welfare theorem [Bikhchandani and Ostroy (2002); Blumrosen and Nisan (2007)]

gives a very intuitive “global” characterization of the same concept. It states that

any competitive equilibrium maximizes the social welfare, which is defined as the

sum of the valuations obtained by all the agents. We ask: Can we generalize the

first welfare theorem when the agents have budget limits?

Our convex program shows that a Fisher-type competitive equilibrium, in the
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presence of budget constrained agents, maximizes the benchmark Budget Aware So-

cial Welfare (BASW):
°
i fiptiq. This benchmark coincides with traditional social

welfare when the agents have infinite budgets, thereby extending the first welfare

theorem [Blumrosen and Nisan (2007)]. In general, BASW is at most the social

welfare
°
i ti, and at least the optimal-revenue benchmark

°
i minpBi, tiq. When the

budgets are relatively small compared to the valuations, the benchmark
°
i ti might

be impossible to attain, whereas the benchmark
°
i minpBi, tiq might be a gross un-

derestimate. BASW lies in between these two extremes.

The standard-Fisher model is “scale invariant” with respect to the agents’ val-

uations, meaning that the equilibrium outcome remains unchanged if an agent’s

valuation for every item is scaled up by exactly the same factor. Furthermore, if the

agents’ valuations are very large compared to their budgets, then the Fisher-type

competitive equilibrium coincides with the standard-Fisher equilibrium. Thus, we

can solve the standard-Fisher model as follows: First, scale up the valuations of all

the agents by a sufficiently large factor, and then apply our convex program. This

shows that our convex program generalizes the Eisenberg-Gale convex program.

Approximate Competitive Equilibrium. As noted above, finding a pseudo-competitive

equilibrium is NP hard in this setting. A natural way to circumvent this compu-

tational hardness is to focus on the relaxed notion of an approximate competitive

equilibrium (see Definition 10).

In Section 4.3.3, we give an efficient algorithm that finds a p1� 2γq-approximate

competitive equilibrium in polynomial time, where γ � maxi,jpvipjq{Biq, i.e., the

approximation is good if an agent’s valuation for a single item is small compared to

her budget.1 This result is obtained in two steps: We first find any Fisher-type equi-

1 For example, typically an advertiser’s valuation for a single advertisement opportunity to a user
is very small compared to the advertiser’s overall budget.
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librium for divisible items and next convert this into an approximate equilibrium for

indivisible items. The second step uses the rounding algorithm of Shmoys and Tar-

dos [Shmoys and Tardos (1993)] for the generalized assignment problem (GAP) and

is crucially based on finding a Fisher type equilibrium in the first step. Technically,

the interesting aspect here is the first step.

We also note that a simple modification to our algorithm makes it return an

almost-envy-free item-pricing (see Definition 11).

Revenue Properties. We show that the revenue of our approximate competitive equi-

librium (or equivalently, the almost-envy-free item-pricing) is at least p1{2�γq times

the optimal-revenue benchmark.

4.2.2 Our Results for Concave Combinatorial Valuations

If the items are divisible, then the concave-combinatorial valuation function is ho-

mothetic and quasi-concave, and Jain et al. (2005) showed how to obtain a convex

programming based market clearing solution in the standard-Fisher model under

these conditions. Their framework is based on monotonically transforming the val-

uation function to make it homogeneous. Since an agent’s utility is simply equal to

her valuation in the standard-Fisher model, such a transformation does not affect

the set of equilibrium outcomes. Unfortunately, this framework cannot be applied

in our setting: A monotone transformation of the valuation function might alter the

set of competitive equilibria in the presence of budget constrained agents (as well as

the set of quasilinear-Fisher equilibria).

Pseudo-Competitive Equilibrium. In spite of the (apparent) failure of convex pro-

grams, we present an ascending auction that runs in polynomial time and always

returns a pseudo-competitive equilibrium. Our algorithm builds upon the combina-

torial algorithm of Devanur et al. (2008) for the standard-Fisher model with additive
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valuations. Their algorithm is a primal dual ascending price method applied to the

KKT conditions of the Eisenberg-Gale convex program. Extending their algorithm

to competitive equilibria is not straightforward, posing three significant issues: Our

valuations are concave (and not additive); the items are indivisible; and our utilities

are quasi-linear. Though our basic template is the same as Devanur et al. (2008),

we need to define a demand graph in a different way, and more importantly, their

approach to computing allocations from the tight sets does not achieve a competi-

tive equilibrium. We instead use a different iterated augmenting path technique to

compute allocations, which we believe is novel in our context. We leave it as an open

question to achieve the same results via convex programming.

Revenue Properties. For concave-combinatorial valuations, there are instances (see

Example 2) where no pseudo-competitive equilibrium generates good revenue. Never-

theless, we can prove that for the subclass of single-valued-combinatorial valuations,

the revenue of the pseudo-competitive equilibrium returned by our algorithm is at

least 1{3 times the optimal-revenue benchmark. We will show that this result extends

the recent work by Feldman et al. (2012). Towards this end, we need to introduce

the concept of an “envy-free bundle pricing”.

Definition 22. An envy-free bundle pricing specifies the subset of items Apiq � J

received by every agent i P I and her total payment pi, subject to the condition that

no agent envies the allocation and payment of another agent. To be more specific,

for any two distinct agents i � i1, we have:

Either pi1 ¡ Bi or vipApiqq � pi ¥ vipApi
1qq � pi1

Consider any envy-free item pricing pA,Pq (see Definition 7). Clearly, if we

allocate the subset of items Apiq � J to every agent i P I and charge her a payment

of
°
jPApiq Ppjq, then we get an envy-free bundle pricing, which is essentially the same
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as the original envy-free item pricing pA,Pq. Thus, we have: (a) Every competitive

equilibrium is an envy-free item pricing (see Definitions 7, 8), and (b) Every envy-free

item pricing is an envy-free bundle pricing. This leads us to equation 4.4.

Let the symbols OptComp-Eq, OptEF-Item and OptEF-Bundle denote the maximum

possible revenue from any competitive equilibrium, envy-free item pricing and envy-

free bundle pricing respectively. Recall that the symbol Opt stands for the optimal-

revenue benchmark. We have:

OptComp-Eq ¤ OptEF-Item ¤ OptEF-Bundle ¤ Opt (4.4)

The work by Feldman et al. (2012) considers the following setting: A market of

indivisible items, and budget constrained agents with multi-unit valuation functions.

Here, they show that OptEF-Item can be arbitrarily low compared to OptEF-Bundle.

On a positive note, they give a polynomial-time algorithm that returns an envy-free

bundle pricing whose revenue is at least p1{2q �OptEF-Bundle.

As an immediately corollary of the above work, we see that even for markets

where the agents have multi-unit valuation functions and budget limits, the quantity

OptComp-Eq can be arbitrarily small compared to Opt (see equation 4.4). In contrast

with this negative result, we show the following strong positive result: For almost all

instances of such markets, we have that OptComp-Eq ¥ p1{3q �Opt. Equivalently,

given any instance with large gap between OptComp-Eq and Opt, the gap reduces to

3 on a slight perturbation of the input. In fact, this holds for the more general class

of budget constrained agents with single-valued-combinatorial valuation functions.

This result follows directly from the fact that the revenue of the pseudo-competitive

equilibrium returned by our algorithm is always within a factor of 3 of the optimal-

revenue benchmark.

To summarize, we compare our results with the work of Feldman et al. (2012).

1. They consider the class of multi-unit valuation functions, whereas we consider
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the (more general) class of single-valued-combinatorial valuation functions.

2. Their algorithm returns an envy-free bundle pricing, whereas our algorithm

returns a competitive equilibrium (which is a stronger solution concept).

3. Their algorithm competes against the revenue benchmark OptEF-Bundle, whereas

we compete against the (stronger) revenue benchmark Opt.

4. They achieve an approximation ratio of 2, whereas we achieve a (slightly

weaker) approximation ratio of 3.

5. Their result holds for all input instances, whereas our result holds for almost

all input instances.

4.3 Additive Valuations

We consider markets of indivisible items and budget constrained agents with addi-

tive valuations. In such markets, there is no guarantee that a pseudo-competitive

equilibrium will exist. Consider the following example.

There are 3 indivisible items, and 3 agents with additive valuations and budget

limits. The agents’ valuations and budgets are given in Table 4.1. Nisan (2009)

showed that this instance does not admit any pseudo-competitive equilibrium. For

the sake of completeness, we reproduce his argument.

Table 4.1: Agents with additive valuations and budget limits

Agent Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Budget

1 v1p1q � 5 v1p2q � 5 v1p3q � 0 B1 � 6

2 v2p1q � 4 v2p2q � 4 v2p3q � 8 B2 � 9

3 v3p1q � 0 v3p2q � 0 v3p3q � 7 B3 � 7

Suppose that this instance admits a pseudo-competitive equilibrium pA,Pq. Since

vip1q � vip2q for every agent i P t1, 2, 3u, item 1 and item 2 gets the same price, that
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is, we have: Pp1q � Pp2q � q (say). We now consider two mutually exclusive and

exhaustive cases.

Case 1. Item 3 goes to agent 3. Hence, Pp3q ¤ 7.

In this case, agent 2 has pseudo utility u�2 pt3u,Pq ¥ 1 for item 3. Since this

agent is not getting item 3, we deduce that her utility from the subset of items

t1, 2u is at least 1, that is: u2pt1, 2u,Pq ¥ u�2 pt3u,Pq ¥ 1. This can only happen if

Pp1q � Pp2q � q ¤ 3.5. But in that case, there is no way to allocate the first two

items which will ensure that agent 1 and agent 2 do not envy each other.

Case 2. Item 3 goes to agent 2. Since agent 3 does not complain about this, we

must have: Pp3q ¥ 7. Note that without any loss of generality, we can assume:

Pp3q � 7 (this only makes agent 2 more happy).

In this case, agent 2 derives a utility of 1 from item 3: uipt3u,Pq � 1. After

purchasing item 3, agent 2 has a remaining budget of B2�Pp3q � 2. If she is buying

any other item, then we must have: Pp1q � Pp2q � q ¤ 2. But in that case, agent 1

will envy agent 2 if agent 2 gets any of the items in t1, 2u. We conclude that in the

allocation vector A, we have: Ap1q � t1, 2u,Ap2q � t3u and Ap3q � H.

Thus, we get: u2pA,Pq � 1 ¥ u�2 pt1, 2u,Pq. Now, we note that u�2 pt1, 2u,Pq ¤ 1

only if Pp1q � Pp2q � q ¥ 3.5. But in that case, total payment of agent 1 is equal to

7, which exceeds her budget. Hence, agent 1 gets negative utility. A contradiction.

Thus, we conclude that the market described by Table 4.1 does not admit any pseudo-

competitive equilibrium.

4.3.1 Pseudo-Competitive Equilibrium for Indivisible Items

The example in Table 4.1 raises a natural question: Can we decide (in polynomial

time) if a given market admits a pseudo-competitive equilibrium? Formally, we

use the notation Pseudo-Comp-EqpI,J q to represent an instance of this problem.
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Every agent i P I has an additive valuation function vi, and a budget Bi. Items are

indivisible. We want to decide whether the instance admits a pseudo-competitive

equilibrium. We show (see Theorem 60) that this problem is strongly NP hard. The

hardness result holds even if the optimization problems faced by the agents (that of

finding their utility-maximizing bundles given the price vector) are easy to solve.

We give a reduction from the problem of 3-Partition, which is described below.

3-Partition. In an instance of the 3-Partition problem, we are given a multiset

T of 3n positive integers:

T � tθ1, . . . , θ3nu.

Furthermore, we have B{4 ¤ θk ¤ B{2 for all k, where B �
�°3n

k�1 θk
�
{n is also

a positive integer. The objective is to decide whether T can be partitioned into n

subsets T1, . . . , Tn so that the sum of the elements in each subset is exactly equal to B.

Since all the elements of T lie between B{4 and B{2, each subset will contain exactly

three elements. We denote an instance of this problem by Partitionptθ1 . . . θ3nu, Bq.

The 3-Partition problem is strongly NP hard Garey and Johnson (1979).

The Reduction. Given an instance Partitionptθ1 . . . θ3nu, Bq, we construct an

instance Pseudo-Comp-EqpI,J q, as follows.

We create 3n items, where item j P t1, . . . , 3nu corresponds to the integer θj. We

create n�1 agents t1, . . . , n�1u. Furthermore, we create a gadget which corresponds

(modulo a scaling factor) to the market described in Table 4.1. We denote the set

of agents (resp. items) in the gadget by ti1, i2, i3u (resp. tj1, j2, j3u). To summarize,

in the instance of the Pseudo-Comp-Eq problem we construct, the set of agents

(resp. items) is given by I � t1, . . . , n�1, i1, i2, i3u (resp. J � t1, . . . , 3n, j1, j2, j3u).

The valuations and the budget of the agents in t1, . . . , n�1u are described below.

• For all i P t1, . . . , nu:
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– Agent i has budget Bi � B.

– For all items j P t1, . . . , 3nu, we have vipjq � θj.

– For all items j P tj1, j2, j3u, we have vipjq � 0.

• Agent n� 1 has budget Bn�1 � 7B. Furthermore,

– For all items j P t1, . . . , 3nu, we have vn�1pjq � θj.

– For item j3, we have vn�1pj3q � 7B.

– For all items j P tj1, j2u, we have vipjq � 0.

The valuations and the budget of the agents in ti1, i2, i3u are described below.

• Agent i1 has budget Bi1 � 6B.

– Her valuations for the items in the gadget are given by: vi1pj1q � vi1pj2q �

5B and vi1pj3q � 0.

– She has zero valuation for every other item. For all j P t1 . . . 3nu, we have

that vi1pjq � 0.

• Agent i2 has budget Bi2 � 9B.

– Her valuations for the items in the gadget are given by: vi2pj1q � vi2pj2q �

4B and vi1pj3q � 7B.

– She has zero valuation for every other item. For all j P t1 . . . 3nu, we have

that vi2pjq � 0.

• Agent i3 has budget Bi3 � 7B.

– Her valuations for the items in the gadget are given by: vi3pj1q � vi3pj2q �

0 and vi1pj3q � 7B.
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– She has zero valuation for every other item. For all j P t1 . . . 3nu, we have

that vi3pjq � 0.

Lemma 57. Consider the instance Pseudo-Comp-EqpI,J q described above. If it

admits any pseudo-competitive equilibrium, then item j3 has to be allocated to agent

pn� 1q at price 7B.

Proof. If the item j3 is left unallocated, then it will have zero price, and as a result, it

will be demanded by agent i3. Thus, we conclude that the item j3 has to be allocated

to some agent.

Suppose that the item is not assigned to agent pn� 1q. In that case, the gadget,

which consists of the agents ti1, i2, i3u and items tj1, j2, j3u, can never be in a pseudo-

competitive equilibrium (see the discussion following Table 4.1).

Now, if the item is priced above 7B, then agent n� 1 will not purchase the item

(since Bn�1 � vn�1pj3q � 7B), and if the item is priced below 7B, then the agent i3

will demand it. Hence, the item has to be priced exactly at 7B.

Lemma 58. If the problem-instance Pseudo-Comp-EqpI,J q admits a pseudo-

competitive equilibrium pA,Pq, then the problem-instance Partitionptθ1, . . . , θ3nu, Bq

admits a valid 3-Partition.

Proof. In pA,Pq, item j3 goes to agent n � 1, and it has price Ppj3q � 7B (see

Lemma 57). In other words, agent n � 1 spends all of her budget on item j3, and

she receives zero utility. Thus, her pseudo utility from every other item has to be

non-positive: u�n�1ptju,Pq ¤ un�1pA,Pq � 0, for all j � j3. We conclude that

Ppjq ¥ vn�1pjq � θj, for every item j P t1, . . . , 3nu. On the other hand, we must

have Ppjq ¤ maxi vipjq � θj, for all j P t1 . . . 3nu. Therefore, we get:

Ppjq � θj, for all items j P t1, . . . , 3nu.
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Note that the agents in ti1, i2, i3u have zero valuations for the items in t1, . . . , 3nu. We

infer that the pseudo-competitive equilibrium distributes all the items in t1, . . . , 3nu

amongst the agents in t1, . . . , nu. Since every such item j is priced at θj and every

such agent i has a budget B, we must have:

¸
jPApiq

θj ¤ B, for all agents i P t1, . . . , nu.

Therefore, the collection of subsets tAp1q, . . . ,Apnqu gives us a valid 3-Partition for

the instance Partitionptθ1, . . . , θ3nu, Bq.

Lemma 59. If the problem-instance Partitionptθ1, . . . , θ3nu, Bq admits a valid 3-

Partition tT1, . . . , Tnu, then the problem-instance Pseudo-Comp-EqpI,J q admits

a pseudo-competitive equilibrium.

Proof. We construct the following allocation A.

• For all agents i P t1, . . . , nu, we have Apiq � Ti.

• Agent n� 1 takes item j3. We have Apn� 1q � tj3u.

• Agent i1 takes item j1. We have Api1q � tj1u.

• Agent i2 takes item j2. We have Api2q � tj2u.

• Agent i3 does not get any item. We have Api3q � H.

We construct the following pricing.

• For all items j P t1, . . . , 3nu, we have Ppjq � θj.

• We have Ppj1q � Ppj2q � 4B, and Ppj3q � 7B.

It is easy to check that pA,Pq is a competitive equilibrium (and hence a pseudo-

competitive equilibrium) for the problem-instance Pseudo-Comp-EqpI,J q.
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Theorem 60 follows from Lemmas 58 and 59.

Theorem 60. The problem Pseudo-Comp-EqpI,J q is strongly NP hard, even for

the families of instances where every agent can easily identify her utility-maximizing

bundle given the price vector.

Agents with multi unit-demands. The above reduction holds even if we assume

that every agent in I can purchase at most 3 items. In other words, this shows

that the positive result for the unit-demand agents with budget limits Ashlagi et al.

(2009); Chen et al. (2010) cannot be extended even to settings where the agents have

small constant demand constraints.

Given the above hardness result, one might ask if the problem becomes any easier

when we fix the allocation of the items. Formally, let Eq-PricingpI,J ,Aq denote

an instance of the problem. The set of agents (resp. items) is given by I (resp. J ).

We want to decide if there are item-prices that support allocation A in a pseudo-

competitive equilibrium. We show that this problem is also NP hard. We give a

reduction from the Monotone 3-SAT problem, which is described below.

Monotone 3-SAT. We let MonotonepU,Cq denote an instance of this problem.

It consists of a set U of n variables, and a set C of m clauses. The set of clauses

C can be partitioned into two subsets C� and C�. Every clause c� P C� (resp.

c� P C�) is a disjunction of three positive (resp. negative) literals. In other words,

every positive clause c� P C� can be written as: c� � x _ y _ z, where x, y, z P U .

Similarly, every negative clause c� P C� can be written as: c� �  x_ y_ z, where

x, y, z P U . The problem is to decide if there is a boolean assignment T : U Ñ t0, 1u

that satisfies every clause in C � C�YC�. This problem is NP complete Garey and

Johnson (1979).
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Notation. We slightly abuse the notation, and write x P c� (resp. x P c�) whenever

the positive clause c� P C� (resp. negative clause c� P C�) contains the variable

x P U .

Thus, if a positive clause is given by: c� � x _ y _ z, then we write: x P c�,

y P c� and z P c�. Similarly, if a negative clause is given by: c� �  x _  y _  z,

then we write: x P c�, y P c� and z P c�.

The reduction. Given a problem-instance MonotonepU,Cq, we construct the

following problem-instance Eq-PricingpI,J ,Aq.

• For every variable x P U , create an agent ix P I and an item jx P J .

• For every positive clause c� P C�, create an agent ic� P I. Next, create three

items, one for every variable contained in the clause, as follows. For all x P U ,

if x P c�, then we have an item jx,c� P J .

• For every negative clause c� P C�, create an agent ic� P I. Next, create three

items, one for every variable contained in the clause, as follows. For all x P U ,

if x P c�, then we have an item jx,c� P J .

The budgets of the agents in I, and their valuations for the items in J are described

below.

• For all x P U , the agent ix P I has budget Bix � 10, and her valuations are as

follows.

– She has valuation � 10 for the item jx, that is, vixpjxq � 10.

– For every clause c� P C� containing variable x (i.e. x P c�), we have

vixpjx,c�q � 10.

– For every clause c� P C� containing variable x (i.e. x P c�), we have

vixpjx,c�q � 2.
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– She has zero valuation for every other item.

• For all c� P C�, the agent ic� P I has budget Bic�
� 23, and her valuations

are as follows.

– She has valuation � 10 for every item jx,c� : that is, vic� pjx,c�q � 10 for

all variables x P c�.

– She has zero valuation for every other item.

• For all c� P C�, the agent ic� P I has budget Bic�
� 5, and her valuations are

as follows.

– She has valuation � 5 for every item jx,c� : that is, vic� pjx,c�q � 5 for all

variables x P c�.

– She has zero valuation for every other item.

The agents have additive valuations. The items are indivisible. The allocation A is

described below.

• The agent ix P I gets only the item jx. Thus, we have: Apixq � tjxu for all

x P U .

• We have: Apic�q � YxPc�tjx,c�u, for every positive clause c� P C�.

• We have: Apic�q � YxPc�tjx,c�u, for every negative clause c� P C�.

The Eq-PricingpI,J ,Aq problem-instance asks whether there is a price vector P

that supports the given allocation A in a pseudo-competitive equilibrium.

Lemma 61. If a price vector P supports the allocation A in a pseudo-competitive

equilibrium, then we have: Ppjxq ¤ Ppjx,c�q, for all x P U and all c� P C� where

x P c�.
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Proof. Fix any variable x P U , and any positive clause c� P C� where x P c�. Note

that under the allocation A, agent ix P I only gets item jx P J , and she has the same

valuation for both the items jx and jx,c� . Therefore, if pA,Pq is a pseudo-competitive

equilibrium, then we must have: Ppjxq ¤ Ppjx,c�q.

Corollary 62. If a price vector P supports the allocation A in a pseudo-competitive

equilibrium, then without any loss of generality Ppjx,c�1 q � Ppjx,c�2 q � px� (say), for

all x P U and all c�1 , c
�
2 P C

� such that x P c�1 and x P c�2 .

Proof. Lemma 61 states that:

Ppjxq ¤ min
�
Ppjx,c�1 q,Ppjx,c

�
2
q
	
.

If we have Ppjx,c�1 q   Ppjx,c�2 q, then w.l.o.g. we can reduce the price of item jx,c�2

until it becomes equal to Ppjx,c�1 q. This does not violate the budget constraint of the

agent ic�2 (who gets item jx,c�2 ), and no other agent complains about the decrease in

price.

Lemma 63. If a price vector P supports the allocation A in a pseudo-competitive

equilibrium, then w.l.o.g. we have: Ppjx,c�1 q � Ppjx,c�2 q � px� (say), for all x P U

and all c�1 , c
�
2 P C

� where x P c�1 and x P c�2 .

Proof. The proof is similar to that of corollary 62, and omitted.

Lemma 64. Suppose that there is a price vector P that supports the allocation A

in a pseudo-competitive equilibrium. In this case, the instance MonotonepU,Cq

admits a satisfying assignment.

Proof. Given the price vector P, we construct the following boolean assignment

T : U Ñ t0, 1u.
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• If a variable does not appear in any negative clause, then set its value to 1: For

all x P U , if x R c� for all c� P C�, then T pxq � 1.

• Consider any variable x P U that appears in at least one negative clause c� P

C� (i.e. x P c�). According to Lemma 63, we have: Ppjx,c�q � px� . Set the

value of x to 1 iff px� ¥ 2. Therefore:

T pxq � 1 if px� ¥ 2, and T pxq � 0 if px�   2.

We now show that T is a satisfying assignment. We consider two mutually exclusive

and exhaustive cases.

Case 1. Consider any positive clause c� � x_ y _ z P C�, where x, y, z P U .

For the sake of contradiction, assume that the clause c� is not satisfied by the

assignment T . Hence, we have: T pxq � T pyq � T pzq � 0. It implies the following.

• There is a negative clause c�x P C
� that contains the variable x (i.e. x P c�x );

otherwise we would have had T pxq � 1.

• Similarly, there is a negative clause c�y P C
� that contains the variable y (i.e.

y P c�y ), and a negative clause c�z P C
� that contains the variable z (i.e. z P c�z ).

From the way the assignment T has been constructed, we infer that: Ppjx,c�x q   2.

Thus, agent ix P I gets positive utility from item jx,c�x P J . Since the agent ix only

gets item jx P J under allocation A, and the price vector P supports the allocation

A in a pseudo-competitive equilibrium, we get:

Ppjxq �Ppjx,c�x q ¥ Bix .

Since Bix � 10 and Ppjx,c�x q   2, we get: Ppjxq ¡ 8. Since Ppjx,c�q ¥ Ppjxq

(Lemma 61), we deduce:

Ppjx,c�q ¡ 8. (4.5)
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Similarly, we conclude that:

Ppjy,c�q ¡ 8, and Ppjz,c�q ¡ 8. (4.6)

Now, under allocation A, agent ic� gets the three items jx,c� , jy,c� and jz,c� . Equa-

tion (4.5) and equation (4.6) imply that the total payment of the agent ic� (under

pA,Pq) exceeds 24, whereas her budget is Bic�
� 23. This contradicts the assump-

tion that pA,Pq is a pseudo-competitive equilibrium.

Hence, we conclude that the assignment T satisfies every positive clause c� P C�.

Case 2. Consider any negative clause c� �  x_ y _ z P C�, where x, y, z P U .

For the sake of contradiction, assume that the clause c� is not satisfied by the

assignment T . Hence, we have: T pxq � T pyq � T pzq � 1. Obviously, each of the

variables x, y, z belong to at least one negative clause. From the way the assignment

T was constructed, we infer that:

Ppjx,c�q ¥ 2,Ppjy,c�q ¥ 2 and Ppjz,c�q ¥ 2 (4.7)

Under allocation A, the agent ic� P I gets all the three items jx,c� , jy,c� and jz,c� .

Equation (4.7) states that her payment is at least 6 under the price vector P, whereas

her budget is Bic�
� 5. This contradicts our assumption that pA,Pq is a pseudo-

competitive equilibrium.

Hence, we conclude that the assignment T satisfies every negative clause c� P C�.

The Lemma follows.

Lemma 65. Suppose that the instance MonotonepU,Cq admits a satisfying as-

signment T . In this case, there is a price vector P that supports the allocation A in

a pseudo-competitive equilibrium.

Proof. Given the satisfying assignment T , we construct the following price vector P.
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• For all variables x P U such that T pxq � 1:

– Set Ppjxq � Ppjx,c�q � 5 for all clauses c� P C� that contain the variable

x (i.e. x P c�).

– Set Ppjx,c�q � 2 for all negative clauses c� P C� that contain the variable

x (i.e. x P c�).

• For all variables x P U such that T pxq � 0:

– Set Ppjxq � Ppjx,c�q � 9 for all clauses c� P C� that contain the variable

x (i.e. x P c�).

– Set Ppjx,c�q � 1 for all negative clauses c� P C� that contain the variable

x (i.e. x P c�).

It is easy to verify that the price vector P supports the allocation A in a pseudo-

competitive equilibrium.

Theorem 66 follows from Lemma 64 and Lemma 65.

Theorem 66. The problem Eq-PricingpI,J ,Aq is NP hard, even for the families

of instances where every agent can easily identify her utility-maximizing subset of

items given the price vector.

4.3.2 Competitive Equilibrium for Divisible Items

To circumvent the computational hardness (see Section 4.3.1) and to guarantee ex-

istence, we focus on the problem of finding a competitive equilibrium for divisible

items. Let Frac-Comp-EqpI,J , tvi, biuq denote an instance of the problem. Every

agent i P I has an additive valuation function vi, and a budget bi. Items are divisible.

We want to find a competitive equilibrium.
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Consider the following function.

fiptiq �

#
ti if ti ¤ bi;

bi log ppe{biq � tiq otherwise.
(4.8)

The function fiptiq is continuous and concave, and it defines the objective of the

convex program described below.

Maximize
¸
iPI
fiptiq (4.9)

s.t. ti �
¸
jPJ

vipjq � xij @i P I (4.10)

¸
iPI
xij ¤ 1 @j P J (4.11)

xij ¥ 0 @i P I, j P J (4.12)

The variable xij gives the fraction of item j P J received by agent i P I. Con-

straint (4.10) sets ti to be the total valuation obtained by agent i P I, and con-

straint (4.11) ensures that no more than one unit of an item is allocated. The

symbol Ppjq (resp. λij) will stand for the Lagrangian multiplier associated with

constraint (4.11) (resp. constraint (4.12)). The multiplier Ppjq will give the price of

item j P J . The Lagrangian dual function of the convex program (4.9) is given by:

L �
¸
iPI
fi

�¸
jPJ

vipjq � xij

�
�

¸
jPJ

�
1�

¸
iPI
xij

�
�Ppjq �

¸
iPI,jPJ

xij � λij (4.13)

The Lagrangian dual problem is defined as follows.

Minimize Ppjq¥0, λij¥0 Maximize xij¥0 L (4.14)

Let
 
x�ij,P

�pjq, λ�ij
(

be an optimal solution to the Lagrangian dual problem

of (4.9).
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The utility per unit price of agent i from item j is defined as: uji � pvipjq �

P�pjqq{P�pjq. Let umax
i denote the agent’s maximum utility per unit price from any

item, and let Jmax
i � tj P J : uji � umax

i u denote the subset of items where this

maximum is attained. We partition the set of agents I into three groups I�, I0 and

I�, depending on whether the agent’s maximum utility per unit price is negative,

zero, or positive.

I� � ti P I : umax
i   0u

I0 � ti P I : umax
i � 0u

I� � ti P I : umax
i ¡ 0u

,/.
/- (4.15)

Assumption 3 (No Dummy Items). For every item j P J , there is some agent

i1 P I such that vi1pjq ¡ 0.

As mentioned above, the optimal solution to the dual problem (4.14) is given by 
x�ij,P

�pjq, λ�ij
(
. For all agents i P I, define t�i �

°
jPJ vipjq � x

�
ij. Strong duality

implies that
 
t�i , x

�
ij

(
is an optimal solution to the primal problem (4.9). We now

invoke the KKT conditions. First, the partial derivative of the function L (Equa-

tion 4.13), with respect to xij, is zero at the optimal solution
 
x�ij,P

�pjq, λ�ij
(

to the

dual problem (4.14). Second, if x�ij ¡ 0, then λ�ij � 0. Finally, recall that λ�ij is

always non-negative.

Putting all the above facts together, we infer that for all i P I and j P J :

$'''&
'''%

If t�i   bi and x�ij ¡ 0, then vipjq � P�pjq.

If t�i   bi and x�ij � 0, then vipjq ¤ P�pjq.

If t�i ¡ bi and x�ij ¡ 0, then vipjq � pt
�
i {biq �P

�pjq.

If t�i ¡ bi and x�ij � 0, then vipjq ¤ pt
�
i {biq �P

�pjq.

(4.16)

Lemma 67. The allocation tx�iju ensures that there is no surplus of items. Further-
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more, the price of every item is positive. Hence, we have:

¸
iPI
x�ij � 1, and P�pjq ¡ 0 for all items j P J .

Proof. If P�pjq � 0, then equation (4.16) implies that vipjq � 0 for agents i P

I, violating Assumption 3. Hence, we conclude that P�pjq ¡ 0. Now, invoking

complementary slackness, we see that constraint (4.11) must be tight. The lemma

follows.

Fix any agent i P I and any item j P J such that x�ij ¡ 0. For all items j1 P J ,

we have that:

vipjq

P�pjq
¥ max

"
1,
vipj

1q

P�pj1q

*
(4.17)

This can be verified by rearranging the terms of equation (4.16) and noting that

the price of the item P�pjq ¡ 0 (see Lemma 67). The next claim is a simple (and

intuitive) reinterpretation equation (4.17).

Claim 68. The allocation tx�iju and the pricing P� ensure the following property:

An agent i1 P I gets positive fraction of an item j1 P J only if the item j1 gives her

maximum utility per unit price (that is, j1 P Jmax
i1 ) and this quantity is non-negative

(that is, umax
i1 ¥ 0).

Claim 68 is used to prove the next lemma.

Lemma 69. Fix the fractional allocation tx�iju and the price vector P�. We have:

1. Every agent i P I� receives zero allocation and makes zero payment.

2. Every agent i P I0 receives positive fraction of an item j P J only if j P Jmax
i .

The total payment of agent i does not exceed bi. Hence, we have:
°
jPJ x

�
ij �

P�pjq ¤ bi.
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3. An agent i P I� receives positive fraction of some item j P J only if j P

Jmax
i . The total payment of agent i is exactly equal to bi. Hence, we have:°
jPJ x

�
ij �P

�pjq � bi.

Proof. We consider three mutually exclusive and exhaustive cases.

Case 1. (Agent i P I�)

By definition, the maximum utility per unit price of agent i is negative. Claim 68

states that such an agent receives zero allocation. Hence, she pays zero price, and

her utility is zero.

Case 2. (Agent i P I0)

Claim 68 states the agent receives positive fraction of an item j P J only if

j P Jmax
i . Since her utility per unit price from any item j P Jmax

i is zero, her total

payment is equal to her total valuation t�i .

If it were true that t�i ¡ bi ¡ 0, then the agent would get positive fraction of at

least one item, and according to equation (4.16), her utility per unit price from that

particular item would be umax
i � pt�i {biq � 1 ¡ 0, contradicting the assumption that

i P I0. Hence, we infer that t�i   bi, and her total payment is:

¸
jPJ

x�ij �P
�pjq � t�i   bi

Case 3. (Agent i P I�)

Claim 68 states that the agent gets positive fraction of an item j P J only if

j P Jmax
i . Hence, if we had t�i   bi, then according to equation (4.16), her maximum

utility per unit price would be non-positive, contradicting the assumption that i P I�.

We conclude that t�i ¡ bi.
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Now, we again invoke equation (4.16) and write: pbi{t
�
i q � vipjq � x

�
ij � P�pjq � x�ij.

Summing both sides of this equality over all items j P J , we infer that:

bi �
¸
jPJ

P�pjq � x�ij

In other words, the total payment of the agent is exactly equal to bi.

Lemma 70 follows from Lemma 67, Claim 68 and Lemma 69.

Lemma 70. Fix the allocation tx�iju and the pricing tP�pjqu. We have: 1) Every

item is completely allocated. 2) An agent i P I gets non-zero fraction of an item

j P J only if j P Jmax
i and umax

i ¥ 0. 3) The payment of each agent i P I is at most

bi. 4) The payment of each agent i P I� is exactly equal to bi.

In Lemma 70, the second and the third conditions imply that every agent i P

I� Y I0 gets zero utility. The second and the fourth conditions imply that every

agent i P I� spends her entire budget only on those items that give her maximum

(non-negative) utility per unit price. Hence, the allocation tx�iju ensures that every

agent in I gets her maximum possible utility, under the price vector P�. Furthermore,

every item in J is completely allocated. These observations lead us to the following

theorem.

Theorem 71. The problem Frac-Comp-EqpI,J , tvi, biuq can be solved using the

convex program (4.9).

4.3.3 Approximate-Competitive Equilibrium for Indivisible Items

In this section, we present a poly-time algorithm that returns an approximate com-

petitive equilibrium (see Definition 10) for indivisible items, provided an agent’s

valuation for a single item is always less than half of her overall budget.
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Assumption 4. We have: 0 ¤ γ   1{2, where

γ � max
iPI,jPJ

"
vipjq

Bi

*

Our algorithm works in three steps. First, we recall that the convex program 4.9

returns a competitive equilibrium when the items are divisible (see Theorem 71).

Next, we scale down the budget of every agent by p1� γq and solve the convex pro-

gram 4.9. Finally, we use the GAP rounding technique [Shmoys and Tardos (1993)]

to transform the fractional allocation tx�iju (returned by the convex program) into

an integral one tXiju, and show that it results in a p1�2γq-approximate competitive

equilibrium for indivisible items.

The algorithm is described in Figure 4.1. The next lemma lists some nice prop-

erties of the GAP rounding.

Input: Set of divisible items J (resp. agents I).
Agent i P I has budget Bi ¡ 0 and valuation function vi.
The input satisfies Assumptions 4 and 3.

1. Solve the problem Frac-Comp-EqpI,J , tvi, biuq
where bi � p1� γqBi for all i P I.
Let tx�ij,P

�pjqu be the optimal solution
returned by the convex program 4.9 (see Theorem 71).

2. Using the GAP rounding, convert the fractional allocation
tx�iju into an integral allocation tXiju (see Lemma 72).

Output the integral allocation tXiju and price vector P�.

Figure 4.1: Approximate-competitive equilibrium for indivisible items.

Lemma 72. The GAP rounding [Shmoys and Tardos (1993)] converts the fractional

allocation tx�iju into an integral allocation tXiju. Here, Xij � 1 if item j goes to

agent i, and zero otherwise. The following properties are maintained.
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1. For all items j P J , we have that
°
iPI Xij �

°
iPI x

�
ij � 1.

2. For all agents i P I and items j P J , we have Xij � 1 only if x�ij ¡ 0.

3. For all agents i P I, we have:

¸
jPJ

x�ij �P
�pjq �max

jPJ
tvipjqu ¤

¸
jPJ

Xij �P
�pjq ¤

¸
jPJ

x�ij �P
�pjq �max

jPJ
tvipjqu

Lemma 72 can be interpreted as follows. The GAP rounding ensures that an agent

receives an item in the integral allocation only if she obtained nonzero fraction of

the same item in the fractional allocation. As an important consequence, the scheme

preserves the property described in Claim 68.

Claim 73. The allocation tXiju and the pricing P� satisfy the following property:

An agent i1 P I receives an item j1 P J only if the item gives her maximum utility per

unit price (that is, j1 P Jmax
i1 ) and this quantity is non-negative (that is, umax

i1 ¥ 0).

Lemma 72 has another serious implication. As the fractional allocation is trans-

formed into an integral one (keeping the price vector fixed at P�), it gives tight

bounds on the net change in an agent’s total payment. The following claims quan-

tify this intuition.

Claim 74. Under the allocation tXiju and the pricing P�, the total payment of every

agent i1 P I0 Y I� is at most her budget.

Proof. We write:

¸
jPJ

Xi1j �P
�pjq ¤

¸
jPJ

x�i1j �P
�pjq �max

jPJ
tvi1pjqu

¤ bi1 � γ �Bi1

� p1� γq �Bi1 � γ �Bi1 � Bi1
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The first inequality follows from Lemma 72. The second inequality follows from

Lemma 69.

Claim 75. Under the allocation tXiju and the pricing P�, the total payment of every

agent i1 P I� is at least p1� 2γq fraction of her budget.

Proof. We write:

¸
jPJ

Xi1j �P
�pjq ¥

¸
jPJ

x�i1j �P
�pjq �max

jPJ
tvi1pjqu

� bi �max
jPJ

tvi1pjqu

¥ p1� γq �Bi1 � γ �Bi1

� p1� 2γq �Bi1

The first inequality follows from Lemma 72. The second equality follows from

Lemma 69.

Fix the allocation tXiju and the price vector P�. Lemma 72 states that every

item is allocated to some agent. Claim 73 and Claim 74 imply that every agent in

I� Y I0 receives zero utility, which clearly is the maximum possible utility for such

an agent under the given setting of prices.

Now consider any agent i1 P I�. According to Claim 74 and Claim 75, her total

payment is at least p1�2γqBi1 and at most Bi1 ; and recall that she spends her money

only on those items that give her maximum utility per unit price (see Claim 73).

Hence, her actual utility from the allocation tXiju is no less than p1�2γq fraction of

the maximum utility she can expect to get under the pricing P�. We conclude that

the algorithm in Figure 4.1 returns a p1� 2γq-approximate competitive equilibrium.

Theorem 76. The algorithm in Figure 4.1 returns a p1�2γq approximate equilibrium

ptXiju,P
�q where: (1) Each agent i P I� pays at least the amount p1 � 2γqBi. (2)

Each agent i P I� Y I0 gets zero utility.
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Next, we show that our approximate competitive equilibrium generates good

revenue. The symbol Rev will denote the revenue from ptXiju,P
�q. The symbol Opt

will denote the optimal-revenue benchmark (see Section 4.1.2). The notation Opt�

(resp. Opt�,0) will represent the total contribution towards Opt from the agents

in I� (resp. I� Y I0). The outcome ptXiju,P
�q extracts at least p1 � 2γq fraction

of the budget of every agent in I�, which in turn, upper bounds her contribution

towards Opt. Thus, we get:

Rev ¥ p1� 2γq �OptpI�q (4.18)

The outcome ptXiju,P
�q gives zero utility to every agent in I�YI0. Hence, the price

P�pjq of every item j P J is at least the valuation vipjq of any agent i P I� Y I0.

Since every item is allocated, we have: Rev �
°
jPJ P�pjq. We conclude that:

Rev �
¸
jPJ

P�pjq ¥
¸
jPJ

max
iPI�YI0

tvipjqu

¥ Opt�,0

¥ p1� 2γqOpt�,0 (4.19)

Theorem 77 follows if we add up equations (4.18), (4.19) and note that Opt �

Opt� �Opt�,0.

Theorem 77. The revenue of the approximate competitive equilibrium ptXiju,P
�q

is always within a factor p1{2� γq of the optimal-revenue benchmark.

4.4 Concave Combinatorial Valuations

Consider any market of indivisible items, and budget constrained agents with concave-

combinatorial valuations. We present a poly-time algorithm (see Figure 4.2) which

always returns a pseudo-competitive equilibrium. The algorithm is based on an
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ascending auction framework, and has the important property that all the items

allocated to the same agent are assigned the same price.

First, we will present the underlying intuition behind the algorithm. We use the

notations introduced in Section 4.1.1.

Fix any subset of items J � J , a price q ¥ 0, and an agent i P I. Now, if an

agent i P I wants to find her utility-maximizing bundle J� � J , then she will pick

as many items as possible from the subset Si X J , untill her marginal utility from

the next item becomes negative, or she runs out of her budget Bi. Her demand is

defined to be the number of items in such an optimal bundle J�.

Definition 23. The demand of an agent i P I, w.r.t. the subset J � J and price q,

is defined as:

DipJ, qq � max
!
k P t1, . . . , |J X Si|u : αipkq ¥ q , kq ¤ Bi

)

Definition 24. An agent’s pseudo demand, w.r.t. the subset J � J and price q, is

given by:

D�
i pJ, qq � lim

εÑ0�
DipJ, q � εq

Hence, it is the limiting value of her demand at a slightly higher price q � ε.

We now make the following assumption.

Assumption 5 (No Dummy Items). For all items j P J , there is at least one agent

i P I such that j P Si.

If there is an item for which every agent has zero valuation, then we can easily

remove that item from the market. Similarly, we can delete any agent who has zero

budget. The above assumption, therefore, holds without any loss of generality.

Our algorithm will use the concepts of a demand graph and a pseudo demand

graph, which are described below.
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The (Pseudo) Demand Graph. Suppose that each item in J � J has been as-

signed the same price q ¥ 0. Fix any subset of agents I � I. The demand graph

GpI, J, qq and the pseudo demand graph G�pI, J, qq are weighted directed graphs de-

fined on the same set of nodes V pI, J, qq � V �pI, J, qq � ts, tuY IYJ . We designate

the node s (resp. node t) as the source (resp. sink). The two graphs have the same

edge-set EpI, J, qq � E�pI, J, qq, but the weights on these edges can vary from one

graph to another.

• For all agents i P I, there is a directed edge ps, iq having a weight of DipJ, qq

{resp. D�
i pJ, qq} in the demand graph GpI, J, qq {resp. pseudo demand graph

G�pI, J, qq}.

• For all i P I and j P JXSi, there is a directed edge pi, jq having infinite weights

in both the graphs.

• For all j P J , there is a directed edge pj, tq having the same weight of 1 in both

the graphs.

Interpreting the (pseudo) demand graph. Any integral s�t flow in graphGpI, J, qq

{resp. G�pI, J, qq} defines an allocation of the items in J to the agents in I: Agent

i P I gets item j P J X Si iff unit flow is routed through the edge pi, jq. The amount

of flow through the edge ps, iq gives the total number of items allocated to agent

i P I. An item j P J remains unallocated iff the flow through the edge pj, tq is zero.

The value of maximum s� t flow in the graph GpI, J, qq {resp. G�pI, J, qq} is given

by fpI, J, qq {resp. f�pI, J, qq}.

Definition 25. The graph GpI, J, qq (resp. G�pI, J, qq) is feasible iff it admits a

s� t flow of value |J |.
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Definition 26. A demand graph GpI, J, qq is tight iff the demand graph GpI, J, qq is

feasible but the pseudo-demand graph G�pI, J, qq is not feasible, i.e., iff fpI, J, qq �

|J | and f�pI, J, qq   |J |.

Outline of our algorithm (Figure 4.2). Initially, every item has price q � 0 and

fpI,J , 0q � |J |  
°
iPI DipJ , 0q. Thus, we can allocate all the items, but the price

is too low and some agents’ demands remain unsaturated.

We increase the price q. As a result, the demands of the agents keep decreasing.

First, let us consider a very simple special case. Suppose that we find a price where

fpI,J , qq � |J | �
¸
iPI
DipJ , qq

Here, we can get a competitive equilibrium by setting a uniform price of q across

all the items, and returning the allocation characterized by the maximum s� t flow

in GpI,J , qq. This will exhaust the supply of every item, and at at the same time

saturate the demand of every agent.

More generally, we start the first iteration of our algorithm by setting J1 �

J , I1 � I, and we stop the price rise the moment we get: fpI1, J1, qq � |J1| ¡

f�pI1, J1, qq. In other words, we can allocate every item at price q, but if we raise

the price any further, then some items will remain unallocated. To be precise, the

price rise stops when the demand graph GpI1, J1, qq becomes tight, meaning that

GpI1, J1, qq is feasible but G�pI1, J1, qq is infeasible (see Definitions 25, 26).

To continue with our algorithm, suppose that the demand graph GpI1, J1, qq be-

comes tight at q � q1. We identify a critical subset of items J�1 � J1, which is

preventing us from raising the price beyond q1. Let I�1 � ti P I1 : Si X J�1 � Hu

denote the subset of all agents interested in J�1 . We want to throw out the agents in

I�1 and the items in J�1 , and raise the price of the remaining items. Three properties

are maintained.
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1. The pseudo demand graph G�pI1zI
�
1 , J1zJ

�
1 , q1q is feasible.

2. No agent i R I�1 is interested in an item from J�1 , that is, Si X J�1 � H for all

i R I�1 and j P J�1 .

3. In the demand graph GpI�1 , J
�
1 , q1q, we can find an s � t flow that allocates

all the items, and gives at least D�
i pJ1, q1q items to every agent i P I�1 . We

distribute the items in J�1 amongst the agents in I�1 , at uniform price q and in

accordance with the allocation AI�1 J
�
1

characterized by this s� t flow.

The first condition enables us to increase the price of the items in J1zJ
�
1 . The second

condition ensures that no agent i P I1zI
�
1 complains about this, simply because she

does not care about the items in J�1 . The third condition ensures that the agents

in I�1 are also happy, modulo tie-breaking. This holds since the utility of any agent

i P I�1 is lower bounded by: uipAI�1 J
�
1
piq, q1q ¥ maxJ�J1tu

�
i pJ, q1qu, and the price of

the items in J1zJ
�
1 can only increase during the course of the algorithm. We will

say that the allocation AI�1 J
�
1

is proper w.r.t. the demand graph GpI1, J1, qq (see

Definition 27).

Definition 27 (Proper Allocation). Consider a tight demand graph GpI, J, qq, a

nonempty subset of agents H � I� � I, and a nonempty subset of items H � J� � J .

An allocation AI�J� is called proper iff:

• For all i P IzI�, we have that Si X J� � H. Agents in IzI� are not interested

in any item j P J�.

• The pseudo demand graph G�pIzI�, JzJ�, qq is feasible. It allows us to raise

the price beyond q, after removing the agents in I� and the items in J�.

• For all i P I�, T � J , we get ui pAI�J�piq, qq ¥ u�i pT, qq. In other words, agents

in I� are happy.
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• No item j P J� remains unallocated: We have that¸
iPI�

AI�J�piq � J�.

Remark. Throughout the rest of this chapter, if all the items in T � J are assigned

the same price q, then we slightly abuse the notation (see Equation (4.3)). We use

the symbol uipT, qq (resp. u�i pT, qq) to denote the utility (resp. pseudo utility) of

agent i P I from the subset of items T .

The Ascending Auction

Input: Set of agents I and indivisible items J .
Agent i P I has valuation function vi and budget Bi ¡ 0.

1. I1 Ð I, J1 Ð J , q0 Ð 0, and k Ð 1.

2. While Jk � H

3. Find the price qk ¡ qk�1 where the demand graph
GpIk, Jk, qkq becomes tight.

4. Find a proper allocation AI�k J
�
k

in graph GpIk, Jk, qkq.

5. For every agent i P I�k : ÃI,J piq Ð AI�k J
�
k
piq.

6. For every item j P J�k : P̃pjq Ð qk.

7. Ik�1 Ð IkzI
�
k , Jk�1 Ð JkzJ

�
k .

8. k Ð k � 1.

Output the allocation vector ÃI,J and price vector P̃.

Figure 4.2: Finding a Pseudo-competitive equilibrium.

Theorem 78. The algorithm in Figure 4.2 finds a pseudo competitive equilibrium

in polynomial time.

The proof of Theorem 78 appears in Section 4.4.1.
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Comparison with the Devanur et al. (2008) algorithm. We will show that the

algorithm in Figure 4.2 finds a pseudo-competitive equilibrium in polynomial time.

Before proceeding, we note that our ascending auction is inspired by the primal-dual

framework for the standard-Fisher model with additive valuations [Devanur et al.

(2008)]. However, there are some important differences between the two algorithms.

In the demand graph considered by Devanur et al., the weight of an edge ps, iq,

which is coming out of the source node, is equal to the agent’s budget. Similarly, the

weight of an edge pj, tq, which is going into the sink, is equal to the item’s price per

unit. This demand graph is not applicable if the agents have concave-combinatorial

valuations, for the agents’ utilities are no longer additively separable across the items.

Instead, our demand graph assigns a weight of DipJ, qq to the edge ps, iq, and a weight

of 1 to the edge pj, tq.

Since the items are indivisible, the agents’ demands (and hence the edge weights)

change in discrete jumps with the increase in price. This helps us achieve polynomial

running time. On the other hand, we are forced to consider an additional pseudo

demand graph to deal with the indivisibility of the items.

The algorithm by Devanur et al. terminates when the maximum s� t flow in the

demand graph saturates the budget of every agent and the supply of every item, so

that:
°
jPJ Ppjq �

°
iPI Bi. At this point, an allocation characterized by arbitrary

maximum s � t flow clears the market. To contrast it with the way we allocate the

items, consider the instant when: (1) we have found the price q1 so that this demand

graph GpI1, J1, q1q is tight, and (2) identified the critical subset of items J�1 and

agents I�1 . Here, if we simply take an arbitrary maximum s� t flow in GpI�1 , J
�
1 , q1q,

we can no longer guarantee that it will ensure a pseudo-competitive equilibrium. In

our algorithm, this issue is addressed in the following manner.

We first find a maximum s�t flow f� in the pseudo-demand graph G�pI�1 , J
�
1 , q1q.

This saturates the weight D�
i pJ

�
1 , q1q of every edge ps, iq, where i P I�1 . Next, we
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augment this flow f� along simple s � t paths to get a particular maximum s � t

flow f in the graph GpI�1 , J
�
1 , q1q. This transformation ensures that the flow routed

through an edge ps, iq is never decreased. Thus, in the allocation characterized by

the flow f , every agent i P I�1 gets at least D�
i pJ

�
1 , q1q items. Next, we show that

D�
i pJ

�
1 , q1q � D�

i pJ1, q1q, and we use this property while proving that the outcome

of our algorithm is a pseudo-competitive equilibrium.

Revenue. There are instances where the revenue of all pseudo-competitive equilib-

ria falls far short of the optimal-revenue benchmark. Consider the following example.

Example 2. We have two indivisible items, and two unit-demand agents.

• Agent 1 has budget B1 � L. Her valuations for the items are given by: v1p1q �

v1p2q � v1pt1, 2uq � L.

• Agent 2 has budget B2 � ε. Her valuations for the items are given by: v1p1q �

v1p2q � v1pt1, 2uq � ε.

Clearly, the agents in the above example have concave-combinatorial valuation

functions. It is easy to versify that any pseudo-competitive equilibrium will have to

set prices Pp1q � Pp2q ¤ ε, and will have to allocate one item to each of the agents.

As a result, the revenue from any pseudo-competitive equilibrium will be at most 2ε.

On the other hand, the optimal-revenue benchmark is equal to Opt � L. It simply

allocates one item to agent 1 at price L.

Therefore, we focus on the special case of single-valued-combinatorial valuations.

Here, our algorithm ensures that either an agent spends half of her budget, or the

price of every item is larger than her valuation for that item. These observations

lead us to the next theorem.
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Theorem 79. If the agents have single-valued-combinatorial valuations, then the

algorithm in Figure 4.2 returns a pseudo-competitive equilibrium whose revenue is at

least 1{3 times the optimal-revenue benchmark.

The proof of Theorem 79 appears in Section 4.4.3.

4.4.1 Correctness of Algorithm: Proof of Theorem 78

For the correctness of our algorithm (Figure 4.2), we require that a tight demand

graph should admit a proper allocation. The next important theorem (whose proof

appears in Section 4.4.2) resolves this issue.

Theorem 80. In any tight demand graph GpI, J, qq, we can find a specific proper

allocation AI�J� in polynomial time. It ensures that H � I� � I, H � J� � J , and

D�
i pJ, qq   |Si| for all agents i P I�.

Our algorithm (Figure 4.2) works in the following manner. Suppose that the

While loop (Steps 3-8) is entering into kth iteration. The previous iterations define

mutually exclusive and non-empty subsets of items J�1 . . . J
�
k�1 � J , along with

mutually exclusive and non-empty subsets of agents I�1 . . . I
�
k�1 � I. During iteration

l P t1 . . . k � 1u, the items in J�l are given to the agents in I�l , at uniform price ql

and according to the allocation AI�l J
�
l

. The algorithm defines Il (resp. Jl) to be the

subset of agents (resp. items) who were not allocated till the pl � 1qth iteration.

Il � Iz
 
I�1 Y � � � Y I

�
l�1

(
, and Jl � J z

 
J�1 Y � � � Y J

�
l�1

(
for all l P t1 . . . ku.

The algorithm ensures that the prices are increasing, i.e.,

0 � q0   q1   � � �   qk�1.

Furthermore, it guarantees that for all I P t1, . . . , ku:

The pseudo demand graph G�pIl, Jl, ql�1q is feasible. (4.20)
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All the above properties can be proved by induction on k (Assumption 5 guarantees

that the statements hold for k � 1).

Equation (4.20) ensures that there is a unique price q � qk ¡ qk�1 where the

demand graph GpIk, Jk, qq becomes tight, thereby validating Step 3. As the price is

increased, the (pseudo) demands of the agents drop in discrete jumps. Hence, Step

3 can be implemented in polynomial time. Since the demand graph GpIk, Jk, qkq is

tight, we can efficiently find a proper allocation AI�k J
�
k

where the subsets I�k � Ik

and J�k � Jk are non-empty (see Theorem 80). Thus, every iteration allocates at

least one item, the algorithm runs for at most |J | iterations, and it terminates in

polynomial time.

Lemma 81. Consider any iteration l of the While loop in Figure 4.2. For all

i P I�l , we have that Si � Jl.

Proof. Fix any item j P J zJl. Clearly, item j was allocated in an iteration prior to

l: For some l1   l, we have that j P J�l1 . Since i P I�l and l1   l, agent i did not get

any item during iteration l1. We conclude that i P IlzI
�
l . The allocation AI�

l1
J�
l1

is

proper w.r.t. the graph GpIl1 , Jl1 , ql1q, implying that j R Si (see Definition 27). This

holds for every item j P J zJl. Hence, we get: Si � Jl.

We have already noted that the algorithm runs in polynomial time, and halts

only when it has allocated all the items (Step 2). For the rest of the proof, fix any

agent i P I�l and any subset of items T � J . This agent gets the items in AI�l J
�
l
piq

at uniform price ql. We will show:

uipAI�l ,J
�
l
piq, qlq ¥ u�i pT, P̃q (4.21)
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The allocation AI�l J
�
l

is proper w.r.t. the graph GpIl, Jl, qlq. Definition 27 implies

the following.

uipAI�l J
�
l
piq, qlq ¥ u�i pT X Jl, qlq ¥ u�i pT X Jl, P̃q (4.22)

The last inequality holds since P̃pjq ¥ ql for all j P Jl.

Since Si � Jl (see Lemma 81), we deduce that: u�i pT zJl, P̃q ¤ 0. Now, applying

equation (4.22), we get:

uipAI�l J
�
l
piq, qlq ¥ u�i pT X Jl, P̃q

¥ u�i pT X Jl, P̃q � u
�
i pT zJl, P̃q

� u�i pT, P̃q

This concludes the proof of Theorem 78, provided we assume that Theorem 80 holds.

In Section 4.4.2, we will prove Theorem 80.

4.4.2 Finding a Proper Allocation: Proof of Theorem 80

Suppose that the demand graph GpI, J, qq is tight (see Assumption 6). We will show

that such a demand graph admits a proper allocation, and it can be computed in

polynomial time.

Assumption 6. The demand graph GpI, J, qq is tight.

s� t Cuts Fix a subset of agents X � I, a subset of items Y � J , and consider the

pseudo demand graph G�pX, Y, qq. In this graph, every subset of nodes V � X Y Y

defines a s�t cut. This cut will be denoted by the ordered pair ps, V q, indicating that

the nodes in V belong to the side of s, whereas the rest of the nodes belong to the side

of t. The value of the cut is denoted by ∆�
XY qpV q. Clearly, the quantity ∆�

XY qpV q
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is equal to the total weights of the directed edges in G�pX, Y, qq that originate from

tsu Y V and terminate in pttu YX Y Y qzV .

Definition 28. Fix a pseudo demand graph G�pX, Y, qq, and consider any subset of

nodes V � X Y Y . The cut ps, V q is a maximal minimum s� t cut if and only if it

satisfies the following conditions.

• For all V 1 � X Y Y , we have that ∆�
XY qpV

1q ¥ ∆�
XY qpV q. In other words, the

cut ps, V q is a minimum s� t cut in G�pX, Y, qq.

• For all v P pX Y Y qzV , we have that ∆�
XY qpV Y tvuq ¡ ∆�

XY qpV q.

The algorithm is described in Figure 4.3. We first compute a maximal minimum s�t

cut ps, Is Y Jsq in the pseudo demand graph G�pI, J, qq. This partitions the set of

agents I (resp. items J) into two mutually exclusive subsets Is and I t (resp. Js and

J t).

Corollary 84 states that the pseudo demand graph G�pI t, J t, qq is non-empty. Our

algorithm finds an allocation AIt,Jt of the items in J t to the agents in I t. Clearly, all

the steps in Figure 4.3 can be implemented in polynomial time. It remains to show

that the algorithm returns the correct answer.

The rest of Section 4.4.2 is organized as follows. Recall Definition 27. In order

to show that the allocation AIt,Jt is proper in the demand graph GpI, J, qq, we have

to prove the following properties.

1. No agent in Is wants an item from J t. Furthermore, the subsets I t and J t are

non-empty. These are shown in Corollary 83 and Corollary 84.

2. The pseudo demand graph G�pIs, Js, qq is feasible. This is shown in Lemma 86.

3. Under the allocation AIt,Jt , the utility received by every agent i P I t is at least

her pseudo utility from any subset T � J , provided all the items are priced at

q. Furthermore, every item in J t is allocated. These are shown in Lemma 91.
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Finding a Proper Allocation

Input: A tight demand graph GpI, J, qq.

1. Find a maximal minimum s� t cut ps, Is Y Jsq in the
pseudo-demand graph G�pI, J, qq. The cut partitions
the set of agents I {resp. set of items J} into two subsets
Is � I and I t � IzIs {resp. Js � J and J t � JzJs}.

2. Compute a maximum s� t flow f� in the
pseudo-demand graph G�pI t, J t, qq.

3. The flow f� is a valid s� t flow in the demand graph
GpI t, J t, qq, i.e., it respects the weight of every edge
in GpI t, J t, qq.

4. In the demand graph GpI t, J t, qq, find a maximum s� t
flow f , by augmenting the flow f� along simple paths.
Let AIt,Jt be the allocation characterized by the flow f .

Output: The allocation AIt,Jt .

Figure 4.3: Algorithm for computing a proper allocation in a tight demand graph.

Finally, in order to prove Theorem 80, we need to show that for all agents i P I t,

we have: D�
i pJ, qq   |Si|. This is shown in Claim 89. This claim will be used while

proving the revenue property of our algorithm, for the special case of single-valued-

combinatorial valuations (see Section 4.4.3).

Properties of s� t Cuts

Fix a collection of agents X � I, items Y � J , and consider the pseudo demand

graph G�pX, Y, qq. The next claim specifies the value of any s� t cut in G�pX, Y, qq.

Claim 82. Consider any s� t cut ps,Xs Y Y sq in G�pX, Y, qq. It partitions the set

X (resp. Y ) into two mutually exclusive subsets Xs and X t � XzXs (resp. Y s and

Y t � Y zY s). Recall that the value of this s� t cut is denoted by ∆�
XY qpX

s Y Y sq.
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• If the graph G�pX, Y, qq contains some edge from Xs � Y t, then we have

∆�
XY qpX

s Y Y sq � 8.

• Otherwise, we have

∆�
XY qpX

s Y Y sq �
¸
iPXt

D�
i pY, qq � |Y

s|

Proof. Suppose that the graph G�pX, Y, qq contains some edge pis, jtq P X
s�Y t. The

edge pis, jtq has infinite weight, and it contributes towards the s� t cut ps,XsYY sq.

Hence, we get:

∆�
XY qpX

s Y Y sq � 8

Next, suppose that the graph G�pX, Y, qq does not contain any edge pis, jtq P X
s�Y t.

Let E 1 denote the set of edges in G�pX, Y, qq that contribute towards the s � t cut

ps,Xs Y Y sq. We note:

E 1 � tps, iq : i P X tu Y tpj, tq : j P Y su

In the graph G�pX, Y, qq, every edge ps, iq has weight D�
i pY, qq and every edge pj, tq

has unit weight. Summing over the weights of all the edges in E 1, we get:

∆�
XY qpX

s Y Y sq �
¸
iPXt

D�
i pY, qq � |Y

s|

This concludes the proof of the claim.

Corollary 83. The pseudo demand graph G�pI, J, qq does not contain any edge from

Is � J t. Furthermore, the value of the minimum s� t cut in G�pI, J, qq is given by:

∆�
IJqpI

s Y Jsq �
¸
iPIt

D�
i pJ, qq � |J

s|

Proof. In the pseudo demand graph G�pI, J, qq, the s� t cut ps, IYJq has value |J |.

Hence, the value of the minimum s� t cut is at most |J |, which is a finite quantity.

The corollary follows from Claim 82.
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Corollary 84. The subset of items Jt and the subset of agents It are non-empty.

Proof. If Jt � H then Js � J , and Corollary 83 implies that the minimum s � t

cut in G�pI, J, qq is at least |J |. Hence, the pseudo demand graph G�pI, J, qq is

feasible. This contradicts Assumption 6. We conclude that the subset of items J t is

non-empty.

Consider any item j P Jt. Since the demand graph GpI, J, qq is feasible (see

Assumption 6), there is at least one agent i P I who is interested in item j, that is,

j P Si. By Corollary 83, such an agent cannot belong to the subset Is. Hence, we

have that i P I t, which implies that the set I t is also non-empty.

Pseudo-Demand Graph G�pIs, Js, qq is Feasible

Fix any subset of items Q � Js. The next claim shows that sufficiently many agents

in Is, with large enough pseudo demands, are interested in Q. This property will be

crucial in proving Lemma 86.

Claim 85. For every subset of items Q � Js and subset of agents R � ti P Is :

Si XQ � Hu, we have: ¸
iPR

D�
i pJ

s, qq ¥ |Q|

Proof. Define I 1 � IszR and J 1 � JszQ. In the graph G�pI, J, qq, we focus on the

s� t cut ps, I 1 Y J 1q.

By definition, the graph G�pI, J, qq does not contain any edge from I 1 � Q. Since

I 1 � Is, Corollary 83 implies that the same graph does not contain any edge from

I 1 � J t. Applying Claim 82, we get:

∆�
IJqpI

1 Y J 1q �
¸

iPItYR

D�
i pJ, qq � |J

1| (4.23)
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Since ∆�
IJqpI

sY Jsq is the minimum value of a s� t cut in G�pI, J, qq, we infer that:

∆�
IJqpI

1 Y J 1q ¥ ∆�
IJqpI

s Y Jsq

or,
¸

iPItYR

D�
i pJ, qq � |J

1| ¥
¸
iPIt

D�
i pJ, qq � |J

s|

or,
¸
iPR

D�
i pJ, qq ¥ |Q| (4.24)

The second inequality follows from Equation 4.23 and Corollary 83. The last in-

equality holds since |J 1| � |Js| � |Q|.

Corollary 83 states that no agent in Is wants an item from J t � JzJs. Hence,

we get:

D�
i pJ, qq � D�

i pJ
s, qq for all i P R � Is. (4.25)

The claim follows from Equation 4.24 and Equation 4.25.

Lemma 86. Pseudo-demand graph G�pIs, Js, qq is feasible.

Proof. We apply Hall’s Marriage Theorem on Claim 85, and draw the following

conclusion. There is an allocation of the items in Js to the agents in Is where:

• Every item j P Js is allocated. Furthermore, the item goes to an agent i P Is

only if j P Si.

• Every agent i P Is gets at most D�
i pJ

s, qq items.

Let f� be the s� t flow corresponding to the above allocation. Clearly, the flow f�

is valid in the pseudo demand graph G�pI, J, qq, in the sense that it respects the

weight of every edge. Since every item in Js is allocated, the flow f� has value |Js|.

We conclude that the pseudo demand graph is feasible.
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Proper Allocation of Items in J t to Agents in I t

The first claim in this section is very similar to Claim 85. It states the following.

Consider any subset of agents R � I t. These agents are interested in sufficiently

many items from the subset J t, and their pseudo-demands are not large enough.

Claim 87. Fix any subset of agents R � I t, and let Q � YiPRtSi X J tu denote the

subset of items in J t for which they have non-zero valuations. We have:

¸
iPR

D�
i pJ, qq ¤ |Q|

Proof. In the graph G�pI, J, qq, we focus on the s� t cut ps, R Y Is YQY Jsq.

By definition, no agent in R wants an item from J tzQ. Corollary 83 states that

no agent in Is wants an item from J t. Hence, the pseudo demand graph G�pI, J, qq

does not contain any edge from pIs YRq�pJ tzQq. We can therefore invoke Claim 82

and conclude that:

∆�
IJq pR Y I

s YQY Jsq �
¸

iPItzR

D�
i pJ, qq � |Q| � |J

s| (4.26)

Since ∆�
IJqpI

s Y Jsq is the minimum value of any s� t cut in the graph G�pI, J, qq,

we get:

∆�
IJqpI

s Y Jsq ¤ ∆�
IJq pR Y I

s YQY Jsq

or,
¸
iPIt

D�
i pJ, qq � |J

s| ¤
¸

iPItzR

D�
i pJ, qq � |Q| � |J

s|

or,
¸
iPR

D�
i pJ, qq ¤ |Q|

The second inequality follows from Corollary 83 and Equation 4.26. The last in-

equality holds since |I t| � |R| � |I tzR|.
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Proof of the next claim closely parallels the proof of Lemma 86. It shows that

the maximum s � t flow in the pseudo demand graph G�pI t, J t, qq equals the total

weight of all the edges coming out of node s. In contrast, Lemma 86 showed that

the maximum s � t flow in the pseudo demand graph G�pIs, Js, qq equals the total

weight of all the edges going into node t.

Claim 88. Any maximum s� t flow in graph G�pI t, J t, qq sends D�
i pJ

t, qq units of

flow through the edge ps, iq, for all agents i P I t. In other words, it saturates the

weight of every edge coming out of the source.

Proof. Using Claim 87 and Hall’s Marriage Theorem, we infer that there is an allo-

cation of the items in J t to the agents in I t where:

• Every item j P J t is allocated. Furthermore, the item goes to an agent i P I t

only if j P Si.

• Every agent i P I t gets exactly D�
i pJ

t, qq items.

We follow the notation in Figure 4.3 (see Step 2), and use the symbol f� to denote

the s�t flow characterized by the above allocation. Clearly, this flow is valid in graph

G�pI t, J t, qq, in the sense that it respects the weight of every edge. Furthermore, it

saturates the weight D�
i pJ

t, qq of every edge ps, iq coming out of the source node s.

Hence, it is a maximum s�t flow in the graph G�pI t, J t, qq, and any other maximum

s� t flow will also satisfy the same condition.

As we will see, the allocation AIt,Jt ensures that every agent i P I t gets at least

D�
i pJ, qq items. The previous claim, however, provides an apparently weaker lower

bound of D�
i pJ

t, qq. Claim 90 will resolve this issue, and show that D�
i pJ

t, qq �

D�
i pJ, qq for all agents i P I t. To prove this result, we will use the next claim.
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Claim 89. For all agents i P I t, we have that:

D�
i pJ, qq   |Si X J

t|.

Proof. Fix an agent i1 P I t, and for the sake of contradiction, suppose that D�
i1 pJ, qq ¥

|Si1 X J t|. In the pseudo demand graph G�pI, J, qq, we focus the s � t cut ps, Is Y

ti1u Y Js Y tSi1 X J
tuq.

Corollary 83 states that no agent in Is wants an item from J t. Furthermore, by

definition, the agent i1 does not want any item from J tztSi1 X J tu. Thus, we infer

that the graph G�pI, J, qq does not contain any edge from pIsYti1uq�pJ tztSi1XJ
tuq.

Applying Claim 82, we get:

∆�
IJqpI

s Y ti1u Y Js Y tSi1 X J
tuq

�
¸

iPItzti1u

D�
i pJ, qq � |J

s Y tSi1 X J
tu|

�
¸
iPIt

D�
i pJ, qq �D

�
i1 pJ, qq � |J

s| � |Si1 X J
t|

� ∆�
IJqpI

s Y Jsq � |Si1 X J
t| �D�

i1 pJ, qq

¤ ∆�
IJqpI

s Y Jsq

The third equality follows from Corollary 83. The last inequality follows from our

assumption: D�
i1 pJ, qq ¥ |Si1 X J

t|, and it contradicts the fact that ps, Is Y Jsq is the

maximal minimum s�t cut in the pseudo demand graph G�pI, J, qq (see Definition 28

and Figure 4.3). We conclude that the claim holds for all agents i1 P I t.

Claim 90. For all agents i P I t, we have that

D�
i pJ, qq � D�

i pJ
t, qq

Proof. Claim 89 has a simple interpretation: If the items in J are priced at q, then we

can construct a pseudo utility-maximizing bundle J� � J for agent i P I t by taking
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sufficiently many elements from the set Si X J
t. To be more specific, we have: J� �

pSi X J tq � J t � J . Thus, the subset J� also maximizes the pseudo utility of agent

i P I t amongst the collection of items J t. It follows that D�
i pJ, qq � D�

i pJ
t, qq.

We are now ready to prove two key properties of our algorithm.

Lemma 91. The allocation AIt,Jt returned by the algorithm in Figure 4.3 has the

following properties.

• Every item j P J t is allocated.

• For all agents i P I t and for all subsets T � J , we have: uipAIt,Jtpiq, qq ¥

u�i pT, qq.

Proof. We compute be a maximum s� t flow f� (Step 2, Figure 4.3) in the pseudo

demand graph G�pI t, J t, qq, which routes D�
i pJ

t, qq units of flow (Claim 88) through

the edge ps, iq, for all agents i P I t.

Since the pseudo demand of an agent is at most her demand, the flow f� is also

a valid s � t flow in the demand graph GpI t, J t, qq. Therefore, we can construct a

maximum s� t flow f in GpI t, J t, qq by augmenting the flow f� along simple paths

(Step 4, Figure 4.3). Clearly, such a flow f will route at least D�
i pJ

t, qq units and at

most DipJ
t, qq units of flow through every edge ps, iq.

As the demand graph GpI, J, qq is feasible (see Assumption 6) and it does not

contain any edge from pIzI tq � J t (see Corollary 83), we conclude that the graph

GpI t, J t, qq is also feasible. Since f is a maximum s � t flow in the feasible demand

graph GpI t, J t, qq, it must have a value of |J t|. Let AIt,Jt denote the allocation

corresponding to the flow f (Step 4, Figure 4.3). We conclude that this allocation

has the following properties.

• Every item in J t is allocated. This holds since the corresponding s � t flow f

has value |J t|.
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• An agent gets only those items she is interested in. This holds since the demand

graph GpI t, J t, qq has an edge pi, jq only if j P Si, and f is a valid flow in

GpI t, J t, qq.

AIt,Jtpiq � Si X J
t for all agents i P I t. (4.27)

• Every agent i P I t gets at least D�
i pJ, qq � DipJ, qq items (Claim 90) and at

most DipJ
t, qq items.

D�
i pJ, qq ¤ |AIt,Jtpiq| ¤ DipJ

t, qq for all i P I t. (4.28)

Fix any agent i P I t, and let T 1 � AIt,Jtpiq be a subset of items of size D�
i pJ, qq.

Clearly, the subset T 1 maximizes the pseudo utility of the agent at price q, amongst

all subsets of items T � T 1. Hence, we have:

uipAIt,Jtpiq, qq ¥ uipT
1, qq (Equations 4.27, 4.28)

¥ u�i pT
1, qq ¥ u�i pT, qq for all T � J.

This concludes the proof.

If we set I� � I t and J� � J t, then Theorem 80 follows from Corollary 83,

Corollary 84, Lemma 86, Claim 89 and Lemma 91.

4.4.3 Revenue Guarantee: Proof of Theorem 79

In this section, we slightly abuse the notation and say that an agent i P I has the

same valuation vi for every item in her interest set Si. Her total valuation from any

subset T � J is equal to: vipT q � vi � |Si X T |.

Claim 92. Fix any agent i P I�l who was considered during the lth iteration of the

While loop in Figure 4.2. In the pseudo-competitive equilibrium returned by our

algorithm, this agent receives at least D�
i pJl, qlq items from her interest set Si, and

she pays a price ql for every item allocated to her.
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Proof. Recall the algorithm in Figure 4.3 that finds the proper allocation AI�l J
�
l

in

the graph GpIl, Jl, qlq. It first computes a maximum s � t flow f� in the pseudo

demand graph G�pI�l , J
�
l , qlq, and then augments it along simple s� t paths to get a

maximum s � t flow f in the demand graph GpI�l , J
�
l , qlq. This flow f characterizes

the allocation AI�l J
�
l

.

According to Claims 88 and 90, the flow f� routes D�
i pJl, qlq units of flow through

every edge ps, iq, where i P I�l . Since the flow f is obtained by augmenting the flow

f�, it routes at least D�
i pJl, qlq units of flow through the same edge. Thus, the

allocation AI�l J
�
l

gives at least D�
i pJl, qlq items to agent i P I�l . Clearly, the agent

gets an item j P J�l only if j P Si. Since we have Si � J�l (Lemma 81), the claim

follows.

Consider an agent i P I�l as in Claim 92. Theorem 80 states that D�
i pJl, qlq   Si.

Thus, the price ql is high enough to ensure that the agent’s pseudo demand is strictly

less than the number of items she is interested in. This can happen only if either

ql ¥ vi or ql �DipJl, qlq � Bi.

Case 1. ql ¥ vi. Since the algorithm raises the price in successive iterations, we

infer that P̃pjq ¥ ql ¥ vi for all items j P Si � Jl (see Lemma 81).

Case 2. ql�DipJl, qlq � Bi and ql   vi. Here, if D�
i pJl, qlq � 0, then DipJl, qlq � 1

and ql � Bi. Using an argument that is analogous to the previous case, we conclude

that P̃pjq ¥ Bi for all items j P Si. In contrast, if D�
i pJl, qlq ¡ 0, then D�

i pJl, qlq ¥

DipJl, qlq � 1; and Claim 92 implies that the total payment made by the agent is at

least ql �D
�
i pJl, qlq ¥ Bi{2. The next lemma summarizes all these observations.

Lemma 93. In the pseudo-competitive equilibrium returned by our algorithm (Fig-

ure 4.2), every agent i P I either spends half of her budget, or the price of every item

j P Si is set at P̃pjq ¥ minpvi, Biq.

Following the above lemma, we partition the set of agents I into two subsets
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I1 and I2. If an agent simultaneously belongs to the two subsets, the tie is broken

arbitrarily.

I1 �

$&
%i P I :

¸
jPÃI,J piq

P̃pjq ¥ Bi{2

,.
-

I2 �
!
i P I : P̃pjq ¥ minpvi, Biq for all j P Si

)

Let Rev denote the revenue obtained by our algorithm, and let Opt denote the

optimal-revenue benchmark. Furthermore, let Opt1 (resp. Opt2) denote the con-

tribution towards Opt by the agents in I1 (resp. I2). In the pseudo-competitive

equilibrium pÃI,J , P̃q, every agent i P I1 spends at least Bi{2 amount of money,

whereas her contribution towards Opt is upper bounded by her budget Bi. Sum-

ming over all agents in I1:

2�Rev ¥ Opt1 (4.29)

For every agent i P I2, our algorithm (Figure 4.2) sets a price P̃pjq ¥ minpvi, Biq for

all items j P Si. Thus:

Rev �
¸
jPJ

P̃pjq ¥
¸
jPJ

max
iPI2:jPSi

tminpvi, Biqu ¥ Opt2 (4.30)

Theorem 79 follows if we add up equations (4.29), (4.30) and note that Opt �

Opt1 �Opt2.
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5

Concluding Remarks

In this dissertation, we designed algorithms for the problem of selling multiple items

to budget constrained agents. We considered this problem within the frameworks of

auction theory and market equilibrium.

In Chapter 2, our focus was on maximizing the seller’s revenue in an auction

setting where the items are heterogenous, and the bidders have arbitrary budgets

and demand constraints, and additive valuations. We assumed that the budget and

demand constraint of every bidder are publicly known. However, a bidder’s valua-

tions for the items are private knowledge, which are drawn from public distributions.

In this model, we presented approximation algorithms for designing revenue-optimal

incentive compatible auctions. Here, the bidders’ private valuation functions are

multi-dimensional, and characterizing the revenue-optimal truthful auctions in such

settings constitutes an important research agenda in microeconomics.

In Chapter 3, we considered a scenario where the items are homogeneous and the

bidders have private budgets and additive valuations. Here, no incentive-compatible

auction can generate good social welfare. Consequently, we focused on a relaxed

notion of Pareto-Optimality. We presented an adaptive clinching auction, and showed
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that it is truthful-in-expectation DSIC and that its outcome is always Pareto-optimal.

Very recently, Goel et al. (2013) have extended this work to the online setting. In

their model, there is an infinitely divisible item with online supply. Whenever some

quantity of this item becomes available for sale, the auctioneer needs to distribute it

among the bidders and decide on their payments. These decisions are irrevocable and

have to be made on the fly. First, Goel et al. (2013) prove that the offline adaptive

clinching auction for a divisible item is “supply monotone”. In other words, if we

increase the quantity of the item to be auctioned, then the allocation and payment of

a bidder can never decrease. Next, in the online supply model, they use this property

to design an auction that is incentive-compatible and Pareto-optimal. A natural

and important open problem is to extend their work to more general settings. For

example, it will be interesting to give a truthful auction in the online supply model

when the bidders have budget constraints and single-valued-combinatorial valuation

functions [Fiat et al. (2011)].

In Chapter 4, we designed polynomial-time algorithms for competitive equilibria.

This problem is fairly well-understood in the absence of budget constraints. For

example, there is a nice characterization theorem, which states that (under some

natural assumptions) a market admits a competitive equilibrium if and only if the

demand functions of the agents are gross substitutes. To contrast this with our

results, note that we considered precisely those markets where the agents have budget

limits and their demand functions are not gross substitutes. We focused on the

concept of a pseudo-competitive equilibrium, which essentially coincides with the

notion of a competitive equilibrium for almost all instances, and at the same time

can be very handy in ruling out degenerate corner cases. Surprisingly, in the presence

of budget constraints, gross substitutability is no longer a necessary condition for

guaranteeing the existence of a pseudo-compatible equilibrium. To see this, recall

that when the agents have concave-combinatorial valuation functions, our algorithm
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in Section 4.4 always finds a pseudo-competitive equilibrium. On the other hand, a

pseudo-competitive equilibrium may not exist if the agents have additive valuation

functions. It will be interesting to give a neat characterization of the markets which

admit a pseudo-competitive equilibrium.
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